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Introduction

Welcome to the NAACL HLT 2013 Student Research Workshop.

This year, we have two different kinds of paper: research papers and thesis proposals. Thesis proposals
are intended for advanced students who have decided on a thesis topic and wish to get feedback on their
proposal and broader ideas for their continuing work, while research papers can describe completed
work or work in progress with preliminary results.

All the papers will be presented in the main conference poster session, giving the opportunity for
students to interact and present their work to a large and diverse audience. In addition, we have
a separate session for the student papers on the first day of workshops (after the main conference).
During this session, students will present their papers and receive feedback from mentors. The mentors
are experienced researchers who will prepare in-depth comments and questions in advance of the
presentation. Each accepted paper is assigned a mentor. The separate session is newly introduced
this year and differs from recent NAACL student workshops where student talks were during the main
conference sessions or the papers were presented as posters only. We expect that the focused workshop
will provide a greater opportunity for receive feedback from mentors, and also allow the students to
network and socialize with other student participants.

We received 8 thesis proposals and 15 research papers. Out of these we accepted 6 thesis proposals
and 7 research papers leading to an acceptance rate of 75% for thesis proposals and 47% for research
papers. We thank our dedicated program committee who gave constructive and detailed reviews for
the student papers. We also thank the NAACL 2013 organizing committee—Lucy Vanderwende, Hal
Daumé III, Katrin Kirchhoff, Priscilla Rassmussen, Matt Post and Colin Cherry.
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Norway
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Abstract

In this paper we revisit the task of quantitative
evaluation of coreference resolution systems.
We review the most commonly used metrics
(MUC, B3, CEAF and BLANC) on the basis of
their evaluation of coreference resolution in
five texts from the OntoNotes corpus. We ex-
amine both the correlation between the met-
rics and the degree to which our human judge-
ment of coreference resolution agrees with the
metrics. In conclusion we claim that loss of
information value is an essential factor, insuf-
ficiently adressed in current metrics, in human
perception of the degree of success or failure
of coreference resolution. We thus conjec-
ture that including a layer of mention infor-
mation weight could improve both the coref-
erence resolution and its evaluation.

1 Introduction and motivation

Coreference resolution (CR) is the task of link-
ing together multiple expressions of a given entity
(Yang et al., 2003). The field has experienced a
surge of interest with several shared tasks in re-
cent years: SemEval 2010 (Recasens et al., 2010),
CoNLL 2011 (Pradhan et al., 2011) and CoNLL
2012 (Pradhan et al., 2012). However the field has
from the very start been riddled with problems re-
lated to the scoring and comparison of CR systems.
Currently there are five metrics in wider use: MUC

(Vilain et al., 1995), B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998),
the two CEAF metrics (Luo, 2005) and BLANC (Re-
casens and Hovy, 2011). As there is no global agree-
ment on which metrics are the most appropriate, the

above-mentioned shared tasks have used a combi-
nation of several metrics to evaluate the contenders.
Although coreference resolution is a subproblem of
natural language understanding, coreference resolu-
tion evaluation metrics have predominately been dis-
cussed in terms of abstract entities and hypothetical
system errors. In our view, it is of utmost importance
to observe actual texts and actual system errors.

2 Background: The metrics

In this section, we will present the five metrics in the
usual terms of precision, recall and F-score. We fol-
low the predominant practice and use the term men-
tion for individual referring expressions, and entity
for sets of mentions that refer to the same object
(Luo et al., 2004). We use the term key entity (K)
for gold entities, and response entity (R) for entities
which were produced by the CR system.

2.1 Link-based: MUC and BLANC
The MUC metric (Vilain et al., 1995) is based on
comparing the number of links in the key entity
(|K| − 1) to the number of links missing from the
response entity, routinely calculated as the number
of partitions of the key entity |p(K)| minus one, so
Recall = (|K|−1)−(|p(K)|−1)

|K|−1 = |K|−|p(K)|
|K|−1 . For

the whole document, recalls for entities are simply
added: Recall =

∑
|Ki|−|p(Ki)|∑

(|Ki|−1) In calculating pre-
cision, the case is inverted: The base entity is now
the response, and the question posed is how many
missing links have to be added to the key partitions
to form the response entity.

BLANC (Recasens and Hovy, 2011) is a variant of
the Rand index (Rand, 1971) adapted for the task
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of coreference resolution. The BLANC metric makes
use of both coreferent and non-coreferent links, cor-
rect and incorrect. The final precision, recall and
F-score are the average of the P, R and F-score of
corresponding coreferential and non-referential val-
ues. However, since this is an analysis of isolated
entities, there are no non-coreferential links. For
that reason, in this paper we only present corefer-
ential precision, recall and F-score for this metric:
Pc = rc

rc+wc , Rc = rc
rc+wn and Fc = 2PcRc

Pc+Rc
, where

rc is the number of correct coreferential links, wc
the number of incorrect coreferential links, and wn
is the number of non-coreferential links incorrectly
marked as coreferent by the system.

2.2 Entity and mention-based: B3 and CEAF

B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998) calculates precision
and recall for every mention in the document, and
then combines them to an overall precision and re-
call. Precision of a single mention mi is the number
of correct mentions in the response entity Ri that
containsmi divided by the total number of mentions
in Ri. Recall of mi is again the number of correct
mentions in Ri, this time divided by the number of
mentions in the key entity Ki that contains mention
mi. The precision and recall for the entire docu-
ment can be calculated as weighted sums of preci-
sion and recall of the individual mentions. The de-
fault weight, also used in this experiment is 1

n , where
n is the number of mentions in the document.

CEAF (Luo, 2005) is based on the best alignment
of subsets of key and response entities. For any
mapping g ∈ Gm the total similarity Φ(g) is the
sum of all similarities. The best alignment g∗ is
found by maximizing the sum of similarities Φ(g)
between the key and response entities, while the
maximum total similarity is the sum of the best sim-
ilarities. Precision and recall are defined in terms
of the similarity measure Φ(g∗): P = Φ(g∗)∑

i φ(Ri,Ri)

R = Φ(g∗)∑
i φ(Ki,Ki)

.

There are two versions of CEAF with different
similarity measures, φm(K,R) = |K ∩ R| and
φe(K,R) = 2|K∩R|

|K|+|R| . φe is the basis for CEAFe
which shows a measure of correct entities while
CEAFm, based on φm, shows the percentage of cor-
rectly resolved mentions.

MUC B3 CEAFe CEAFm BLANC MELA

MUC – 0.46 0.22 0.47 0.35 0.63
B3 0.59 – 0.47 0.56 0.42 0.61

CEAFe 0.46 0.59 – 0.51 0.26 0.38
CEAFm 0.57 0.70 0.62 – 0.46 0.60
BLANC 0.57 0.70 0.57 0.68 – 0.35
MELA 0.59 0.73 0.59 0.70 0.70 –

Table 1: Kendall τ rank correlation coefficient for teams
participating in CoNLL shared tasks, with CoNLL 2011
in the upper right, CoNLL 2012 in the lower left corner.

3 Correlating CoNLL shared tasks results

To illustrate the complexity of the present evaluation
best practices, we have applied the Kendall τ rank
correlation coefficient to the ratings the metrics gave
coreference resolution systems that competed in the
two recent CoNLL shared tasks. The official metrics
of the CoNLL shared tasks was MELA (Denis and
Baldridge, 2009), a weighted average of MUC, B3

and CEAFe.
The results for CoNLL 2011 (Table 1) show

a rather weak correlation among the metrics go-
ing down to as low as 0.22 between CEAFe and
MUC. Somewhat surprisingly, the two link-based
metrics, MUC and BLANC, also show a low degree of
agreement (0.35), while the mention-based metrics,
CEAFm and B3, show the highest agreement of all
non-composite metrics. However, this agreement is
not particularly high either as the two metrics agree
on just above the half of all the cases (0.56).

The results for CoNLL 2012 show much higher
correlation among the metrics ranging from 0.46 to
0.70. Again CEAFm and B3 show the highest corre-
lation, but unlike in 2011 BLANC “joins” this clus-
ter. CEAFe and MUC are again least correlated, while
CEAFe and BLANC, in 2011 almost independent,
show average correlation (0.57) in 2012.

In our view, comparatively low correlations as
well as surprising variation from year to year sug-
gests a certain degree of ’fuzziness’ in quantitative
coreference resolution evaluation. We leave the in-
vestigation of variation between the two years for
future work.

4 Error analysis

To better understand the functioning of the met-
rics we have conducted an error analysis on the
key/response entity pairs from five short texts from
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the development corpus of the CoNLL 2011 Shared
Task (Pradhan et al., 2011), one text from each of
the five represented genres: Broadcast Conversa-
tions (BC), Broadcast News (BN), Magazine (MZ),
News Wire (NW) and Web Blogs and News Groups
(WB). The texts were chosen as randomly as pos-
sible, the only constraint being length1. The gold
standard texts are originally from OntoNotes 4.0,
and contain 64 mentions distributed among 21 key
entities. The response texts are the output of Stan-
ford’s Multi-Pass Sieve Coreference Resolution Sys-
tem (Lee et al., 2011).

4.1 Categorization

Instead of classifying entities according to their
score by some of the metrics, or a combination of
several of them, as done by the CoNLL shared tasks,
we have based the classification on a notion of lin-
guistic common sense – our subjective idea of how
humans evaluate the success or failure of CR. We
divide key/response entity pairs into four categories:

• Category 1: Perfect match

• Category 2: Partial match

• Category 3: Merged entities

• Category 4: Failed coreference resolution

We will concentrate on the amount of informational
value from the key entity that has been preserved in
the response entity. In the course of these experi-
ments, our aim is to see if that rather informal idea
can be operationalized in a way amenable to future
use in automated CR and/or quantitative evaluation.

4.1.1 Category 1: Perfect match

This class consists of four key/response entity
pairs with complete string match. The key and
response entities being identical, all metrics show
unanimously precision and recall of 100%. The
informational value is, of course, completely pre-
served. Unfortunately, those examples are few and
simple: They constitute only 19% of the entities and
14% of mentions in this sample, and all seem to be
achieved by the simplest form of string matching.

Key Response MUC B3 CEAFe CEAFm BLANC
entities entities

BC45
• The KMT P 100.00 100.00 90.90 100.00 100.00
vice chairman R 80.00 83.33 90.90 83.33 66.67
•Wang •Wang F 88.89 90.91 90.90 90.91 80.00
Jin-pyng Jin-pyng
• his • his
• his • his
• He • He
• he • he

BC22
• KMT • KMT P 100.00 100.00 80.00 100.00 100.00
Chairman Chairman R 50.00 66.67 80.00 66.67 33.33
Lien Chan Lien Chan F 66.67 80.00 80.00 80.00 50.00
• Chairman
Lien Chan
• Lien Chan • Lien Chan

BN1
• Bill • Bill P 100.00 100.00 76.92 100.00 68.42
Clinton Clinton R 85.71 62.50 76.92 62.50 46.43
• The President F 92.31 76.92 76.92 76.92 55.32
• he
• his
•Mr.Clinton •Mr.Clinton
• his • his
• He • He
• he • he

NW2
• New • New P 100.00 100.00 88.89 100.00 100.00
Zealand Zealand R 75.00 80.00 88.89 80.00 60.00
• New • New F 85.71 88.89 88.89 88.89 75.00
Zealand Zealand
• New • New
Zealand Zealand
• New • New
Zealand’s Zealand’s
• New
• Zealand

Table 2: Category 2a: Partial match (partial entities)

4.1.2 Category 2: Partial match

The partial response entities can be divided in two
subcategories: 2a) The cases where the response en-
tities are partial, i.e.they form a proper subset of the
key entity mentions (Table 2) and 2b) The cases
where the response mentions are partial, i.e. sub-
strings of the corresponding key mentions (Table 3).

The scoring of the examples has followed CoNLL
shared tasks’ strict mention detection requirements2

with the consequence that Category 2b entities have
received considerably lower scores than the Cate-
gory 2a entities even in cases where the loss of
informational value has been comparable. For in-
stance, the response entity NW1 (Table 3) has re-
ceived an average F-score of 56.67%, but its loss
of informational value is comparable to that in enti-
ties BC45 and BN1 (Table 2). The BC45’s response
entity has lost the information that Jiyun Tian
is a vice-chief, while entities BC45 and BN1
have lost the information that the person referred to

1The texts longer than five sentences were discarded, to
make the analysis tractable.

2Only response mentions with boundaries identical to the
gold mentions are recognized as correct (Pradhan et al., 2011)
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is The KMT vice chairman (BC45) and The
President (BN1). However, the latter mentions
have received a considerably higher average F-score
of 88.32% and 75.68% respectively. This indicates
that stricter mention detection requirements do not
necessarily improve the quality of CR evaluation.

Key Response MUC B3 CEAFe CEAFm BLANC
entities entities

MZ22
• a school in • a school P 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
Shenzhen for in Shenzhen R 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
the children of F 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
Hong Kong
expats
• the school • the school
in Shenzhen in Shenzhen

NW0
• China’s • People’s P 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
People’s Congress R 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Congress F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
• China’s • People’s
People’s Congress
Congress

NW1
• vice-chief • committee P 50.00 66.67 66.67 66.67 33.33
committee member R 50.00 66.67 66.67 66.67 33.33
member Jiyun Tian F 50.00 66.67 66.67 66.67 33.33
Jiyun Tian
• Jiyun Tian • Jiyun Tian
• He • He

NW5
• China’s • China’s P 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
People’s People’s R 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
Congress Congress F 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
delegation delegation
led by
vice-chief
committee
member Jiyun
Tian
• the • the
delegation delegation
from China’s from China’s
People’s People’s
Congress Congress

Table 3: Category 2b: Partial match (partial mentions).

4.1.3 Category 3: Merged entities
This category consists of response entities that

contain mentions from two or more key entities (Ta-
ble 4). Our sample contains only four examples in
this category, but it is still possible to discern two
subcategories:

1. The new information is incorrect
In the key entity MZ40, the sex of the gender-neutral
her ten-year-old child has been given by
the mention him. Replacing it with the mention
she in the response entity gives the wrong informa-
tion about the child’s sex. Entities BN2 and MZ17
also belong to this subcategory, but here the men-
tions in the response entity are morphologically in-
consistent, thus making the mistake easier to detect.

2. The new information is correct or neutral
In entity pair MZ19 the key mention the latter
group was replaced with response mention them,

Key Response MUC B3 CEAFe CEAFm blanc
entities entities

BN2
• The P 66.67 25.00 33.33 25.00 0.00
President R 0.00 50.00 33.33 50.00 0.00

• he and his • he and his F 0.00 33.33 33.33 33.33 0.00
wife, now a wife, now a
New York New York
senator senator
• their • he

• his

MZ19
• the more • the more P 50.00 66.67 66.67 66.67 33.33
affluent affluent R 50.00 66.67 66.67 66.67 33.33
Taiwanese Taiwanese F 50.00 66.67 66.67 66.67 33.33
• their • their
• the latter • them
group

MZ17
• her elder • her elder P 0.00 33.33 40.00 33.33 0.00
son and son and R 0.00 50.00 40.00 50.00 0.00
daughter daughter F 0.00 40.00 40.00 40.00 0.00
• them • him

• him
MZ40

• Her • Her P 50.00 66.67 57.14 66.67 33.33
ten-year-old ten-year-old R 33.33 50.00 57.14 50.00 20.00
child child F 40.00 57.14 57.14 57.14 25.00
• him • she
• The child • The child
• him

Table 4: Category 3: Merged entities

the omitted and replacement mentions having very
similar informational content.

As expected, the scores in Category 3 are lower
then those in Category 2 (as a whole), but they are
still consistently better than the scores of the Cate-
gory 2b.

4.1.4 Category 4: Unsuccessful coreference
resolution

The entities in this category (Table 5) are divided
into two subcategories:

No response entity has been given Two of the
key entities (MZ38 and NW4) were not aligned with
any response entities, and not surprisingly all met-
rics agree that the CR precision, recall and F-score
equal zero.

The response entities do not contain a single
“heavy” mention that is correct Although the re-
sponse entities in the remaining entity pairs are non-
empty, an intuitive CR evaluation says there is not
much sense in aligning near-vacuous mentions if
the entity is otherwise wrong or empty. Already
in the two rather simple cases of WB0 and WB1
the metrics show large discrepancies: While link-
based MUC and BLANC correctly give an F-score of
0.00 as there are no correct links in the entity, the
mention-based B3 and CEAF measures award them
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Key Response MUC B3 CEAFe CEAFm BLANC
entities entities

WB0
• the beauty • the one P 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
industry hand R 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
• it • it F 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00

WB1
• the consumer • clinical P 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00

dermatologists R 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00
• they • they F 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 0.00

MZ33
• Chang, P 100.00 100.00 75.00 100.00 100.00
Mei-liang, R 50.00 60.00 75.00 60.00 30.00
chairperson F 66.67 75.00 75.00 75.00 46.15
of the TBAD
Women’s
Division,
• her • her
• she • she
• Her • Her
• she

Table 5: Category 4: Unsuccessful coreference resolution

with a rather high F-score of 50.00.
Entity MZ33 has been awarded high F-scores by

all metrics, averaging 67.56%. However, almost all
information from the key entity in MZ33 has been
lost in the response entity: The key entity contains
information on a person, a female, a Taiwanese na-
tional, her name (Chang Mei-lian) and the ad-
ditional information that she is a chairperson
of the TBAD, Women’s Division. The
response entity contains the information that its
mentions refer to a female, which is most probably
a person, but might be a ship, or a well loved pet.
None of the metrics indicate that such a substantial
loss of information renders the coreference resolu-
tion of MZ33 practically useless for a human user.

5 Entity ranking

As some of the metrics yield consistently lower
F-score levels, it is more appropriate to compare
rankings of entities than the actual F-scores (Table
6). We have also – to infuse an iota of old-school
armchair linguistics – added a sixth rating column,
showing intuitive rankings, based on informational
value retained. The lowest rankings for any metric
are marked in bold.

The entities showing broad agreement among the
metrics are only the best (Category 1) and the worst
ones (MZ38 and NW4, Category 4).

The metrics disagreement surfaces with entities
WB0 and WB1 of Category 4. The link-based met-
rics, MUC and BLANC, rank them last (13th), while
they are ranked much higher (13th out of 19) by
the mention-based and entity-based metrics (B3 and

Entity MUC B3 CEAFe CEAFm BLANC Human
BC45 6 5 5 5 5 7
BC22 8 7 7 7 8 8
BC51 1 1 1 1 1 1
BN0 1 1 1 1 1 1
BN1 5 8 8 8 7 13
BN2 13 18 18 18 13 15
MZ19 10 10 10 10 10 14
MZ33 8 9 9 9 9 17
MZ17 13 17 17 17 13 15
MZ40 12 12 12 12 12 17
MZ22 13 13 13 13 13 10
MZ24 1 1 1 1 1 1
MZ38 – 19 19 19 13 19
NW0 13 19 19 19 13 10
NW1 10 10 10 10 10 8
NW2 7 6 6 6 6 5
NW3 1 1 1 1 1 1
NW4 – 19 19 19 13 19
NW5 13 13 13 13 13 10
WB0 13 13 13 13 13 19
WB1 13 13 13 13 13 19

Table 6: Ranking of our example entities.

CEAF). In this case the human evaluator agrees with
the link-based metrics: If there is not a single cor-
rect link within an entity, our intuition says that no
useful CR has taken place.

However, the presence of a single correct coref-
erent link is not sufficient for our intuition of suc-
cessful resolution. Consider entities MZ22 and
NW5 (Table 3): They also consist of two en-
tities where only one is correct, and have re-
ceived the same ratings as WB0 and WB1, but
in this case we judge CR as much more success-
ful. There are two main differences between this
and the previous case. Firstly, the correct men-
tion is in the previous case a meaning-lean pro-
noun (it and they) while the correct mention
in this case is a ’full-bodied’ NP (the school
in Shenzhen and the delegation from
China’s People’s Congress). In addition,
in both of the Category 2 entity pairs, the incorrect
mention holds an informational value very close or
identical to that of the correct mention. This exam-
ple illustrates the importance of informational value
content of the mentions for the human evaluation of
the resolution.

6 Formalizing the intuition

We have earlier (§4.1) introduced a classificaion
based on an informal notion of (human) intuitive
coreference resolution evaluation. In this section we
will try to formalize the classification.

Category 1 The key entities and response entities
are identical:

5



∀x(x ∈ K ↔ x ∈ R) (1)

Category 2 The response entity is a proper subset
of the key entity:

∀x(x ∈ R→ x ∈ K)∧
∃y(y ∈ K ∧ y /∈ R)

(2a)

This is the only condition for Category 2a. Cat-
egory 2b shares the condition (2a), but to formalize
it, we have to add overlap(x,y) relation. We can de-
fine it as a common substring for x and y of a certain
length, possibly including at least one major syntac-
tic category, or even the lexical ’head’ if some way
of operationalizing that notion is available.

∃x(x ∈ K ∧ x ∈ R)∧
∃y∃z(y ∈ K ∧ z ∈ R ∧ overlap(y, z))

(2b)

We need at least two correct mentions in the re-
sponse entity, and at least one that overlaps, as re-
sponse entities containing only one correct mention
do not have any correct links.

Category 3 Response entity contains a subset of
the key entity mentions as well as additional men-
tion(s) belonging to some other entity (E):

∃x(x ∈ K ∧ x ∈ R)∧
∃y(y /∈ K ∧ y ∈ R ∧ y ∈ E)

(3)

Category 4 The entities belonging to this category
have a twofold definition: The response entity is ei-
ther empty or if it contains one correct mention, it
cannot contain an overlapping mention.
∀x(x ∈ K → x /∈ R)∨
∃x(x ∈ K ∧ x ∈ R)→
∀y∀z((y ∈ K ∧ z ∈ R)→ ¬overlap(y, z))

(4)

The classification that has been introduced as a in-
formal one in §4.1 is thus computable given an op-
erational definition of overlap. In future work we
will investigate the distribution of the four error cat-
egories on a larger sample.

7 Conclusion and outlook

In this paper we have compared metrics on the ba-
sis of their evaluation of coreference resolution per-
formed on real-life texts, and contrasted their eval-
uation to an intuitive human evaluation of corefer-
ence resolution. We conjecture that humans require

both correct coreferent links and correct (whole or
partial) mentions of a certain information weight to
consider a resolution successful.

This approach has some shortcomings. Firstly,
the manual nature of the analysis has imposed a
limit on the number of the examples, so our data
may not be representative. Secondly, there is un-
certainity connected to how well the coreference
resolution evaluation metrics are suited to be used
in this way. The latter drawback is the more seri-
ous one: the metrics were not designed to evaluate
single key/response pairs, but whole texts. How-
ever, we would argue that if we want to discover
new insights into the evaluation process, some level
of approximation is necessary. There are at least
two arguments in favor of this particular approxi-
mation: Firstly, all metrics are based on evaluating
key/response pairs. Analyzing their performance at
this level can be a reasonable indicator of their per-
formance on the text level. Secondly, even if metrics
are treated “unfairly”, they are all treated equally.

We thus believe that this work can be seen as an
illustration of remaining evaluation challenges in the
field of coreference resolution.

A natural extension of this work would be in-
cluding more humans in evaluating coreference res-
olution systems, to provide a more representative
human judgement. This evaluation should then be
extended from evaluating coreference resolution of
single key/response entity pairs, to assessing the
quality of coreference resolution on a text as a
whole.

And, finally: Every mention carries an in-
formation value, and this weight varies from
quite heavy (as in vice-chief committee
member Jiyun Tian), to somewhat lighter
(Jiyun Tian) to virtually weightless (He). In-
formation weights are not distributed randomly, but
conform to discourse structure. It would be inter-
esting to map the pattern of their distribution, and
see if incorporating this information could improve
both coreference resolution and its quantitative eval-
uation.
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Abstract

Annotated corpora play a significant role in

many NLP applications. However, annota-

tion by humans is time-consuming and costly.

In this paper, a high recall predictor based

on a cost-sensitive learner is proposed as a

method to semi-automate the annotation of

unbalanced classes. We demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness of our approach in the context of

one form of unbalanced task: annotation of

transcribed human-human dialogues for pres-

ence/absence of uncertainty. In two data

sets, our cost-matrix based method of uncer-

tainty annotation achieved high levels of re-

call while maintaining acceptable levels of ac-

curacy. The method is able to reduce human

annotation effort by about 80% without a sig-

nificant loss in data quality, as demonstrated

by an extrinsic evaluation showing that results

originally achieved using manually-obtained

uncertainty annotations can be replicated us-

ing semi-automatically obtained uncertainty

annotations.

1 Introduction

Annotated corpora are crucial for the development

of statistical-based NLP tools. However, the annota-

tion of corpora is most commonly done by humans,

which is time-consuming and costly. To obtain a

higher quality annotated corpus, it is necessary to

spend more time and money on data annotation. For

this reason, one often has to accept some tradeoff

between data quality and human effort.

A significant proportion of corpora are unbal-

anced, where the distribution of class categories are

heavily skewed towards one or a few categories. Un-

balanced corpora are common in a number of dif-

ferent tasks, such as emotion detection (Ang et

al., 2002; Alm et al., 2005), sentiment classifica-

tion (Li et al., 2012), polarity of opinion (Carvalho

et al., 2011), uncertainty and correctness of student

answers in tutoring dialogue systems (Forbes-Riley

and Litman, 2011; Dzikovska et al., 2012), text

classification (Forman, 2003), information extrac-

tion (Hoffmann et al., 2011), and so on1.

In this paper, we present a semi-automated anno-

tation method that can reduce annotation effort for

the class of binary unbalanced corpora. Here is our

proposed annotation scheme: the first step is to build

a high-recall classifier with some initial annotated

data with an acceptable accuracy via a cost-sensitive

approach. The second step is to apply this classifier

to the rest of the unlabeled data, where the data are

then classified with positive or negative labels. The

last step is to manually check every positive label

and correct it if it is wrong.

To apply this method to work in practice, two re-

search questions have to be addressed. The first one

is how to get a high-recall classifier. High recall

means only a low proportion of true positives are

misclassified (false negatives). This property allows

for only positive labels to be corrected by human an-

notators in the third step, so that annotation effort

may be reduced. A related and separate research

question concerns the overall quality of data when

false negatives are not corrected: will a dataset anno-

tated with this method produce the same results as a

1The unbalanced degrees - proportion of minority class cat-

egory, of these corpora range from 3% to 24%.
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fully manually annotated version of the same dataset

when analyzed for substantive research questions?

In this paper, we will answer the two research

questions in the context of one form of binary un-

balanced task2: annotation of transcribed human-

human dialogue for presence/absence of uncertainty.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First,

an extrinsic evaluation demonstrates the utility of

our approach, by showing that results originally

achieved using manually-obtained uncertainty anno-

tations can be replicated using semi-automatically

obtained uncertainty annotations. Second, a high

recall predictor based on a cost-sensitive learner is

proposed as a method to semi-automate the annota-

tion of unbalanced classes such as uncertainty.

2 Related Work

2.1 Reducing Annotation Effort

A number of semi-supervised learning methods have

been proposed in the literature for reducing annota-

tion effort, such as active learning (Cohn et al., 1994;

Zhu and Hovy, 2007; Zhu et al., 2010), co-training

(Blum and Mitchell, 1998) and self-training (Mihal-

cea, 2004). Active learning reduces annotation by

carefully selecting more useful samples. Co-training

relies on several conditional independent classifiers

to tag new unlabeled data and self-training takes

the advantage of full unlabeled data. These semi-

supervised learning methods demonstrate that with

a small proportion of annotated data, a classifier can

achieve comparable performance with all annotated

data. However, these approaches still need consid-

erable annotation effort when a large corpus has to

be annotated. In that case, all predicted labels have

to be rechecked by humans manually. In addition,

none of them take advantage of unbalanced data.

Another class of effort reduction techniques is

pre-annotation, which uses supervised machine-

learning systems to automatically assign labels to

the whole data and subsequently lets human anno-

tators correct them (Brants and Plaehn, 2000; Chiou

et al., 2001; Xue et al., 2002; Ganchev et al., 2007;

Chou et al., 2006; Rehbein et al., 2012).

Generally speaking, our annotation method be-

longs to the class of pre-annotation methods. How-

2This annotation scheme can also benefit other kinds of

tasks.

ever, our method improves pre-annotation for unbal-

anced data in two ways. Firstly, we lower the thresh-

old for achieving a high recall classifier. Secondly,

with pre-annotation, although people only perform

a binary decision of whether the automatic classifier

is either right or wrong, they have to go through all

the unlabeled data one by one. In contrast, in our

scheme, people go through only the positive predic-

tions, which are much less than the whole unlabeled

data, due to the unbalanced structure of the data.

What’s more, reducing the annotation effort is the

goal of this paper but not building a high recall clas-

sifier such as Prabhakaran et al. (2012) and Ambati

et al. (2010).

The approach proposed by Tetreault and

Chodorow (2008) is similar to us. However, they

assumed they had a high recall classifier but did not

explicitly show how to build it. In addition, they

did not provide extrinsic evaluation to see whether a

corpus generated by pre-annotation is good enough

to be used in real applications.

2.2 Uncertainty Prediction

Uncertainty is a lack of knowledge about internal

state (Pon-Barry and Shieber, 2011). In this paper,

we only focus on detection of uncertainty on text.

Commonly used features are lexical features such as

unigram (Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2011). More-

over, energy, dialogue features such as turn number,

tutor goal, and metadata like gender are also con-

sidered by Forbes-Riley and Litman (2011). Un-

certainty prediction is both substantively interesting

(Chan et al., 2012; Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2009)

and pragmatically expeditious for our purposes, due

to its binary classification and typical unbalanced

class structure.

CoNLL 2010 has launched a shared task to de-

tect hedges and their scope in natural language text

on two data sets: BioScope and Wikipedia (CoNLL,

2010). This first task to detect whether there is a

hedge present or not present in a sentence is very

similar to our uncertainty prediction task. 23 teams

participated in the shared task with the best re-

call of 0.8772 on the BioScope, and 0.5528 on the

Wikipedia. As we can see, uncertainty detection is

not trivial and it can be hard to get a high recall clas-

sifier.

In this paper, we focus on lexical features for our
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purpose because lexical features are simple to ex-

tract and sufficient for our scheme. Even though

other features may improve uncertainty prediction

performance, with the goal of reducing annotation

effort, such lexical features are shown to be good

enough for our task.

3 The Corpora

We examine the following two data sets: the Mars

Exploration Rover (MER) mission (Tollinger et al.,

2006; Paletz and Schunn, 2011) and the student

engineering team (Eng) dataset (Jang and Schunn,

2012). The MER scientists are evaluating data

downloaded from the Rover, discussing their work

process, and/or making plans for the Rovers. They

come from a large team of about 100+ scien-

tists/faculty, graduate students, and technicians. At

any one time, conversations are between 2-10 peo-

ple. The Eng teams are natural teams of college un-

dergraduates working on their semester-long prod-

uct design projects. The conversations involve 2-6

individuals. Audio and video are available for both

data sets and transcripts are obtained with human an-

notators.

Our task is to annotate the transcribed human-

human dialogues for presence/absence of uncer-

tainty in each utterance. There are 12,331 tran-

scribed utterances in the MER data set, and 44,199

transcribed utterances in the Eng data set. Both data

sets are unbalanced: in the MER data, 1641 of all

the 12,331 (13.3%) utterances are annotated as un-

certain by trained human annotators; in the Eng data,

only 1558 utterances are annotated, 221 of which are

annotated as uncertain (14.2%). 96.5% of the utter-

ances in the Eng data set have not been annotated

yet, raising the need for an efficient annotated tech-

nique. Both data sets are annotated by two trained

coders with high inter-rater agreement, at Cohen’s

kappa of 0.75 (Cohen, 1960). A sample dialogue

snippet from the MER corpus is shown in Table 1.

The last column indicates whether the utterance is

labeled as uncertainty or not: ‘1’ means uncertainty

and ‘0’ means certainty.

The MER data serves as the initial annotated set

and a high recall classifier will be trained on it; the

Eng data3 serves as a simulated unlabeled data set to

3The Eng data in this paper denotes the annotated subset of

speaker utterance uncertainty?

S6 You can’t see the forest through the trees. 0

S1 Yea, we never could see the [missing words] 1

S6 No we had to get above it 0

S4 We just went right through it 0

S6 Yea 0

S1 I still don’t, 0

I’m not quite sure 1

Table 1: Sample dialogue from the MER corpus

test the performance of our annotation scheme.

4 High Recall Classifier

4.1 Basic Classifier

The uncertainty prediction problem can be viewed

as a binary classification problem. It involves two

steps to build a high recall classifier for unbalanced

data. The first step is to build up a simple classifier;

the second step is to augment this classifier to favor

high recall.

Aiming for a simple classifier with high recall,

only some lexical words/phrases are used as fea-

tures here. There are several resources for the

words/phrases of uncertainty prediction. The main

resource is a guideline book used by our annotators

showing how to distinguish uncertainty utterance. It

gives three different kinds of words/phrases, shown

in Table 2 indicated by three superscripts ‘+’, ‘-’

and ‘*’. The words/phrases with ‘+’ show some

evidence of uncertainty; ones with ‘-’ mean that

they show no evidence of uncertainty; others with

‘*’ may or may not show uncertainty. The second

source is from existing literature. The words/phrases

with ‘1’ are from (Hiraishi et al., 2000) and ones

with ‘2’ are from (Holms, 1999).

For each word/phrase w, a binary feature is used

to indicate whether the word/phrase w is in the ut-

terance or not.

A Naive Bayes classifier is trained on the MER

data using these features and tested on the Eng data.

The performances of the model on the train set and

test set are shown in Table 3. Both weighted and un-

weighted false positive (FP) Rate, Precision, Recall

and F-Measure are reported. However, in later ex-

periments, we will focus on only the positive class

(the uncertainty class). A 0.689 recall means that

510 out of 1641 positive utterances are missed using

this model.

the original Eng corpus.
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as far as+ i hope+ somehow+ it will− don’t remember∗ maybe∗ tends to∗ doubtful1

as far as i know+ i think+ something+ it wont− essentially∗ most∗ that can vary∗ good chance1

as far as we know+ i thought+ something like this+ it would− fairly∗ mostly∗ typically∗ improbable1

believe+ i wont+ worried that+ would it be− for the most part∗ normally∗ uh∗ possible1

could+ im not sure+ you cannot tell+ about∗ frequently∗ pretty much∗ um∗ probable1

guess+ may+ can− almost∗ generally∗ quite∗ usually∗ relatively1

guessed+ might+ i am− any nonprecise amount∗ hes∗ should∗ very∗ roughly1

guessing+ not really+ i can− basically∗ hopefully∗ sometimes∗ virtually∗ tossup1

i believe+ not sure+ i will− believed∗ i assumed that∗ somewhat∗ whatever∗ unlikely1

i cant really+ possibly+ i would− cannot remember∗ it sounds as∗ somewhere∗ you know∗ of course2

i feel+ probably+ it can− can’t remember∗ kind of∗ stuff∗ almost certain1 sort of2

i guess+ really+ it is− do not remember∗ likely∗ tend to∗ almost impossible1

Table 2: Words/phrases for uncertainty prediction.

Data Set FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure Class

MER

.311 .954 .989 .971 0

.011 .908 .689 .784 1

.271 .948 .949 .946 (Weighted)

Eng

.475 .926 .981 .952 0

.019 .817 .525 .639 1

.41 .91 .916 .803 (Weighted)

Table 3: Naive Bayes classifier performance on the MER

(train set) and Eng (test set) with only the words/phrases

assume I didn’t know more or less some kind

couldn’t i don’t even know no idea suppose

don’t know if not clear suspect

don’t think if it or think

don’t understand if we perhaps thought

doubt if you possibility unclear

either imagine potential what i understood

figured kinda presumably wondering

i bet kinds of seem

i can try like some

Table 4: New words/phrases for uncertainty prediction

After error analysis, a few new words/phrases are

added to the feature set, shown in Table 4. By sup-

plementing the original feature set in this way, we

reran the training yielding our final baseline, the

performance on the training data (MER) and test-

ing data (Eng) is shown in Table 5. This time, we

compare different classifiers including Naive Bayes

(NB), Decision Tree (DT) and Support Vector Ma-

chine (SVM). All of them are implemented using the

open source platform Weka (Hall et al., 2009) with

default parameters.

As we can see, test recall is worse than train recall.

Data Set Method TP FP Precision Recall F-Measure

MER

NB .732 .016 .875 .732 .797

DT .831 .013 .908 .831 .868

SVM .811 .013 .905 .811 .855

Eng

NB .679 .014 .888 .679 .769

DT .665 .021 .84 .665 .742

SVM .674 .022 .832 .674 .745

Table 5: Performance with original and new

words/phrases as a feature set: train on the MER

and test on the Eng data for class ‘1’. TP is true positive;

FP is false positive

In addition, although DT and SVM perform better

than NB on train data set, they have similar perfor-

mance on the test set. Thus, the performance of the

baseline is not unacceptable, but neither is it stellar.

In advance, it is not hard to build such a model, since

only simple features and classifiers are used here.

4.2 Augmenting the Classifier using a Cost

Matrix

In our annotation framework, if the classifier

achieves 100% recall, the annotated data will be per-

fect because all the wrong predictions can be cor-

rected. That’s the reason why we are seeking for a

high recall classifier. A confusion matrix, is a com-

mon way to represent classifier performance. High

recall is indexed by a low false negative (FN) rate;

therefore, we aim to minimize FNs to achieve high

recall.

Following this idea, we employ a cost-sensitive

model, where the cost of FN is more than false pos-

itive (FP).

Following the same notation, we represent our

cost-sensitive classifier as a cost matrix. In our cost

matrix, classifying an actual class ‘1’ as ‘1’ costs

Ctp, an actual class ‘0’ as ‘1’ costs Cfp, an actual

class ‘1’ to ‘0’ costs Cfn, and ‘0’ to ‘0’ costs Ctn.

To achieve a high recall, Cfn should be more than

Cfp.

We can easily achieve 100% recall by classifying

all samples to ‘1’, but this would defeat our goal of

reducing human annotation effort, since all utterance

uncertainty predictions would need to be manually

corrected. Thus, at the same time of a high recall,

we should also balance the total ratio of TP and FP.

In our experiment, Ctp and Ctn are set to 0 since

they are perfectly correct. Additionally, Cfp = 1 all

the time and Cfn changes with different scales. FPs
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Cfn FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure (TP + FP )/N

1 .022 .831 .67 .742 .114

2 .024 .825 .683 .748 .117

3 .037 .771 .747 .759 .138

5 .052 .726 .828 .774 .162

10 .071 .674 .887 .766 .187

15 .091 .622 .91 .739 .207

20 .091 .622 .91 .739 .207

Table 6: Test performance with cost matrix

mean wrong predictions, but we can correct them

during the second pass to check them. However, we

cannot correct FNs without going through the whole

data set, so they are a more egregious detriment to

the quality of the annotated data. During the exper-

iment, Cfn varies from 1 to 20. With increases in

Cfn, the cost of FN increases compared to FP.

The cost-sensitive classifier is relying on Weka

with reweighting training instances. In this task,

SVM performed better than NB and DT. Only SVM

results are included here due to space constraint.

The test results are shown in Table 64. The last col-

umn in the two tables is the total proportion of pos-

itive predictions (FP + TP ). This value indicates

the total amount of data that humans have to check

in the second pass to verify whether positive predic-

tions are correct. To reduce human annotation effort,

we would like this value to be as low as possible.

As shown in Table 6, with the increase of Cfn, the

recall increases; however, the proportion of positive

predictions also increases. Therefore, it is a tradeoff

to achieve a high recall and a low ratio of TP and FP.

For the test set, the recall increases with larger

Cfn, even with a small increase of Cfn from 1 to

3. Remarkably, the classifier gives us a high recall

while keeping the proportion of positive predictions

at an acceptably low level. When Cfn = 20 for the

test set, only 20.7% of the data need to be manually

checked by humans, and less than 10% uncertain ut-

terances (19 out of 221 for the Eng data) are missed.

Now, we have achieved a high recall classifier

with an acceptable ratio of positive predictions.

5 Extrinsic Evaluation of Semi-Automated

Annotation

Even with a high recall classifier, some of the true

positive data are labeled incorrectly in the final an-

4Only Cfn = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 are reported here due to

page limits

notated corpus. In addition, it also changes the dis-

tribution of class labels.

To test whether it hurts the overall data quality,

we performed an analysis, which demonstrates that

this annotation scheme is sufficient to produce qual-

ity data. We attempted to replicate an analysis on the

Eng data set, which examines the use of analogy, a

cognitive strategy where a source and target knowl-

edge structure are compared in terms of structural

correspondences as a strategy for solving problems

under uncertainty. The analysis we attempt to repli-

cate here focuses on examining how uncertainty lev-

els change relative to baseline before, during, and

after the use of analogies.

The overall Eng transcripts were segmented into

one of 5 block types: 1) pre-analogy (Lag -1) blocks,

10 utterances just prior to an analogy episode, 2)

during-analogy (Lag 0) blocks, utterances from the

beginning to end of an analogy episode, 3) post-

analogy (Lag 1) blocks, 10 utterances immediately

following an analogy episode, 4) post-post-analogy

(Lag 2) blocks, 10 utterances immediately follow-

ing post-analogy utterances, and 5) baseline blocks,

each block of 10 utterances at least 25 utterances

away from the other block types. The measure of un-

certainty in each block was the proportion of uncer-

tain utterances. The sampling strategy for the base-

line blocks was designed to provide an estimate of

uncertainty levels when the speakers were engaged

in pre-analogy, during-analogy, or post-analogy con-

versation, with the logic being that a certain amount

of lag or spillover of uncertainty was assumed to

take place surrounding analogy episodes.

Figure 1 shows the relationship of block type to

mean levels of uncertainty, comparing the pattern

with human vs. classifier-supported uncertainty la-

bels. The classifier-generated labels were first pre-

processed such that all FPs were removed, but FNs

remain. This re-analysis comparison thus provides

a test of whether the recall rate is high enough that

known statistical effects are not substantially altered

or removed. To examine how different settings of

Cfn might impact overall performance, we used la-

bels (corrected for false positives) for 4 different lev-

els of Cfn (1, 5, 10, 20) from the Table 6.

In the Eng data analyses, the main findings were

that analogy was triggered by local spikes in un-

certainty levels (Lag -1 > baseline), replicating re-
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Figure 1: Mean % uncertainty by block type and label

source (Eng data set)

Table 7: Standardized mean difference (Cohen’s d) from

baseline by block type and label source (the Eng data set)

(Note: ‘*’ denotes p < .05, ‘**’ denotes p < .01)

Block type

Lag -1 Lag 0 Lag 1 Lag 2

Human 0.54∗ 0.4 0.79∗∗ 0.46∗

Cfn = 20 0.57∗ 0.3 0.78∗∗ 0.44

Cfn = 10 0.58∗∗ 0.32 0.73∗∗ 0.47∗

Cfn = 5 0.57∗ 0.34 0.66∗∗ 0.48∗

Cfn = 1 0.42 0.25 0.54∗ 0.40

sults from prior work with the MER dataset (Chan

et al., 2012); in contrast to the findings in MER,

uncertainty did not reduce to baseline levels follow-

ing analogy (Lags 1 and 2 > baseline). Figure 1

plots the relationship of block type to mean levels

of uncertainty in this data set, comparing the pat-

tern with human vs. classifier-generated uncertainty

labels. Table 7 shows the standardized mean differ-

ence (Cohen’s d) (Cohen, 1988) from baseline by

block type and label source. The pattern of effects

(Lag -1 > baseline, Lags 1 and 2 > baseline) re-

mains substantially unchanged with the exception of

the Lag 2 vs. baseline comparison falling short of

statistical significance (although note that the stan-

dardized mean difference remains very similar) for

Cfn ranging from 20 to 5, although we can observe

a noticeable attenuation of effect sizes from Cfn of

5 and below, and a loss of statistical significance

for the main effect of uncertainty being significantly

higher than baseline for Lag -1 blocks when Cfn =

1.

The re-analysis clearly demonstrates that the re-

call rate of the classifier is sufficient to not substan-

tially alter or miss known statistical effects. We can

reasonably extrapolate that using this classifier for

uncertainty annotation in other datasets should be

satisfactory.

6 Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, a simple high recall classifier is pro-

posed based on a cost matrix to semi-automate the

annotation of corpora with unbalanced classes. This

classifier maintains a good balance between high re-

call and high FP and NP ratio. In this way, humans

can employ this classifier to annotate new data with

significantly reduced effort (approximately 80% less

effort, depending on the degree of imbalance in the

data). Although the classifier does introduce some

misclassified samples to the final annotation, an ex-

trinsic evaluation demonstrates that the recall rate is

high enough and the performance does not sacrifice

data quality.

Like other semi-supervised or supervised meth-

ods for supporting annotation, our annotation

scheme has some limitations that should be noted.

Firstly, an initial annotated data set is needed to de-

rive a good performance classifier and the amount

of annotated data is dependent on the specific task5.

Secondly, the features and machine learning algo-

rithms used in semi-supervised annotation are also

domain specific. At the same time, there are some

unique challenges and opportunities that can be fur-

ther investigated for our annotation scheme on un-

balanced data. For example, even though the cost

matrix method can achieve a high recall for binary

classification problem, whether it can be generalized

to other tasks (e.g., multi-class classification tasks)

is an unanswered question. Another open question

is how the degree of unbalance between classes in

the corpora affects overall annotation quality. We

suggest that if the data is not unbalanced, the total

amount of effort that can be reduced will be lower.
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Abstract

In this paper we propose an automatic term

extraction approach that uses machine learn-

ing incorporating varied and rich features of

candidate terms. In our preliminary experi-

ments, we also tested different attribute se-

lection methods to verify which features are

more relevant for automatic term extraction.

We achieved state of the art results for uni-

gram extraction in Brazilian Portuguese.

1 Introduction

Terms are terminological units from specialised

texts (Castellvı́ et al., 2001). A term may be: (i) sim-

ple1 (a single element), such as “biodiversity”, or (ii)

complex (more than one element), such as “aquatic

ecosystem” and “natural resource management”.

Automatic term extraction (ATE) methods aim to

identify terminological units in specific domain cor-

pora (Castellvı́ et al., 2001). Such information is ex-

tremely useful for several tasks, from the linguistic

perspective of building dictionaries, taxonomies and

ontologies, to computational applications as infor-

mation retrieval, extraction, and summarisation.

Although ATE has been researched for more than

20 years, there is still room for improvement. There

are four major ATE problems. The first one is that

the ATE approaches may extract terms that are not

actual terms (“noise”) or do not extract actual terms

(“silence”). Considering the ecology domain, an ex-

ample of silence is when a term (e.g., pollination),

∗This research was supported by FAPESP (Proc. No.

2009/16142-3 and 2012/09375-4), Brazil.
1When we refer to unigrams, we mean simple terms.

with low frequency, is not considered a candidate

term (CT), and, therefore, it will not appear in the

extracted term list if we consider its frequency. Re-

garding noise, if we consider that nouns may be

terms and that adjectives may not, if an adjective

(e.g., ecological) is mistakenly tagged as a noun, it

will be wrongly extracted as a term. The second

problem is the difficulty in dealing with extremely

high number of candidates (called the high dimen-

sionality of candidate representation) that requires

time to process them. Since the ATE approaches ge-

nerate large lists of TCs, we have the third problem

that is the time and human effort spent for validat-

ing the TCs, which usually is manually performed.

The fourth problem is that the results are still not sa-

tisfactory and there is a natural ATE challenge since

the difficulty in obtaining a consensus among the ex-

perts about which words are terms of a specific do-

main (Vivaldi and Rodrı́guez, 2007).

Our proposed ATE approach uses machine learn-

ing (ML), since it has been achieving high precision

values (Zhang et al., 2008; Foo and Merkel, 2010;

Zhang et al., 2010; Loukachevitch, 2012). Although

ML may also generate noise and silence, it facili-

tates the use of a large number of TCs and their fea-

tures, since ML techniques learn by themselves how

to recognize a term and then they save time extract-

ing them.

Our approach differs from others because we

adopt a rich feature set using varied knowledge lev-

els. With this, it is possible to decrease the silence

and noise and, consequently, to improve the ATE

results. Our features range from simple statistical

(e.g., term frequency) and linguistic (e.g., part of
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speech - POS) knowledge to more sophisticated hy-

brid knowledge, such as the analysis of the term

context. As far as we know, the combined use of

this specific knowledge has not been applied before.

Another difference is that we apply 3 statistical fea-

tures (Term Variance (Liu et al., 2005), Term Vari-

ance Quality (Dhillon et al., 2003), and Term Con-

tribution (Liu et al., 2003)) that to date have only

been used for attribute selection and not for term ex-

traction. As far as we know, the combined use of

this specific knowledge and feature feedback has not

been applied before. We also propose 4 new linguis-

tic features for ATE. All these features are detailed in

Section 4. Finally, for the first time, ML is being ap-

plied in the task of ATE in Brazilian Portuguese (BP)

corpora. Our approach may also be easily adapted to

other languages.

We focus on extracting only unigram terms, since

this is already a complex task. We run our experi-

ments on 3 different corpora. Our main contribution

is the improvement of precision (in the best case, we

improve the results 11 times) and F-measure (in the

best case, we improve 2 times).

Section 2 presents the main related work. Section

3 describes our ATE approach. Section 4 details the

experiments, and Section 5 reports the results. Con-

clusions and future work are presented in Section 6.

2 Related Work

There are several recent and interesting studies that

are not focused on extracting unigrams (Estopà et

al., 2000; Almeida and Vale, 2008; Zhang et al.,

2008; Zhang et al., 2010; Nazar, 2011; Vivaldi et al.,

2012; Lopes, 2012). Normally, ATE studies use cor-

pora of different domain and language and, in some

cases, the authors use different evaluation measures.

Regardless of variation (e.g., the size of the test cor-

pora), we mention studies that have highlighted re-

sults for unigrams2. When possible, we show the

best precision (P) of the related work and its recall

(R).

(Ventura and Silva, 2008) extracted terms using

statistical measures that consider the predecessors

and successors of TCs. They achieved, for English,

P=81.5% and R=55.4% and, for Spanish, P=78.2%

2It is not specified if (Zhang et al., 2010) extracted simple or

complex terms.

and R=60.8%. For Spanish, the Greek forms of a

candidate and their prefix may help to extract terms

(e.g., the Greek formant laring that belongs to the

term laringoespasm in the medical domain) (Vivaldi

and Rodrı́guez, 2007), achieving about P=55.4%

and R=58.1%. For Spanish, (Gelbukh et al., 2010)

compared TCs of a domain with words of a general

corpus using Likelihood ratio based distance. They

achieved P=92.5%. For Brazilian Portuguese, the

ExPorTer methods are the only previous work that

uniquely extract unigrams (Zavaglia et al., 2007).

Therefore, they are the state of the art for unigrams

extraction for BP. The linguistic ExPorTer consid-

ers terms that belong to some POS patterns and uses

indicative phrases (such as is defined as) that may

identify where terms are. It achieved P=2.74% and

R=89.18%. The hybrid ExPorTer used these lin-

guistic features with frequency and Likelihood ratio.

The latter one obtained P=12.76% and R=23.25%.

3 Term Extraction Approach based on

Machine Learning

In order to model the ATE task as a machine learn-

ing solution, we consider each word in the input

texts3 of a specific domain (except the stopwords)

as a learning instance (candidate term). For each in-

stance, we identify a set of features over which the

classification is performed. The classification pre-

dicts which words are terms (unigrams) of a specific

domain. We test different attribute selection meth-

ods in order to verify which features are more rele-

vant to classify a term.

We start by preprocessing the input texts, as

shown in Figure 1. This step consists of POS tag-

ging the corpora and normalizing4 the words of the

texts. The normalization minimizes the second ATE

problem because it allows working with a lower CT

representation dimensionality. When working with

a lower dimensionality, the words that do not help

identify terms are eliminated. Consequently, fewer

candidates should to be validated or refuted as terms

(it would minimize the third ATE problem). When

working with fewer candidates it also may improve

the result quality (it handles the fourth ATE prob-

3When we refer to texts, we mean documents.
4Normalization consists of standardizing the words by re-

ducing their variations.
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lem), and, definitely, it spends less time and fewer

resources to carry out the experiments. By improv-

ing the results, consequently, we minimize silence

and noise, which handles the first ATE problem.

Afterwards, we remove stopwords.

In order to identify a set of features over which

the classification is performed, we studied and tested

several measures. The feature identification is the

most important step of our approach. We divide the

features into two types: (i) the features that obtain

statistical, linguistic, and hybrid knowledge from the

input corpus, such as TFIDF and POS, and (ii) the

features that obtain these knowledge from measures

that use other corpora besides the input corpus. The

corpora belong to another domain that is different of

the input corpus domain (called contrastive corpora)

or not belong to any specific domain (called general

corpora). Our hypothesis is that, with the joining of

features of different levels of knowledge, it is possi-

ble to improve the ATE.

Figure 1: Term extraction approach proposed.

4 Experimental Setup

At this point, for obtaining the knowledge in order

to extract terms, we tested 17 features that do not

depend on general or contrastive corpora and 2 fea-

tures that depend on these corpora. We intend to

explore more features (and we will possibly propose

new measures) that use contrastive or general cor-

pora or any taxonomic structure. The experiments

that expand the number of features are ongoing now.

We used 3 corpora of different domains in the

Portuguese language. The EaD corpus (Souza and

Di Felippo, 2010) has 347 texts about distance edu-

cation and has a gold standard with 118 terms5 (Gi-

5(Gianoti and Di Felippo, 2011) stated that the EaD unigram

gold standard has 59 terms, but in this paper we used 118 uni-

grams that the authors provided us prior to their work.

anoti and Di Felippo, 2011). The second one is the

ECO6 corpus (Zavaglia et al., 2007). It contains 390

texts of ecology domain and its gold standard has

322 unigrams. The latter is the Nanoscience and

Nanotechnology (N&N) corpus (Coleti et al., 2008)

that contains 1,057 texts. Its gold standard has 1,794

unigrams (Coleti et al., 2008; Coleti et al., 2009).

In order to preprocess these corpora, we POS

tagged them using the PALAVRAS parser (Bick,

2000) and normalized their words using a stem-

ming7 technique. Stemming was chosen because of

its capacity to group similar word meanings, and its

use decreases representation dimensionality of can-

didate terms, which minimizes the second and third

ATE problems. Afterwards, we removed the stop-

words8, the conjugation of the verb “to be”, punctu-

ation, numbers, accents, and the words composed of

only one character are removed.

We identify and calculate 19 features in which 11

features are used for ATE in the literature, 3 features

are normally applied to the attribute selection tasks

(identified by *), 1 normally used for Named Entity

Recognition (identified by **), and we created 4 new

features (identified by ∆). These features are shown

in Table 1, accompanied by the hypotheses that un-

derlie their use. They are also divided into 3 levels

of knowledge: statistical, linguistic, and hybrid.

For the S feature, we removed stopwords at the

beginning and at the end of these phrases. For

POS, we assumed that terms may also be adjectives

(Almeida and Vale, 2008), besides nouns and verbs.

For GC and Freq GC, we used the NILC Corpus9 as

a general corpus, which contains 40 million words.

We created and used 40 indicative phrases (NPs).

For example, considering are composed of as an IP

in All organisms are composed of one or more cells,

we would consider organisms and cells as TCs. For

features related to CT stem, we analyzed, e.g., the

words educative, educators, education and educate

that came from the stem educ. Therefore, educ may

6ECO corpus - http://www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/

nilc/projects/bloc-eco.htm
7PTStemmer: A Stemming toolkit for the Portuguese lan-

guage - http://code.google.com/p/ptstemmer/
8Stoplist and Indicative Phrase list are avaiable in

http://www2.icmc.usp.br/ merleyc/
9NILC Corpus - http://www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/

nilc/tools/corpora.htm
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Table 1: Features of candidate terms.
Feature Description Hypothesis

The eight linguistic features

S noun and prepositional phrases terms are noun phrases and, sometimes, prepositional phrases

N S head of phrases heads of noun and prepositional phrases

POS noun, proper noun, and adjective terms follow some patterns

IP indicative phrases IPs may identify definitions/descriptions that may be terms

N noun ∆ number of nouns

N adj ∆ number of adjectives stemmed terms come from

N verb ∆ number of verbs higher number of nouns

N PO ∆ total of words from which stemmed TCs come from than adjectives or verbs

The seven statistical features

SG** n-gram length each domain has a term pattern

TF Term Frequency terms have neither low nor very high frequencies

DF Document Frequency terms appear in at least certain number of documents

TFIDF
Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency terms are very common in the corpus

(Salton and Buckley, 1987) but they occur in few documents in this corpus

TCo* Term Contribution (Liu et al., 2003) terms help to distinguish the different documents

TV* Term Variance (Liu et al., 2005) terms do not have low frequency in documents and maintain a

TVQ* Term Variance Quality (Dhillon et al., 2003) non-uniform distribution throughout corpus (higher variance)

The four hybrid features

GC CT occurrence in general corpus
terms do not occur with high frequency in a general corpus

Freq GC CT frequency in GC

C-value the potential of a CT to be a term (Frantzi et al., 1998) the C-value helps to extract terms

NC-value CT context (Frantzi et al., 1998) candidate context helps to extract terms

have as features N Noun = 2 (educators and educa-

tion), N Adj = 1 educative, N Verb = 1 (educate),

and N PO = 4 (total number of words). Our hy-

pothesis is that stemmed candidates that were origi-

nated from a higher number of nouns than adjectives

or verbs will be terms. Finally, we used NC-Value

adapted to unigrams (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2009).

After calculating the features for each unigram

(candidate term), the CT representation has high di-

mensionality (it is the second ATE problem) and,

hence, the experiments may take a considerable

amount of time to be executed. To decrease this di-

mensionality and, consequently, the number of TCs

(which corresponds to the second and third ATE

problems, respectively), we tested two different cut-

offs, which preserve only TCs that occur in at least

two documents in the corpus. The first cut-off is

called C1. In the second one (called C2), the can-

didates must be noun and prepositional phrases and

also follow some of these POS: nouns, proper nouns,

verbs, and adjectives. The number of obtained can-

didates (stems) was 10,524, 14,385, and 46,203,

for the ECO, EaD, and N&N corpora, respectively.

When using the C1 cut-off, we decreased to 55,15%,

45,82%, and 57,04%, and C2 decreased 63.10%,

63.18%, 66.94% in relation to the number of all the

obtained candidates (without cutt-offs).

5 Experimental Evaluation and Results

The first evaluation aimed to identify which fea-

tures must be used for ATE (see Section 3). For

that, we applied 2 methods that select attributes by

evaluating the attribute subsets. Their evaluation is

based on consistency (CBF) and correlation (CFS).

We also tested search methods. The combination

of these methods, available in WEKA (Hall et al.,

2009), is: CFS SubsetEval using the RankSearch

Filter as search method (CFS R), CFS SubsetEval

using the BestFirst as search method (CFS BF),

CBF SubsetEval using the Ranking Filter (C R),

and CBF SubsetEval using the Greedy Stepwise

(C G). These methods return feature sets that are

considered the most representative for the term clas-

sification (Table 2). For the EaD corpus, the CG at-

tribute selection method did not select any feature.

For our experiments, we also considered all the fea-

tures (referred by All). Additionally, we compared

the use of two cut-off types for each feature set, C1

and C2, detailed in Section 4.

For both evaluations8, we chose largely known

inductors in the machine learning area. They rep-

resent different learning paradigms: JRip (Rule In-

duction), Naı̈ve Bayes (Probabilistic), J48 (Decision

Tree) with confidence factor of 25%, and SMO (Sta-

tistical Learning). All of these algorithms are avail-
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Table 2: Features chosen by the attribute selection meth-

ods.
Methods

Corpora

EaD ECO N&N

CFS R

TFIDF, TV, TVQ, TFIDF, TV, TVQ, Freq, TFIDF, TVQ,

IP, N Noun, N Adj POS, N Noun IP, Cvalue, N Noun,

POS, N Adj, N PO

CFS BF

Same as in the TFIDF, TVQ, Freq, TFIDF, TV,

CFS R method. TCo, POS IP, Cvalue, N Noun,

POS, N Adj, N PO

C R

Freq, DF, TFIDF, Freq, DF, TFIDF, Freq, DF, TFIDF,

TV, TVQ, TCo, IP, TV, TVQ, TCo, GC, TV, TVQ, TCo, GC,

GC, POS, FreqGC, Cvalue, NCvalue, IP, S, Cvalue, POS,

NCvalue, Cvalue, IP, S, N S, POS, NCvalue, N S,

N Adj, N Noun, N Noun, N Adj, N Noun, N Adj,

N Verb, N PO N Verb, N PO N Verb, N PO

C G

Method did Freq, DF, TFIDF, Freq, DF, TFIDF, S,

not select any TV, TVQ, GC, IP, TV, TVQ, TCo, IP,

feature. N S, NCvalue, NCvalue, N S, POS,

S, N Noun, POS, GC, N Noun, N PO,

N Adj, N PO N Verb, N Adj

able in WEKA and described in (Witten and Frank,

2005). We run the experiments on a 10 fold cross-

validation and calculated the precision, recall, and

F-measure scores of term classification according to

the gold standard of unigrams of each corpus. Using

default parameter values for SMO, the results were

lower than the other inductors. Due to this fact and

the lack of space in the paper, we do not present the

SMO results here.

The best precision obtained for the EaD corpus

using the term classification, 66.66%, was achieved

by the C R attribute selection method with the C2

cut-off (C R-C2) using the JRIP inductor. The best

recall score, 20.96%, was obtained using Naı̈ve

Bayes with the CFS R-C1 method. The best F-

measure was 17.58% using the J48 inductor with

C R-C2. For the ECO corpus, the best precision

was 60% obtained with the J48 inductor with con-

fidence factor of 25% and the C R-C1 method. The

best recall was 21.40% with JRIP and the C G-C1

method. Our best F-measure was 24.26% obtained

with Naı̈ve Bayes using the CFS R-C1 method.

For the N&N corpus, the best precision score was

61.03% using JRIP. The best recall was 52.53% and

the best F-measure score was 54.04%, both using

J48 inductor with confidence factor of 25%. The

three results used the All-C2 method.

Table 3 shows the comparison of our best results

with 2 baselines, which are the well-known term fre-

quency and TFIDF, using our stoplist. We also con-

sidered all the stemmed words of these corpora as

CT, except the stopwords, and we calculated the pre-

cision, recall, and F-measure scores for these words

as well. Finally, we compared our results with the

third baseline, which is the only previous work that

uniquely extracts unigrams (Zavaglia et al., 2007),

described in Section 2. Therefore, this is the state

of the art for unigrams extraction for Portuguese. In

order to compare this work with our results of the

EaD and N&N corpora, we implemented the ATE

method of Zavaglia et al. We have to mention that

this method uses the normalization technique called

lemmatization instead of stemming, which we used

in our method. The only difference between our im-

plementation descriptions and the original method is

that we POS tagged and lemmatizated the texts using

the same parser (PALAVRAS10 (Bick, 2000)) used

in our experiments instead of the MXPOST tagger

(Ratnaparkhi, 1996).

For all used corpora, we obtained better results of

precision and F-measure comparing with the base-

lines. In general, we improve the ATE precision

scores, for the EaD corpus, eleven times (from 6.1%

to 66.66%) and, for the N&N corpus, one and a half

times (from 35.4% to 61.03%), both comparing our

results with the use of TFIDF. For the ECO corpus,

we improve four and a half times (from 12.9% to

60%), by comparing with the use of frequency. We

improve the ATE F-measure scores, for the EaD cor-

pus, one and a half times (from 10.93% to 17.58%);

for the ECO corpus, we slightly improve the results

(from 20.64% to 24.26%); and, for the N&N cor-

pus, two times (from 28.12% to 54.04%). The last

three cases are based on the best F-measure values

obtained using TFIDF. Regarding recall, on the one

hand, the linguistic ExPorTer method (detailed in

Section 2), to which we also compare our results,

achieved better recall for all used corpora, about

89%. On the other hand, its precision (about 2%)

and F-measure (about 4%) were significantly lower

than our results.

Finally, if we compare our results with the results

of all stemmed words, with the exception of the stop-

words, the recall values of the latter are high (about

76%) for all used corpora. However, the precision

scores are extremely low (about 1.26%), because it

used almost all words of the texts.

10As all NLP tools for general domains, PALAVRAS is not

excellent for specific domains. However, as it would be expen-

sive (time and manual work) to customize it for each specific

domain that we presented in this paper, we decided use it, even

though there are error tagging.
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Table 3: Comparison with baselines.

Method
Precision Recall F-Measure

(%) (%) (%)

The EaD corpus

JRIP with C R-C2 66.66 8.06 14.38

Naı̈ve Bayes
13.19 20.96 16.19

with CFS R-C1

J48 with F.C. of
27.58 12.9 17.58

0.25 with C R-C2

Ling. ExPorTer 0.33 89.70 0.66

Hyb. ExPorTer 0.07 17.64 0.15

Frequency 5.9 50.86 10.57

TFIDF 6.1 52.58 10.93

All the corpus 0.52 62.9 1.04

The ECO corpus

J48 with F.C. of 60.00 6.02 10.94

0.25 with C R-C1

JRIP with C G-C1 23.44 21.40 22.38

Naı̈ve Bayes 33.33 19.06 24.26

with CFS R-C1

Ling. ExPorTer 2.74 89.18 5.32

Hyb. ExPorTer 12.76 23.25 16.48

Frequency 12.9 43.28 19.87

TFIDF 13.4 44.96 20.64

All the corpus 1.48 99.07 2.92

The N&N corpus

JRIP with All-C2 61.03 27.73 38.14

J48 with F.C. of 55.64 52.53 54.04

0.25 with All-C2

Ling. ExPorTer 3.75 89.40 7.20

Hyb. ExPorTer 1.68 35.35 3.22

Frequency 31.6 20.83 25.1

TFIDF 35.4 23.33 28.12

All the corpus 1.83 66.99 3.57

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper described ongoing experiments about

unigrams extraction using ML. Our first contribution

regarding the experiments was to create 4 features

and to test 4 features that normally are applied to

other tasks and not for automatic term extraction.

Our second contribution is related to the first and

fourth ATE problems, which are the existence of si-

lence and noise and low ATE results, respectively.

We achieved state of art results for unigrams in

Brazilian Portuguese. We improved, for all used cor-

pora, precision (in the best case, we improve the re-

sults 11 times using the EaD corpus) and F-measure

(in the best case, 2 times using the N&N corpus)

and, consequently, we minimized silence and noise.

The third contribution is about the features that

are better for extracting domain terms. All the tested

attribute selection methods indicated the TFIDF as

an essential feature for ATE. 90.9% of the meth-

ods selected N Noun and TVQ, and 81.81% selected

TV, IP, N adj, and POS as relevant features. How-

ever, only one of these methods chose Freq GC, and

none of them chose the SG feature. Regarding the

levels of knowledge - statistical, linguistic, and hy-

brid - in which each feature was classified, at least

45.45% of the methods chose 6 statistical, 5 linguis-

tic, and 3 hybrid features. We also observed that the

best F-measures (see Tables 2 and 3) were obtained

when using at least linguistic and statistical features

together. This fact proves that our main hypothesis is

true, because we improved the ATE results by join-

ing features of different levels of knowledge. Addi-

tionally, we allow the user to choose the features that

are better for term extraction.

As the fourth contribution, we minimized the

problem of high dimensionality (as mentioned, the

second ATE problem) by means of the use of two

different cut-offs (C1 and C2). By reducing the

number of TCs, fewer candidates were validated or

refuted as terms and, consequently, we minimized

the third ATE problem, which is the time and human

effort for validating the TCs. However, we still per-

ceived the need to reduce more the number of can-

didates. Therefore, for future work, we intend to use

instance selection techniques to reduce the term rep-

resentation.

We believe to have achieved significant results for

the experiments realized to date. Experiments using

more features that dependent on general corpus are

ongoing. We will also possibly propose new features

and will use taxonomic structure in order to improve

more the results. For using the taxonomic structure,

we intend to create a conventional taxonomy (Mi-

iller and Dorre, 1999) is created using the input cor-

pus. Therefore, we may identify more features for

the instances considering this taxonomy. For exam-

ple, normally in a taxonomy’s leaf specific words

of a domain happen, consequently, terms should ap-

pear there. Additionally, we are encouraged to adapt

these features for bigram and trigram terms as well.
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Abstract 

We present our work in generating Karmina, 

an old Malay poetic form for Indonesian lan-

guage. Karmina is a poem with two lines that 

consists of a hook (sampiran) on the first line 

and a message on the second line. One of the 

unique aspects of Karmina is in the absence of 

discourse relation between its hook and mes-

sage. We approached the problem by generat-

ing the hooks and the messages in separate 

processes using predefined schemas and a 

manually built knowledge base. The Karminas 

were produced by randomly pairing the mes-

sages with the hooks, subject to the con-

straints imposed on the rhymes and on the 

structure similarity. Syllabifications were per-

formed on the cue words of the hooks and 

messages to ensure the generated pairs have 

matching rhymes. We were able to generate a 

number of positive examples while still leav-

ing room for improvement, particularly in the 

generation of the messages, which currently 

are still limited, and in filtering the negative 

results. 

1 Introduction 

Computational creativity is an interesting area of 

research, since it deals with how a machine can 

actually produce something new and creative. Cre-

ative, in the sense that it is something that usually 

comes from human’s imagination, which is quite 

abstract, and unexpected from a machine. In this 

work, we investigated the matter of creativity in 

language. In particular, we focused our work in the 

generation of Karmina, an old Malay poetic form 

for Indonesian language. 

Karmina is a poem that consists of two lines 

with around 8-12 syllables on each line. The first 

line is called the hook, which acts as the opening 

line of the poem. The second line is called the 

message, which contains the meaning of the poem. 

The language used in Karmina is usually less for-

mal, i.e. closer to conversational language. Karmi-

na resembles Pantun, a more well-known form of 

Malay poetic form, but is different from Pantun in 

the number of lines it has. It can probably be com-

pared to a couplet in English, in terms of the num-

ber of lines and rhymes it must follows. Due to its 

short presentation, Karmina is also called a quick 

Pantun.  

One of the unique aspects of Karmina is in its 

hook and message relationship. The hook on the 

first line has no discourse relation with the mes-

sage on the second line. Take as an example Kar-

mina presented below in Indonesian:  

Gendang gendut tali kecapi 

Kenyang perut senanglah hati 

(Fat drum string of lute 

Full stomach makes a happy heart) 

and also our attempt to make one in English: 

Soft meatball is easy to chew 

Love them all but trust a few 

The hook in Karmina acts as the entrance of the 

poem and is used to engage interest or curiosity of 

the audience. It usually talks about something 

common in daily life, some unusual or less mean-
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ingful information, or obvious facts, e.g. Buah pi-

sang warnanya kuning (Banana is yellow).  

The message of Karmina contains the real 

meaning that wants to be delivered by the author. It 

might contain ideas, jokes, mockeries, or even ad-

vices. The sentence used in the message does not 

need to be formal. It creates its poetic form by 

omitting some function words, changing the word 

order, or by using the base form of the word in-

stead of using a morphologically derived one. 

The rhyme scheme in Karmina is formally 

deemed to be a-a. But we found that most of the 

Karminas have the rhyme schemes of (a b)-(a b), 

with (a b) in the same line, as shown in the exam-

ples above. The position of the rhyme a in an (a b) 

line is usually located in the middle of the sentence 

and is determined by how to read the Karmina so 

that the rhymes on both lines match to each other.  

We chose to work with Karmina due to its sim-

ple and short presentation. It will be both challeng-

ing and interesting to answer the question of 

whether we can computationally generate a simple 

and short poem that contains a single idea (mean-

ing), while at the same time maintain its poetic 

characteristics. From a cultural point of view, we 

considered this as one of the ways to conserve this 

poem, as well as to introduce it to others. 

We centered our work in generating Karmina 

with rhyme schemes of (a b)-(a b). We considered 

Karmina in this form to be more poetic and have 

more interesting structure. We present our work by 

first mentioning some related works in the area of 

poetry generation in Section 2. In Section 3, we 

describe our approach for syllabification, hook and 

message generation, and the construction of the 

final Karmina. We present the results of our exper-

iments in Section 4. The discussions of findings, 

issues, and future works are presented in Section 5. 

2 Related Works 

Some recent works in poetry generation are in the 

area of English Haiku generation. In Netzer et al. 

(2009), the authors use word association infor-

mation to enrich user supplied seed words with 

their associated words. Candidate lines are pro-

duced from pre-extracted lines that match the seed 

words and their associated words, as well as the 

chosen syntactic patterns. The poems are generated 

by random line matching processes and by filtering 

the generated Haikus based on some constraints 

and internal associativity scores. The work by 

Wong and Chun (2008) uses a different approach. 

They represent the extracted line as a vector of 

words. The Haikus are produced by generating 

sentence pairs based on the selected seed words.  

They are then ranked based on the similarity scores 

of their lines. 

Other previous work in a more general area of 

poetry is by Manurung et al. (2000). In this work, 

they proposed a stochastic hill climbing search 

model that iteratively produces set of candidate 

solutions and evaluates them based on some de-

fined phonetic, linguistic, and semantic measures. 

Gervas (2001) and Díaz-agudo et al. (2002) focus 

their works in the area of Spanish poetry genera-

tion. They use prose description and rough specifi-

cation from user as their input. The appropriate 

strophic forms are selected based on this input. The 

process continues using a case based reasoning 

approach to produce the final poem. 

We consider our work to have different focus 

and pose different challenges. The first thing is that 

the meaning of a Karmina can be understood di-

rectly. This property might be different from other 

type of poetry which requires deeper interpretation. 

Hence, the problem usually lies in generating a 

poem with a deep embedded meaning. The second 

one is related to the property of the hook that 

should contain less important information (ignora-

ble) compared to the message. We believe that we 

could fulfill these two requirements by defining 

proper schemas and constraints, and by controlling 

the words used. The last thing to consider is about 

the absence of discourse relation between the hook 

and the message. Our current approach to the prob-

lem is by generating the hooks and the messages 

separately using different knowledge base and dif-

ferent constraints. By this treatment, we expect the 

generated hooks and messages to be independent 

of each other. 

3 Our Current Approach 

In his thesis, Manurung (2003) defines three prop-

erties that a poem should fulfill: meaningfulness, 

grammaticality, and poeticness. We think that the-

se three are inherent properties of Karmina and 

unquestionably should be fulfilled by the generated 

poem. Meaningfulness is handled by putting con-

straints on the proposed schemas which restrict the 

words used in the poem. It is also supported by 
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ensuring the grammaticality of the poem, which is 

handled by positioning the words inside the sche-

ma properly. In terms of poeticness, we consider 

that Karmina obtains its poeticness through its 

rhyme structure, limitation on the number of words 

or syllables, and the forms of the words used. 

Hence, poeticness is handled by considering these 

three aspects in the generation of the poem. 

We will start this section with the description of 

the schemas used in generating the hooks and the 

messages. We will then continue with the explana-

tion of the syllabification algorithm and the gen-

eration of the Karmina. 

3.1 Generating the Hook 

The hook of Karmina can be recognized from its 

characteristic of somehow sounds like an ‘unim-

portant’ utterance, e.g. kelapa diparut enak 

rasanya (grated coconut tastes good) or ikan lele 

beli di pasar (catfish bought from the market). In 

our first attempt, we took text segments from the 

collections of news, blogs, and reviews websites. 

The segments were produced by splitting the sen-

tences using punctuations, such as comma, period, 

question mark, single and double quotes, and ex-

clamation mark. We were hoping to find segments 

that could be used as hooks. But, we found that this 

kind of utterance is quite rare. 

We looked deeper into some of the examples of 

Karmina and found something interesting. The ma-

jority of the hooks that we met have some similar 

syntactic and semantic patterns. We analyzed the 

examples and came out with a set of schemas to 

generate the hooks. One property of Karmina that 

we think makes the generation of the hook possible 

is that a sentence in Karmina usually consists of 

only 4-5 words. We defined around 19 schemas for 

the hook. Some of them differ only in their word 

order, e.g. a sentence with a word order of X Y Z 

and a sentence with a word order of X Z Y, where 

X, Y, Z can be noun, verb, adjective, etc. These 

schemas are not exhaustive. They cover some of 

the hooks that we found on our small examples. 

Other forms of hooks may also present.  

The knowledge base was built manually by find-

ing all suitable nouns, verbs, and other necessary 

information. We did some categorization on them, 

e.g. as fish, flower, tree, location, and specified 

their relations as required in the schemas. We de-

scribe in this section the first three schemas that we 

defined. We use “,” (comma) to denote a conjunc-

tion and “;” (semicolon) to denote a disjunction. 

Schema 1 

Dahulu X sekarang Y 

Constraints  

Noun(X), Noun(Y), ChangeTo(X,Y), 

Length(X,1), Length (Y,1) 

In Schema 1, the generated hook will have a 

meaning of before (dahulu) and after/now 

(sekarang). In this case, X and Y are usually re-

placed by nouns that have this kind of relationship. 

The replacement using other word classes is also 

possible. We restricted X and Y to noun since it is 

the most common class we saw on the examples. 

In order to check for this relationship, we defined a 

predicate ChangeTo that check for two things 

from the knowledge base: 

 Whether X can be made from Y and vice versa, 

e.g. knife is made from iron. 

 Whether X is better than Y and vice versa, e.g. 

gold is better than silver. 

Predicate Length checks for how many words the 

noun X and Y has, which we limit to 1, to maintain 

the poeticness of the generated hook. In our current 

work, we used the number of words instead of syl-

lables to simplify the word selection process, with 

the assumption that the number of syllables inside 

a word is around two to four syllables. 
 

Schema 2 

Sudah X Y pula 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Noun(Y), SameType(X,Y), 

Length(X,1), Length(Y,1), (Tree(X); 

Flower(X); Food(X))  

Schema 2 was made from one of the examples 

that we found. The X and Y come from the same 

category, i.e. both are the name of fish, bird, vege-

table, island, tree, etc. The meaning of the generat-

ed hook will be that Y is redundant because X is 

already present. We restricted X and Y to be in the 

same category to give an emphasis on this redun-

dancy. We used tree, flower, and food for the cate-

gories. This was based on our experiments that 
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using other categories resulted in a sentence with 

odd meaning. 

Schema 3 

X Propnya Y 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Adjective(Y), Has(X, Prop, 

Y) Length(X,2), Length(Y,1) 

In Schema 3, the generated hook simply means 

X with a property Prop that has the value of Y. 

For example, X can be a banana (buah pisang) with 

a property of color (warna) and property’s value of 

yellow (kuning). Hence, the generated hook will be 

Buah pisang warnanya kuning (Banana has a yel-

low color). We found that this kind of hook is quite 

often used. 

3.2 Generating the Message  

The message of Karmina is more free in its mean-

ing and structure. Creating all possible schemas is 

not a feasible option. However, we managed to 

find messages that follow certain schemas. They 

have the same structures with the Schema 1 and 

Schema 2. Hence, in this work, the message was 

generated by using these two schemas only. These 

two schemas bind the hook and the message to 

have the same structure, i.e. both have the struc-

tures of Dahulu X sekarang Y or Sudah X Y pula. 

They differ in the types and constraints of the X 

and Y used. We experimented using a list of posi-

tive and negative sentiment words to replace X and 

Y.  

For Schema 1, X and Y were replaced by words 

that have different sentiment (positive-negative or 

negative-positive). These two words are antonym 

to each other. The generated message will have a 

meaning of a change from a positive (good) to 

negative (bad) condition, or vice versa, e.g. Dahulu 

kaya sekarang miskin (was rich but now poor).  

In Schema 2, X and Y were replaced by words 

that have the same sentiment. We expected the re-

sulting sentences to contain the repetition of two 

good or two bad expressions and hence, intensify-

ing the positive or negative condition. For exam-

ple, Sudah busuk bau pula (rotten and stink). 

To our knowledge, there are no subjectivity lex-

icons for Indonesian. Hence, we produced the list 

by translating English subjectivity lexicon (Hu and 

Liu, 2004), which originally has 2006 positive 

words and 4783 negative words, using Google 

Translate. The translation results were then filtered 

manually to remove untranslated words, bad trans-

lations, and words that do not contain positive or 

negative sentiment. The final lexicon contains 740 

positive words and 1500 negative words. 

3.3 Syllabification 

The syllabification is used in searching for the 

hooks that rhyme with the messages. We used a set 

of rules to cut syllables out of the word iteratively. 

The syllabification starts from the front and by 

looking into the pattern of the first 3-6 letters of the 

word. We defined rules for the possible patterns 

that determine how many letters from the front that 

will be taken as a syllable. The syllable is cut out 

from the word and the iteration continues with the 

truncated word. The iteration stops when only two 

or less letters are left. The patterns are the combi-

nations of vowel-consonant patterns and alphabet 

letters. The vowel-consonant pattern is simply a 

sequence of v (vowel) and c (consonant) marker. 

There are only five vowels in Indonesian 

(a,i,u,e,o). 

     kecapi (cvcvcv) (take first 2) 

      capi   (cvcv)   (take first 2) 

      pi     (cv)     (take all) 

 

Figure 1. Syllabification of kecapi to (ke, ca, pi) 

 

The example in Figure 1 shows the word kecapi 

matches the cvcv pattern, and the rule specifies to 

take the first two letters from the front (ke) as a 

syllable. The truncated word capi also falls into the 

same rule. In the last step, only two letters are left 

and we took them all as a syllable.  

3.4 Rhymes 

In our work, we used two types of rhymes, perfect 

and imperfect (half). In Indonesian, the pronuncia-

tion of a word can be determined from its syllables 

and hence, we can check whether two words 

rhyme with each other by matching their last sylla-

bles. For perfect rhyme, we considered two words 

as having perfect rhyme if they have the same last 

syllables. For imperfect rhyme, we divided the 

case into two. If the last letter of the last syllable is 

a vowel, we took this vowel to be compared. If the 

last letter is a consonant, we searched for the first 
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vowel from the last after the consonant and took 

the vowel together with the following consonants 

to be compared. For diphthong (ai, au, oi), we took 

both of the vowels to be compared. 

3.5 Constructing the Karmina 

The Karmina was produced by first generating a 

list of hooks and a list of messages. The generation 

processes were done separately for the hook and 

the message. We selected one of the messages and 

we tried to find a proper hook for the message 

from the list of hooks. 

Syllabifications were performed on the cue 

words of the selected message and on the cue 

words of the hooks in the list. Cue words of hook 

or message are the middle word and the last word 

of the sentence. Given the schema, we can usually 

determine the second word as the middle word. 

We produced a list of possible hooks for the se-

lected message by selecting hooks that rhyme with 

the message, producing (a b)-(a b) rhyme scheme. 

It was done by comparing the last syllables of the 

cue words of the message and the hooks. We dif-

ferentiated the hooks which have perfect rhymes 

with the message and the hooks which have imper-

fect rhymes. We gave higher priority to the hooks 

that rhyme perfectly with the message. If no such 

hooks exist, we took the hook from the later. 

Message generated using Schema 1 or Schema 

2 could only take the hook that has the same struc-

ture. Hence, in this work, the generated Karmina 

could only have the structure of Schema 1 or 

Schema 2 on both of its lines. 

The final Karmina was produced by pairing the 

selected message with one of the possible hooks 

which was selected randomly from the list. 

4 Experiments 

We implemented our work for syllabification and 

Karmina construction in Perl, and generation of the 

hooks and the messages in Prolog. We evaluated 

the syllabification on a small list of 258 unique 

words taken from two news articles. We found that 

16 words were incorrectly syllabified. The main 

causes are due to incomplete rules, foreign words 

or abbreviations, and ambiguous words. Examples 

of ambiguous words are beribu that can be read as 

ber-ibu or be-ribu, and words that contain diph-

thong-like string such as baikan and bagaikan. In 

the first word, the ai is not a diphthong. Both cases 

might require context disambiguation and lemma-

tization which are not covered in the current rule-

based syllabification. 

For Karmina evaluation, first we generated lists 

of all possible hooks and messages from Schema 

1 and Schema 2. Next, we generated all possible 

Karminas from these lists. However, we found that 

all generated Karminas were in the form of Sche-

ma 2. We failed to generate Karmina for Schema 

1 since there were no hooks and messages that 

rhyme with each other due to small number of 

hooks and messages that we have for Schema 1. 

Table 1 shows the evaluation results. 

Table 1. Karmina Evaluation 

Hook Message Total 

Proper Proper 10 

Proper Not Proper 30 

Not Proper Proper 1 

Not Proper Not Proper 59 

  100 

The evaluation was performed on 100 randomly 

selected Karminas. The proper and improper anno-

tations were done through discussions by two na-

tive speakers. We managed to get 10 Karminas 

with acceptable hooks and messages. We found 

that the improper hook was mainly caused by the 

use of uncommon names e.g. holdi, hamboi. The 

other cause was that X and Y in Schema 2 may 

sometimes not be able to be placed side by side, 

e.g. Sudah tomat srikaya pula (tomato and sugar-

apple). Although both of the objects are fruits, the 

more common perception of tomato is as vegeta-

bles and hence, the sentence sounds strange. 

a)  Sudah leci menteng pula   (lychees and menteng) 

     Sudah ahli tampan pula    (skilled and handsome) 

 

b)  Sudah kiwi ceri pula             (cherry and kiwi) 

     Sudah ahli kejujuran pula    (skilled and honesty) 

 
Figure 2. (a) Positive example (b) Negative example 

For the message, the main cause was as shown 

in Figure 2 (b). The sentence sounds unusual be-

cause it combines adjective skilled with noun hon-

esty. This happened because of the incomplete 

constraints on the schema, i.e. no restriction in the 

part of speech of X and Y. Other reason was be-

cause of words that do not fit to be put together, 

e.g. Sudah agung bagus pula (majestic and smart). 
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5 Discussion and Future Works 

In this section, we discuss several findings and is-

sues that we found, and our future plans for the 

work. 

Incomplete Constraints. The constraints in the 

schema are the most crucial parts of the generation 

process. The grammaticality, meaning, and poet-

icness of the generated sentence depend on the 

constraints used. Hence, some of the problems as 

the one shown in Figure 2 were caused by incom-

plete specification of the constraints. 

Manual Intervention. The main issue in utiliz-

ing knowledge base and schemas is in the amount 

of manual work that needs to be performed in cre-

ating them. One of the problems is in the infor-

mation collection, such as collecting property of 

nouns (e.g. skin as property of a fish and the skin 

of a fish is slippery), antonyms, and what kind of 

verb that can match certain noun (e.g. coconut can 

be grated). Currently, the information was built 

manually and hence slowly.  

One of the options to automate the knowledge 

creation such as ‘what object has what kind of 

property with what value’ is by first generating all 

possible combinations of nouns and properties, and 

finding a way to validate this knowledge efficient-

ly. Data that contains this information might be 

needed for validation. Another option might be to 

query a search engine. Using collocation infor-

mation in the results, we may somehow validate 

the knowledge. However, the policy of automated 

query of current search engine might be a hurdle. 

The other issue is if we want to automate the 

creation of the schema. Using extracted sentences 

and part of speech information may be useful. But 

this approach might not be enough, since we also 

need to capture the dependency between items. 

Without deeper constraints, the extracted schema 

will be just a shallow representation. 

Filtering the Knowledge. We found that having 

too much knowledge about certain things can actu-

ally result in a less or non-poetic sentence, e.g. a 

hook kod pasifik kulitnya licin (pacific cod has 

slippery skin). Grammatically and semantically, 

there is nothing wrong with the sentence. The 

problem lies in the use of kod pasifik (pacific cod) 

that is rarely mentioned in a normal daily life. 

Since the hook is usually about something com-

mon to the majority of the audience, using a rare 

term like this might cause it to lose its poeticness.  

Corpus Based Approach for Message Gener-

ation. We are considering the corpus-based ap-

proach that utilizes the segments extracted from 

the corpus for message generation. Contrary to the 

hook, we found that the use of segments for the 

message is more promising. We experimented with 

blog corpus, since we considered it as the most 

proper corpus, because of its informal and conver-

sational style language. We picked segments that 

have length (number of words) greater than two, 

and for poeticness reason, do not start with certain 

function words. The chosen segments were further 

processed by normalizing slang words, e.g. gw to 

saya. Further removal of unpoetic function words 

(yang, adalah, untuk) was performed. The final 

segments that have length more than three were 

stored. The Karmina generation was performed 

using the same procedure. We determined the mid-

dle word of the message by taking the word where 

the fourth syllable is located. Figure 3 shows the 

positive examples that we were able to generate. 

One important aspect that we still need to consider 

is about the characteristics of the segments that can 

be considered as good messages.  

Ikan cakalang di danau emas   (tuna in lake emas) 

Selamat ulang tahun ya mas     (happy birthday) 

 

Sungai bengkulu sungai bilah (bengkulu and bilah river) 

Aku malu kepada allah            (i am ashamed of god) 

Figure 3. Positive examples of Karmina using corpus 

based approach for message part 

6 Conclusions  

We described our work in Karmina generation that 

utilized a rule-based approach in generating the 

hooks and the messages. We considered the notion 

of grammaticality, meaningfulness, and poeticness 

by defining proper schemas and constraints. We 

also discussed some of the problems and future 

improvements in section 5. We concluded that the 

rule-based approach is able to produce some posi-

tive examples. Some limitations still exist, espe-

cially in the message generation, and a lot of 

improvements are still needed to produce more of 

proper Karmina. We are considering the corpus-

based approach in our future work for the message 

generation and a more automated approach in 

knowledge collection. 
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Appendix A.  Schemas for Hook Generation 

The rest of the schemas used for generating the 

hooks are provided below as references. Some ad-

ditional relations that might need to be explained 

are: 

 Location(X): X is a location, e.g. name of a 

mountain, name of a river, etc.  

 LocationType(X): location type of X, e.g. X is 

a river, a mountain, or other abstract types 

such as on the top of an object (on a table), in-

side an object, etc. 

 Has(X,Y,A,B): Y is performed on X, resulting 

in X with property A and property value of B, 

e.g. Has(fish, fried, taste, good). 

We use Prolog notations such as “,” (comma) to 

denote a conjunction, “;” (semicolon) to denote a 

disjunction, and “_” (underscore) to denote any 

matching term. 

Schema 4 

Sudah ke X ke Y pula 

Constraints  

Location(X), Location(Y), Location-

Type(X)==LocationType(Y), 

Length(X,1), Length (Y,1) 

Schema 5 

X Y Propnya 

Constraints  

Noun(X), Adjective(Y), Has(X,Prop,Y) 

Length(X,2), Length(Y,1) 

Schema 6 

X diZ Y Propnya 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Verb(Z), Adjective(Y), 

Has(X,Z,Prop,Y) 

Schema 7 

X diZ Propnya Y  

Constraints 

Noun(X), Verb(Z), Adjective(Y), 

Has(X,Z,Prop,Y) 

Schema 8 

X Z di Y 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Verb(Z), Location(Y), 

not(Location(X)), Has(X,Z,_,_), 

Length(X,1) 

Schema 9 

X di Y 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Location(Y), 

not(Location(X)), Length(X,2), 

Length(Y,2) 
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Schema 10 

X Y 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Noun(Y), SameType(X,Y), 

Length(X,2), Length(Y,2) 

Schema 11 

X X Y Y 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Noun(Y), SameType(X,Y), 

Length(X,1), Length(Y,1) 

Schema 12 

X Y Y 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Noun(Y), SameType(X,Y), 

Length(X,2), Length(Y,1) 

Schema 13 

X X Y 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Noun(Y), SameType(X,Y), 

Length(X,1), Length(Y,2) 

Schema 14 

X Y A A 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Adjective(Y), Noun(A), 

Has(X,_,Y), SameType(X,A), 

Length(X,1), Length(A,1) 

Schema 15 

X Y A B 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Adjective(Y), Noun(A), Ad-

jective(B), Has(X,_,Y), Has(A,_,B), 

Length(X,1), Length(A,1) 

Schema 16 

X Y A 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Adjective(Y), Noun(A), 

Has(X,_,Y), SameType(X,A), 

Length(X,1), Length(A,2) 

Schema 17 

X A B 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Noun(A), Adjective(B), 

Has(A,_,B), SameType(X,A), 

Length(X,2), Length(A,1) 

Schema 18 

X Z Y Propnya 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Verb(Z), Adjective(Y), 

Has(X,Z,Prop,Y) 

Schema 19 

X Z Propnya Y 

Constraints 

Noun(X), Verb(Z), Adjective(Y), 

Has(X,Z,Prop,Y) 
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Abstract

Revealing an anonymous author’s traits from
text is a well-researched area. In this paper we
aim to identify the native language and lan-
guage family of a non-native English author,
given his/her English writings. We extract fea-
tures from the text based on prior work, and
extend or modify it to construct different fea-
ture sets, and use support vector machines for
classification. We show that native language
identification accuracy can be improved by up
to 6.43% for a 9-class task, depending on the
feature set, by introducing a novel method to
incorporate language family information. In
addition we show that introducing grammar-
based features improves accuracy of both na-
tive language and language family identifica-
tion.

1 Introduction
Mining text for features to infer characteristics on
its author is an important research field. One au-
thor property that has been researched is native lan-
guage, extracted from the author’s writing in a non-
native language. Learning the native language of an
anonymous author can assist in profiling criminals
or terrorists, and may also undermine the privacy of
legitimate anonymous authors by helping to unveil
their identity.

Influences of native language (L1) on second lan-
guage (L2), referred as the L1-L2 transfer effect, is
seen in writing and can be utilized to identify na-
tive language. In this paper we examine aspects of
a broader class – the language family to which the
native language of an author belongs. In the rest of
the paper native language and native language fam-
ily will be referred as L1 and LF, respectively.

First, we examine the correct classification rates
of LF compared to L1. As L1 is a subset of LF,
the number of L1 classes is greater than or equal to

the number of corresponding LF classes. Therefore,
higher LF classification accuracy can be achieved
trivially by taking the family of the attributed L1
in a L1 classification task. This can be helpful in
cases where high accuracy is preferred over reso-
lution. We introduce a novel, improved method
that achieves higher correct classification rate for LF
identification, compared to the trivial method.

Our main contribution is showing that L1 identi-
fication accuracy can be increased by incorporating
family information via LF identification.

We use stylometric analysis and machine learn-
ing techniques to identify L1 and LF. We conduct a
series of experiments by mining English text written
by non-native English authors for linguistic features.
We use 4 different feature sets detailed in section 3.
We evaluate the accuracy of our results by examin-
ing the true-positive rate.

The novelty of our work is in exploring the LF-
L2 transfer effect using stylometric methods, and
expanding L1 identification methods accordingly.
Increasing the state-of-the-art correct classification
rate for L1 detection is not our main goal. Instead,
we introduce concepts to increase achieved accuracy
by incorporating LF knowledge into the classifica-
tion process.

The next section (2) provides background and
prior work. Section 3 describes the experimental
setup. In section 4 we describe the different experi-
ments that were performed, followed by results and
evaluation. We finalize with discussion on the given
results (section 5), followed by conclusions and di-
rections for future research (section 6).

2 Related Work

Literature includes work on extracting demographic
and psychological traits from different data formats,
such as speech and text samples. Native language
and accent identification from speech can be found
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in (Choueiter et al., 2008; Tomokiyo and Jones,
2001). Identifying an author’s native language from
L2 text, which is English in most cases, is the closest
problem to our work.

Introductory studies in the area identified the writ-
ten or spoken language itself, focusing on telephone
dialogue corpora (Ahmed et al., 2004; Zissman,
1993). Further studies focused on extracting specific
information from text or speech after identifying the
language being used. Wanneroy et al. (1999) inves-
tigated how non-native speech deteriorated language
identification and used acoustic adaptation to im-
prove it. Choueiter et al. (2008) classified different
foreign accented English speech samples by using a
combination of heteroscedastic LDA and maximum
mutual information training. Tomokiyo and Jones
(2001) characterized part-of-speech sequences and
showed that Naı̈ve Bayes classification can be used
to identify non-native utterances of English.

The first work that utilized stylometric methods
for native language attribution is introduced by Kop-
pel et al. (2005a; 2005b). They explored frequencies
of sets of features, and used them with multi-linear
support vector machines to classify text by author’s
native language. They used a set of features con-
sisted of function words, letter n-grams, errors and
idiosyncrasies, and experimented on a dataset of au-
thors of five different native languages taken from
ICLEv1 (Granger et al., 2002), reaching to 80.2%
accuracy. Tsur and Rappoport (2007) revisited Kop-
pel’s work using only the 200 most frequent charac-
ter bigrams, and achieved 65.6% accuracy, with only
a small degradation when removing dominant words
or function words.

Brooke and Hirst (2012) presented a method of
utilizing native language corpora for identifying na-
tive language in non-native texts. They used word-
by-word translation of large native language corpora
to create sets of second language forms that are pos-
sible results of language transfer, later used in unsu-
pervised classification. They achieved results above
random chance for L1 identification, however insuf-
ficiently accurate.

More related work can be found in (Estival et
al., 2007; van Halteren, 2008; Carrio-Pastor, 2009;
Golcher and Reznicek, 2009; Wong and Dras, 2009;
Wong et al., 2011; Brooke and Hirst, 2011; Ahn,
2011). The work mentioned above and our approach
both utilize the L1-L2 transfer effect to gain infor-
mation about an author’s native language. Gibbons
(2009) proved the impact of native language fam-
ily’s typological properties on L2. As far as we
know, our work is the first to combine stylometry

and native language family’s effect on L2, utilized
for L1 identification.

3 Experimental Setting

3.1 Corpus
We use the ICLEv2 (Granger et al., 2009) corpus
that contains English documents written by interme-
diate to advanced international learners of English,
with language backgrounds of 16 mother-tongues.
The first version of the corpus was used in signif-
icant previous work (Koppel et al., 2005a; Koppel
et al., 2005b; Tsur and Rappoport, 2007). They re-
ported that they were able to use 258 documents of
sizes 500-1000 words for each language they used.
We use version 2 of the corpus and restrict all doc-
uments in our experiments to those with 500-1000
words as well. However, we found that constraining
our documents to these lengths allows us to use only
133-146 documents per language. We conduct a se-
ries of experiments with different sub-corpora con-
structed of documents representing 11 native lan-
guages out of the 16 available in the corpus. The
native languages we used are: Bulgarian, Czech,
Dutch, French, German, Italian, Norwegian, Polish,
Russian, Spanish and Swedish, all Indo-European
languages. These languages represent 3 language-
families in a coarse partition: Germanic, Slavic and
Romance, which are used as the LF class in the ex-
periments to follow. All sub-corpora configurations
are detailed in section 4.

Since we are looking at a set of languages from
both L1 and LF aspects, we maintained only the
sub-corpora that allowed a sufficient amount of lan-
guages in each represented family, i.e. 3 languages
in each of the Germanic, Slavic and Romance fam-
ilies. Therefore we removed 5 of the 16 available
languages in the corpus.

3.2 Feature Selection
Koppel et al. represented each document in their ex-
periment as a 1,035-dimensional feature vector: 400
function words, 200 most frequent letter n-grams,
185 misspellings and syntactic errors and 250 rare
POS bigrams. The 250 rare POS bigrams are the
least common bigrams extracted from the Brown
Corpus (Francis and Kucera, 1983), and their ap-
pearances are considered to be erroneous or non-
standard.

In our experiments we used 4 different feature
sets, partially based on that used by Koppel et al. We
used the authorship attribution tool JStylo (McDon-
ald et al., 2012) for feature extraction. The feature
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sets are the following:
Basic: includes the 400 most frequent function

words, 200 most frequent letter bigrams, 250 rare
POS bigrams and 300 most frequent spelling errors.

The 400 most frequent function words were taken
from a list of 512 function words used in the orig-
inal experiments by Koppel et al. For the 200 let-
ter n-grams, we chose bigrams, as they are shown
to be effective for the task in previous research.
The 250 rare POS bigrams were extracted from the
Brown Corpus using the POS tagger in (Toutanova
et al., 2003). Finally, we simplified the error types
by considering only misspelled words, based on
a list of 5,753 common misspellings, constructed
from Wikipedia common misspellings and those
used in (Abbasi and Chen, 2008). We ignored any
misspellings with 0-1 appearances across the entire
sub-corpus. Since many of the rare POS bigrams
and misspellings had no appearances, the effective
vector lengths vary between 653-870 features.

Extended: identical to the former, with the addi-
tion of the 200 most frequent POS bigrams across
the entire sub-corpus used for each experiment.
These syntactic features were selected as an addi-
tional representation of grammatical structures in
the text.

There are several methods for natural language
classification, including genetic, typological and
areal (Campbell and Poser, 2008). We consider
the typological classification that uses structural fea-
tures to compare similarities between languages and
classify them into families. Therefore we chose
grammatical evidence in L2 as features that may rep-
resent similar transfer effects among languages in
the same family.

Grammatical: constructed only from the 200
most frequent POS bigrams, representing the gram-
matical level of the text.

InfoGain: We used the 200 features with the high-
est information gain extracted from the extended
feature set using Weka (Hall et al., 2009), calculated
for any given feature by measuring the expected re-
duction in entropy caused by partitioning the test in-
stances according to that feature.

3.3 Classification

We trained a SMO (Platt, 1998) SVM classifier with
polynomial kernel, chosen as SVMs are used exten-
sively in prior work and ours outperformed other
methods tested, including decision trees, nearest-
neighbors, Bayesian and logistic regression classi-
fiers.

4 Experimental Variations and Evaluation

We conducted 3 different experiments using vari-
ous sub-corpora and the 4 feature sets described in
the previous sections, with L1 and LF classification
tasks. We evaluated the results by using the true-
positive rate to capture accuracy. Following is a de-
tailed description of the different variations and re-
sults.

4.1 9-Class Languages, 3-Class Families
Setup: We compared 9-L1 identification with the
corresponding 3-LF identification, using datasets
constructed of the sub-corpus containing all 11 lan-
guages mentioned before. For the 9-L1 task we
randomly sampled documents of 9 languages, 3 for
each of the Germanic, Slavic and Romance language
families, in order to maintain the same number of
languages per family in every experiment. We con-
structed 16 different 9-L1 sets, choosing 3 out of 4
Germanic languages, 3 out of 4 Slavic languages and
the only 3 Romance languages available. In each of
the 16 experiments we used the same number of doc-
uments per language, varying between 133-146.

In order to compare results with LF identification,
we conducted 3 sets of experiments, each containing
16 3-LF experiments, corresponding to the 16 that
were performed for L1 identification.

First, we ran the trivial experiment of attributing
the family of the predicted language resulted from
the L1 identification experiments. This method is
denoted as the trivial method.

Next, we ran the same experiments conducted for
L1, with the only difference of using LF as the class
rather than L1. As a result of that configuration,
each experiment also contained the same number
of documents per language family, varying between
399-438. This method is denoted as the standalone
method (as it is a standalone experiment, indepen-
dent of L1 classification results).

Lastly, we ran experiments combining the stan-
dalone and trivial approaches. We hypothesize that
if L1 is attributed with high confidence, so is the LF
of that attributed L1, however if the confidence level
decreases, a standalone LF experiment achieves bet-
ter results. We ran the L1 identification experiments
and set a threshold as the averaged probability of the
predicted class across the entire test set, based on the
class probability distribution outputted by the SVM
classifier. To obtain proper probability estimates,
we fit logistic regression models to the outputs of
the SVM. Every instance classified with probability
above the threshold was attributed the family using
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the trivial method, and every instance below – using
the standalone method. This method is denoted as
the combined method.
Results: We averaged the results of all 16 L1 iden-
tification experiments, and those of the 3 sets of 16
LF identification experiments. See figure 1.
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Figure 1: Accuracy for 9-class L1 and 3-class LF iden-
tification. The combined method for LF outperforms the
other two.

The accuracy for L1 identification was 67.78%,
65.64%, 59.34% and 44.02% for the extended, ba-
sic, InfoGain and grammatical feature sets, respec-
tively.

Out of the 3 LF identification experiment sets,
the combined method achieved the best accuracy:
90.57%, 86.24%, 86.2% and 85.29% for the Info-
Gain, grammatical, extended and basic feature sets,
respectively. These results support our hypothesis.

The trivial method achieved better results than the
standalone method for the basic and extended fea-
ture sets: 78.33% and 79.87% for the first, 74.53%
and 77.24% for the latter. For the grammatical and
InfoGain feature sets, the standalone performed bet-
ter than the trivial: 63.61% and 76.02% for the first,
63.1% and 73.94% for the latter.

Since the L1 identification experiments have more
classes than the LF experiments, the random chance
varies between them: 11.11% for L1 and 33.33%
for LF. Although the absolute accuracy for LF is
consistently higher than for L1, if we subtract the
corresponding random chance values to obtain “ef-
fective” accuracy, in most cases L1 is more accu-
rate than LF. The LF combined method is the only
one out of the 3 LF methods that exceeds the effec-
tive accuracy of L1, for the grammatical and Info-
Gain feature sets. Combined with the standard (non-
effective) results, it appears that the InfoGain feature
set with the LF combined method achieves the high-
est accuracy with the most added knowledge over
random classification, across all tasks and feature

sets. It is also notable that the smallest difference
between L1 and LF identification accuracy is seen
for the grammatical feature set. See figure 2.
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Figure 2: Effective accuracy for 9-L1 and 3-LF identifi-
cation. Accuracy for L1 exceeds most accuracy results
for LF, except for the combined method on the grammat-
ical and InfoGain feature sets.

4.2 3-Class Languages, 3-Class Families
Setup: In order to have the same random-chance
baseline for both L1 and LF tasks, we compared
3-L1 with 3-LF identification, using the same sub-
corpus as before.

For L1 we constructed 9 experiments, in each ran-
domly sampling 3 languages from 1, 2 and 3 differ-
ent language families (3 experiments each). The rea-
son for this choice is that as more families are used,
the farther the chosen languages are from one an-
other. Therefore the choice above is intended to bal-
ance the effect of LF in those experiments. We used
133 documents per language for all experiments.

For LF we constructed 2 sets of 9 experiments,
in order to examine the notion that languages in the
same family have more family-distinguishable com-
monalities as opposed to random sets of languages.
In the first, for each of the experiments we randomly
created 3 sets of languages to be considered as fam-
ilies. We randomly sampled documents from all
11 languages to construct sets for the 3 randomly-
generated families used as classes. Here we also
maintained 133 documents per language family. In
the second we ran a similar configuration, only using
the actual language families.
Results: The averaged accuracy for L1 was 84.23%,
82.29%, 81.67% and 66.97% for the extended, In-
foGain, basic and grammatical feature sets, respec-
tively. These results consistently outperformed the
results of both sets of LF experiments. See figure 3.

The accuracy attained for actual language families
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Figure 3: Accuracy for 3-L1, 3-LF and 3-randomly-
generated families identification. Using the original fam-
ilies achieves the highest accuracy for LF identification.

was 72.43%, 70.09%, 68.72% and 56.55% for the
extended, basic, InfoGain and grammatical feature
sets, respectively, which consistently outperformed
that of the randomly-generated families: 61.46%,
60.01%, 58.81% and 48.67%. This shows that par-
titioning the languages into sets by their actual fam-
ily achieves the highest accuracy for LF identifica-
tion. As in the previous experiment, the difference
in accuracy between L1 and LF identification was
the smallest with the grammatical feature set.

4.3 9-Class Languages, Reclassify by Family
Setup: We wanted to examine whether LF classifi-
cation can improve L1 classification. In this exper-
iment we conducted the same 16 9-L1 experiments
from section 4.1. We then set a threshold as in the
combined method in section 4.1, such that each clas-
sified instance with predicted probability less than
that threshold is treated as misclassified. For all
allegedly-misclassified instances we attributed the
family they belong to, using various methods de-
tailed later. As last step we reclassified those in-
stances using a training set constructed only of the
3 languages in the family they were classified as,
and considered these results as L1 classification-
correction for those instances. We measured the
overall change in accuracy.

The entire 16 10-fold cross-validation experi-
ments were conducted 3 times, each with a different
method for LF attribution for the instances below the
threshold: 1) The standalone method – running LF
identification task over all those instances, using the
same training set (with families as classes rather than
languages), 2) The trivial method – using the family
of the predicted language of those instances, and 3)
Random – randomly selecting the family.
Results: We averaged the results of all 16 L1 exper-

iments for each of the 3 LF attribution methods and
each of the 4 feature sets used.

We measured the net fix in accuracy (added num-
ber of correctly classified instances, taking into ac-
count corrected classifications and new misclassifi-
cations). For all feature sets, LF attribution using
the standalone method yielded the highest fix rate,
followed by LF attribution using the trivial method.
The randomly attributed family method consistently
yielded negative fix rate (i.e. reduced overall accu-
racy). See figure 4.
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Figure 4: Accuracy for L1 identification without fix
and with fixing using LF attribution by the standalone
method, trivial method and random selection of family.
The standalone method yields the highest net fix in L1
classification accuracy.

The extended feature set yielded the best results.
Starting at a baseline of 67.17% for L1 identifica-
tion without any fix, the true-positive rates obtained
for this feature set were 70.9% and 68.05% for at-
tributing LF by the standalone and the trivial meth-
ods, respectively. The increase in accuracy is statis-
tically significant (p < 0.01). The random family
attribution method yielded a decrease in accuracy to
66.35%.

It is notable that although yielding best results
for the extended feature set, the standalone method
achieved higher increase in accuracy in some of the
other feature sets. The increase rates for this method
were: 6.43%, 4.48%, 3.73% and 3.67% for the Info-
Gain, grammatical, extended and basic feature sets,
respectively.

5 Discussion

The first notable result is seen in experiment 4.1,
where using the combined method for LF identifi-
cation derives higher accuracy than both the trivial
and the standalone methods. This may suggest that
when L1 is predicted with high confidence, LF is
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predicted well, but when the confidence level is low,
it is better to run standalone LF classification. Since
the combined method uses the best of the two others,
it outperforms both.

The most important result is seen in experiment
4.3, where L1 identification is improved by up to
6.43% in accuracy for 9-L1 classification by in-
troducing information about the language family,
thus providing a smaller set of language classes in
which the actual language is more likely to be found.
Attributing LF by standalone experiments yielded
higher L1 classification accuracy than attributing it
by the family of the predicted language. This out-
come seemingly contradicts the results seen in sec-
tion 4.1, where the latter LF attribution method out-
performed the first. However, this only supports the
idea suggested above regarding the threshold, that
the family of the attributed L1 is the actual family
with higher probability than LF attributed by a stan-
dalone experiment, only when L1 is attributed with
high confidence (i.e. above the selected threshold).

The results in sections 4.1 and 4.2 suggest that
all 4 feature sets achieve better accuracy for L1 than
for LF (standalone) classification. We believe this is
since for L1 we try to distinguish between individual
languages as they transfer to English. However, LF
identification necessitates finding features that inter-
sect between languages in a particular family, and
distinguish well between different families as they
are transferred to English. This makes LF identifi-
cation a more difficult task.

The results obtained for randomly generated fam-
ilies in sections 4.2 and 4.3, which are consistently
lower than using the actual families, suggest that the
contribution of using the latter yields the best perfor-
mance. That is, languages in the same family have
more commonalities distinguishing them from other
families, than random sets of languages have.

Looking at the results using the different feature
sets, in most cases the extended feature set out-
performed the rest. This shows that adding gram-
matical features increases accuracy for both L1 and
LF. Furthermore, in all experiments using only the
grammatical features achieved a rather good accu-
racy (significantly higher than random chance), con-
sidering that we used only 200 of these features.
This supports the notion that grammatical features
are useful for both L1 and LF identification.

Another interesting notion regarding the gram-
matical feature set is seen in the portion these fea-
tures consist of the InfoGain feature set for the ex-
periments of section 4.2: 33.05% for L1 and 57.16%
for LF. This suggests that the grammatical level of

the text has greater significance for identifying LF
compared to L1. When analyzing the portion lexical
features consist of the InfoGain feature set, an oppo-
site trend is seen: function words and letter bigrams
consist 29.94% and 33.94% of the features for L1, as
opposed to 17.44% and 23.55% for LF, respectively.
This suggests that the lexical level of the text is bet-
ter for L1 detection than for LF detection. Although
less significant, the same trend is seen with spelling
errors: 3% for L1 and 1.83% for LF.

6 Conclusion

The main conclusion is that when trying to gain in-
formation about the native language of an English
text author, integrating family identification can in-
crease the total accuracy, using the method intro-
duced in section 4.3, where all low-confidence clas-
sifications are reapplied within a smaller set of can-
didates – languages within the family attributed to
those instances using a standalone experiment.

Furthermore, when dealing with a large number
of L1 classes, higher accuracy can be attained by
reducing the level of specification to language fami-
lies, which can be obtained with high accuracy using
the combined method presented in this paper that in-
tegrates both the trivial LF by predicted L1 and LF
by standalone experiment methods using the average
confidence level as threshold.

In addition, using the most frequent POS bigrams,
which represent the grammatical level of the text, is
shown to increase accuracy in both L1 and LF identi-
fication tasks, especially for the latter. Using lexical
features as function words and character bigrams is
helpful especially for L1 identification.

We suggest several directions for future work.
First, trying new feature sets that may capture other
similarities between languages in the same family.
For instance, since languages in the same family
tend to share basic vocabulary, it may have some
level of transfer to L2 that could be captured by a
synonym-based classifier. For instance, “verde” in
Spanish and “vert” in French may be translated to
“verdant”, whereas “grün” in German and “groen”
in Dutch may be translated to “green”.

In addition, we can further explore the notion
of increasing accuracy by applying knowledge of a
broader class on the task applied in other stylometry-
based information extraction tasks. For instance, us-
ing wide age ranges as the broader class for classi-
fying age of anonymous authors, or personality pro-
totypes for personality type identification.
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Abstract

Our research investigates the translation of on-
tology labels, which has applications in mul-
tilingual knowledge access. Ontologies are
often defined only in one language, mostly
English. To enable knowledge access across
languages, such monolingual ontologies need
to be translated into other languages. The
primary challenge in ontology label trans-
lation is the lack of context, which makes
this task rather different than document trans-
lation. The core objective therefore, is to
provide statistical machine translation (SMT)
systems with additional context information.
In our approach, we first extend standard SMT
by enhancing a translation model with context
information that keeps track of surrounding
words for each translation. We compute a se-
mantic similarity between the phrase pair con-
text vector from the parallel corpus and a vec-
tor of noun phrases that occur in surrounding
ontology labels. We applied our approach to
the translation of a financial ontology, translat-
ing from English to German, using Europarl as
parallel corpus. This experiment showed that
our approach can provide a slight improve-
ment over standard SMT for this task, with-
out exploiting any additional domain-specific
resources.

1 Introduction

The biggest barrier for EU-wide cross-lingual busi-
ness intelligence is the large number of various lan-
guages used by banks or investment firms for their
financial reports. In contrast to that, most of the
ontologies used for knowledge access are available

in English, e.g. the financial ontology FINREP1

(FINancial REPorting) or COREP2 (COmmon sol-
vency ratio REPorting). To make the targeted trans-
parency of financial information possible, these on-
tologies have to be translated first into another lan-
guage; see also (Declerck et al., 2010). The chal-
lenge here lies in translating domain-specific on-
tology vocabulary, e.g. Equity-equivalent partner
loans, Subordinated capital or Write-downs of long-
term financial assets and securities.

Since domain-specific parallel corpora for SMT
are hardly available, we used a large general parallel
corpus, whereby a translation model built by such
a resource will tend to translate a segment into the
most common word sense. This can be seen for in-
stance when we translate the financial ontology label
Equity-equivalent partner loans from the German
GAAP ontology (cf. Section 3.1). Using a baseline
SMT system we get the translation Gerechtigkeit-
gleichwertige Partner Darlehen. Although this la-
bel provides contextual information, equity is trans-
lated into its general meaning, i.e. Gerechtigkeit in
the meaning of justice, righteousness or fairness, al-
though Eigenkapital would be the preferred transla-
tion in the financial domain.

To achieve accurate disambiguation we developed
a method using context vectors. We extract semantic
information from the ontology, i.e. the vocabulary
and relations between labels and compare it with the
contextual information extracted from a parallel cor-
pus.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-

1http://eba.europa.eu/Supervisory-Reporting/FINER.aspx
2http://eba.europa.eu/Supervisory-Reporting/COREP.aspx
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lows. Section 2 gives an overview of the related
work on including semantic information into SMT.
Section 3 describes the ontology and the parallel
corpus used in our experiment. Then we describe
the approach of enhancing the standard SMT model
with ontological knowledge for improving the trans-
lation of labels in Section 4. In Section 5 the results
of exploiting the ontological knowledge described in
the previous section are illustrated. Finally we con-
clude our findings and give an outlook for further
research.

2 Related Work

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) systems gener-
ally perform on the word level, for an input word
they generate the most probable meaning. On the
other hand, state of the art translation systems op-
erate on sequences of words. This discrepancy be-
tween unigrams versus n-grams was first described
in (Carpuat and Wu, 2005). Likewise, (Apidianaki
et al., 2012) use a WSD classifier to generate a prob-
ability distribution of phrase pairs and to build a lo-
cal language model. They show that the classifier
does not only improve the translation of ambiguous
words, but also the translation of neighbour words.
We investigate this discrepancy as part of our re-
search in enriching the ontology label translation
with ontological information. Similar to their work
we incorporate the idea of enriching the translation
model with neighbour words information, whereby
we extend the window to 5-grams.

(Mauser et al., 2009) generate a lexicon that pre-
dicts the bag of output words from the bag of input
words. In their research, no alignment between input
and output words is used, words are chosen based
on the input context. The word predictions of the in-
put sentences are considered as an additional feature
that is used in the decoding process. This feature de-
fines a new probability score that favours the trans-
lation hypothesis containing words, which were pre-
dicted by the lexicon model. Similarly, (Patry and
Langlais, 2011) train a model by translating a bag-
of-words. In contrast to their work, our approach
uses bag-of-word information to enrich the missing
contextual information that arises from translating
ontology labels in isolation.

(McCrae et al., 2011) exploit in their research

the ontology structure for translation of ontologies
and taxonomies. They compare the structure of
the monolingual ontology to the structure of already
translated multilingual ontologies, where the source
and target labels are used for the disambiguation
process of phrase pairs. We incorporated the idea of
using the ontology structure, but avoided the draw-
back of exploiting existing domain-specific multilin-
gual ontologies.

3 Data sets

For our experiment we used a general parallel cor-
pus to generate the mandatory SMT phrase table
and language model. Further, the corpus was used
to generate feature vectors on the basis of the con-
textual information provided by surrounding words.
Finally we calculate the semantic similarity between
the extracted information from the parallel corpus
and the ontology vocabulary.

3.1 Financial ontology

For our experiment we used the financial ontol-
ogy German GAAP (Generally Accepted Account-
ing Practice),3 which holds 2794 concepts with la-
bels in German and English.

Balance sheet

. . . Total equity and liabilities

Equity

Equity-equivalent partner loans Revenue reserves

Legal reserve

Legal reserve, of which transferred from prior year net retained profits

. . .

. . .

Figure 1: The financial label Equity-equivalent partner
loans and its neighbours in the German GAAP ontology

As seen in Figure 1 the financial labels do not cor-
respond to phrases from a linguistic point of view.
They are used in financial or accounting reports as
unique financial expressions or identifiers to organ-
ise and retrieve the reported information automati-
cally. Therefore it is important to translate these fi-
nancial labels with exact meaning preservation.

3http://www.xbrl.de/
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3.2 Europarl
As a baseline approach we used the Europarl par-
allel corpus,4 which holds proceedings of the Euro-
pean Parliament in 21 European languages. We used
the English-German parallel corpus with around 1.9
million aligned sentences and 40 million English
and 43 million German tokens (Koehn, 2005).

Although previous research showed that a trans-
lation model built by using a general parallel cor-
pus cannot be used for domain-specific vocabulary
translation (Wu et al., 2008), we decided to train a
baseline translation model on this general corpus to
illustrate any improvement steps gained by enrich-
ing the standard approach with the semantic infor-
mation of the ontology vocabulary and structure.

4 Experiment

Since ontology labels (or label segments) translated
by the Moses toolkit (Section 4.1) do not have much
contextual information, we addressed this lack of
information and generated fromthe Europarl corpus
a new resource with contextual information of sur-
rounding words as feature vectors (Section 4.2). A
similar approach was done with the ontology struc-
ture and vocabulary (Section 4.3).

4.1 Moses toolkit
To translate the English financial labels into Ger-
man, we used the statistical translation toolkit Moses
(Koehn et al., 2007), where the word alignments
were built with the GIZA++ toolkit (Och and Ney,
2003). The SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) was used
to build the 5-gram language model.

4.2 Building the contextual-semantic resource
from the parallel corpus Europarl

To enhance the baseline approach with additional se-
mantic information, we built a new resource of con-
textual information from Europarl.

From the original phrase table, which was gen-
erated from the Europarl corpus, we used the sub-
phrase table, which was generated to translate the
German GAAP financial ontology in the baseline
approach. Although this sub-phrase table holds only
segments necessary to translate the financial labels,
it still contains 2,394,513 phrase pairs. Due to the

4http://www.statmt.org/europarl/, version 7

scalability issue, we reduced the number of phrase
pairs by filtering the sub-phrase table based on the
following criteria:

a) the direct phrase translation probability φ(e|f)
has to be larger than 0.0001

b) a phrase pair should not start or end with a
functional word, i.e. prepositions, conjunctions,
modal verbs, pronouns

c) a phrase pair should not start with punctuation

After applying these criteria to the sub-phrase ta-
ble, the new filtered phrase table holds 53,283 enti-
ties, where phrase pairs, e.g. tax rate ||| Steuersatz
or tax liabilities ||| Steuerschulden were preserved.

In the next step, the phrase pairs stored in the fil-
tered phrase table were used to find sentences in Eu-
roparl, where these phrase pairs appear. The goal
was to extract the surrounding words as the con-
textual information of these phrase pairs. If a seg-
ment from the filtered phrase table appeared in the
sentence we extracted the lemmatised contextual in-
formation of the phrase pair, whereby we consid-
ered 10 tokens to the left and 10 to the right of
the analysed phrase pair. To address the problem
of different inflected forms (financial asset vs. fi-
nancial assets) of the same lexical entity (financial
asset) we lemmatised the English part of the Eu-
roparl corpus with TreeTagger(Schmid, 1995). Sim-
ilar to the phrase table filtering approach, an n-gram
should not start with a functional word or punctua-
tion. The extracted surrounding words were stored
together with its phrase pairs, i.e. for the phrase
pairs Equity-Gerechtigkeit and Equity-Eigenkapital
different contextual vectors were generated.

Example 1.a) illustrates a sentence, which holds
the source segment Equity from the filtered phrase
table. Example 1.b) represents its translation into
German. This example illustrates the context in
which Equity is translated into the German expres-
sion Gerechtigkeit. The segment Equity is also
present in the second sentence, (example 2.a)), in
contrast to the first one, equity is translated into
Eigenkapital, (2.b)), since the sentence reports fi-
nancial information.

1. a) ... which could guarantee a high standard of ef-
ficiency, safety and equity for employees and
users alike, right away.
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b) ... , der heute ein hohes Niveau an Leistung,
Qualität, Sicherheit und Gerechtigkeit für die
Bediensteten und die Nutzer garantieren könnte.

2. a) ... or organisations from making any finance,
such as loans or equity, available to named
Burmese state-owned enterprises.

b) ... bzw. Organisationen zu verbieten, bir-
manischen staatlichen Unternehmen jegliche Fi-
nanzmittel wie Darlehen oder Eigenkapital zur
Verfügung zu stellen.

Applying this methodology on all 1.9 million sen-
tences in Europarl, we generated a resource with
feature vectors for all phrase pairs of the filtered
phrase table. Table 1 illustrates the contextual differ-
ences between the vectors for Equity-Gerechtigkeit
and Equity-Eigenkapital phrase pairs.

4.3 Contextual-semantic resource generation
for the financial ontology German GAAP

To compare the contextual information extracted
from Europarl a similar approach was applied to the
vocabulary in the German GAAP ontology.

First, to avoid unnecessary segments, e.g. provi-
sions for or losses from executory, we parsed the fi-
nancial ontology with the Stanford parser (Klein and
Manning, 2003) and extracted meaningful segments
from the ontology labels. This step was done pri-
marily to avoid comparing all possible n-gram seg-
ments with the filtered segments extracted from the
Europarl corpus (cf. Subsection 4.2). With the syn-
tactical information given by the Stanford parser we
extracted a set of noun segments for the ontology la-
bels, which we defined by the rules shown in Table
2.

# Syntactic Patterns
1 (NN(S) w+)
2 (NP (NN(S) w+)+))
3 (NP (JJ w+)+ (NN(S) w+)+))
4 (NP (NN(S) w+)+ (CC w+) (NN(S) w+)+)
5 (NP (NN(S) w+)+ (PP (IN/.. w+) (NP (NN(S) w+)+))

Table 2: Syntactic patterns for extracting noun segments
from the parsed financial ontology labels

Applying these patterns to the ontology label Pro-
visions for expected losses from executory contracts
extracts the following noun segments: provisions,
losses and contracts (pattern 1), expected losses and

executory contracts (pattern 3), provisions for ex-
pected losses and expected losses from executory
contracts (pattern 5).

In the next step, for all 2794 labels from the finan-
cial ontology, a unique contextual vector was gen-
erated as follows: for the label Equity-equivalent
partner loans (cf. Figure 1), the vector holds the
extracted (lemmatised) noun segments of the direct
parent, Equity, and all its siblings in the ontology,
e.g. Revenue reserves . . . (Table 3).

targeted label: Equity-equivalent partner loans
contextual information: capital (6), reserve (3), loss
(3), balance sheet (2) . . . currency translation (1),
negative consolidation difference (1), profit (1)

Table 3: Contextual information for the financial label
Equity-equivalent partner loans

4.4 Calculating the Semantic Similarity
Using the resources described in the previous sec-
tions in a final step we apply the Cosine, Jaccard and
Dice similarity measures on these feature vectors.

For the first evaluation step we translated all finan-
cial labels with the general translation model. Ta-
ble 4 illustrates the translation of the financial ex-
pression equity as part of the label Equity-equivalent
partner loans.5

With the n-best (n=50) translations for each fi-
nancial label we calculated the semantic similarity
between the contextual information of the phrase
pairs (equity-Eigenkapital) extracted from the par-
allel corpus (cf. Table 1) with the semantic informa-
tion of the financial label Equity extracted from the
ontology (cf. Table 3).

After calculating a semantic similarity, we reorder
the translations based on this additional information,
which can be seen in Table 5.

5ger. Gerechtigkeit-gleichwertige Partner Darlehen

Source label Target label p(e|f)
equity Gerechtigkeit -10.6227
equity Gleichheit -11.5476
equity Eigenkapital -12.7612
equity Gleichbehandlung -13.0936
equity Fairness -13.6301

Table 4: Top five translations and its translation probabil-
ities generated by the Europarl translation model
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Source label Target label Context (frequency)
equity Gerechtigkeit social (19), efficiency (18), efficiency and equity (14), justice (13), social eq-

uity (11), education (9), principle (8), transparency (7), training (7), great (7)
equity Eigenkapital capital (19), equity capital (15), venture (3), venture capital (3), rule (2), capital

and risk (2), equity capital and risk (2), bank (2), risk (2), debt (1)

Table 1: Contextual information for Equity with its target labels Gerechtigkeit and Eigenkapital extracted from the
Europarl corpus

Source label Target label Jaccard
equity Eigenkapital 0.0780169232
equity Equity 0.0358268041
equity Kapitalbeteiligung 0.0341965597
equity Gleichheit 0.0273327211
equity Gerechtigkeit 0.0266209669

Table 5: Top five re-ranked translations after calculating
the Jaccard similarity

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation was conducted on the translations
generated by the baseline approach, using only Eu-
roparl, and the ontology-enhanced translations of fi-
nancial labels.

We undertook an automatic evaluation using the
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), NIST (Dodding-
ton, 2002), TER (Snover et al., 2006), and Me-
teor6 (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) algorithms.

5.1 Baseline Evaluation of general corpus

At the beginning of our experiment, we trans-
lated the financial labels with the Moses Toolkit,
where the translation model was generated from the
English-German Europarl aligned corpus. The re-
sults are shown in Table 7 as baseline.

5.2 Baseline Evaluation of filtered general
corpus

A second evaluation on translations was done on
a filtered Europarl corpus, depending if a sentence
holds the vocabulary of the ontology to be translated.
We generated five training sets, based on n-grams of
the ontology vocabulary (from unigram to 5-gram)
appearing in the sentence. From the set of aligned
sentences we generated new translation models and
translated again the financial ontology labels with
them. Table 6 illustrates the results of filtering the

6Meteor configuration: -l de, exact, stem, paraphrase

Europarl parallel corpus into smaller (n-gram) train-
ing sets, whereby no training set outperforms signif-
icantly the baseline approach.

model sentences BLEU-4 Meteor OOV
baseline 1920209 4.22 0.1138 37
unigram 1591520 4.25 0.1144 37
bigram 322607 4.22 0.1077 46
3-gram 76775 1.99 0.0932 92
4-gram 4380 2.45 0.0825 296
5-gram 259 0.69 0.0460 743

Table 6: Evaluation results for the filtered Europarl base-
line translation model (OOV - out of vocabulary)

5.3 Evaluation of the knowledge enhanced
general translation model

The final part of our research concentrated on trans-
lations where the general translation model was en-
hanced with ontological knowledge. Table 7 illus-
trates the results using the different similarity mea-
sures, i.e. Dice, Jaccard, Cosine similarity coeffi-
cient.

For the Cosine coefficient we performed two ap-
proaches. For the first step we used only binary val-
ues (bv) from the vector, where in the second ap-
proach we used the frequencies of the contextual in-
formation as real values (rv). The results show that
the Cosine measure using frequencies (rv) performs
best for the METEOR metric. On the other hand the
binary Cosine measure (bv) performs better than the
other metrics in BLEU-2 and NIST metrics.

The Jaccard and Dice similarity coefficient per-
form very similar. They both outperform the general
translation model in BLEU, NIST and TER metrics,
whereby the Jaccard coefficient performs slightly
better than the Dice coefficient. On the other hand
both measures perform worse on the METEOR met-
ric regarding the general model. Overall we observe
that the Jaccard coefficient outperforms the baseline
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Bleu-2 Bleu-4 NIST Meteor TER
baseline 13.05 4.22 1.789 0.113 1.113
Dice 13.16 4.43 1.800 0.111 1.075
Jaccard 13.17 4.44 1.802 0.111 1.074
Cosine (rv) 12.91 4.20 1.783 0.117 1.108
Cosine (bv) 13.27 4.34 1.825 0.116 1.077

Table 7: Evaluation results for Europarl baseline transla-
tion model and the different similarity measures

approach by 0.22 BLEU points.

5.4 Comparison of translations provided by
the general model and Jaccard similarity

Table 7 illustrates the different approaches that were
performed in our research. As the automatic metrics
give just a slight intuition about the improvements of
the different approaches, we compared the transla-
tions of the general translation model manually with
the translations on which Jaccard similarity coeffi-
cient was performed.

As discussed, Equity can be translated into Ger-
man as Gerechtigkeit when translating it in a gen-
eral domain or into Eigenkapital when translat-
ing it in the financial domain. In the financial
ontology, the segment Equity appears 126 times.
The general translation model translates it wrongly
as Gerechtigkeit, whereby the Jaccard coefficient,
with the help of contextual information, favours
the preferred translation Eigenkapital. Further-
more Equit can be also part of a larger financial
label, e.g. Equity-equivalent partner loans, but
the general translation model still translates it into
Gerechtigkeit. This can be explained by the seg-
mentation during the decoding process, i.e. the SMT
system tokenises this label into separate tokens and
translates each token separately from each other. On
the contrary, the Jaccard similarity coefficient cor-
rects the unigram segment to Eigenkapital.

As part of the label Uncalled unpaid contributions
to subscribed capital (deducted from equity on the
face of the balance sheet), equity is again translated
by the general translation model as Gerechtigkeit. In
this case the Jaccard coefficient cannot correct the
translation, which is caused by the general model
itself, since in all n-best (n=50) translations equity is
translated as Gerechtigkeit. In this case the Jaccard
coefficient reordering does not have any affect.

The manual analysis further showed that the am-

biguous ontology label Securities, e.g. in Write-
downs of long-term financial assets and securities
was also often translated as Sicherheiten7 in the
meaning of certainties or safeties, but was corrected
by the Jaccard coefficient into Wertpapiere, which is
the correct translation in the financial domain.

Finally, the analysis showed that the segment Bal-
ance in Central bank balances was often trans-
lated by the baseline model into Gleichgewichte,8

i.e. Zentralbank Gleichgewichte, whereas the Jac-
card coefficient favoured the preferred translation
Guthaben, i.e. Zentralbank Bankguthaben.

Conclusion and Future Work

Our approach to re-using existing resources showed
slight improvements in the translation quality of the
financial vocabulary. Although the contextual infor-
mation favoured correct translations in the financial
domain, we see a need for more research on the con-
textual information stored in the parallel corpus and
also in the ontology. Also more work has to be done
on analysis of the overlap of the contextual informa-
tion and the ontology vocabulary, e.g. which con-
textual words should have more weight for the simi-
larity measure. Furthermore, dealing with the ontol-
ogy structure, the relations between the labels, i.e.
part-of and parent-child relations, have to be consid-
ered. Once these questions are answered, the next
step will be to compare the classical cosine mea-
sure against more sophisticated similarity measures,
i.e. Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) (Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007). Instead of measuring simi-
larity between the vectors directly using cosine, we
will investigate the application of ESA to calculate
the similarities between short texts by taking their
linguistic variations into account (Aggarwal et al.,
2012).
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Abstract

Morphological tokenization has been used
in machine translation for morphologically
complex languages to reduce lexical sparsity.
Unfortunately, when translating into a mor-
phologically complex language, recombining
segmented tokens to generate original word
forms is not a trivial task, due to morpho-
logical, phonological and orthographic adjust-
ments that occur during tokenization. We re-
view a number of detokenization schemes for
Arabic, such as rule-based and table-based ap-
proaches and show their limitations. We then
propose a novel detokenization scheme that
uses a character-level discriminative string
transducer to predict the original form of a
segmented word. In a comparison to a state-
of-the-art approach, we demonstrate slightly
better detokenization error rates, without the
need for any hand-crafted rules. We also
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach
in an English-to-Arabic translation task.

1 Introduction

Statistical machine translation (SMT) relies on to-
kenization to split sentences into meaningful units
for easy processing. For morphologically complex
languages, such as Arabic or Turkish, this may in-
volve splitting words into morphemes. Through-
out this paper, we adopt the definition of tokeniza-
tion proposed by Habash (2010), which incorpo-
rates both morphological segmentation as well as
orthographic character transformations. To use an
English example, the word tries would be morpho-
logically tokenized as “try + s”, which involves

orthographic changes at morpheme boundaries to
match the lexical form of each token. When trans-
lating into a tokenized language, the tokenization
must be reversed to make the generated text read-
able and evaluable. Detokenization is the process
of converting tokenized words into their original or-
thographically and morphologically correct surface
form. This includes concatenating tokens into com-
plete words and reversing any character transforma-
tions that may have taken place.

For languages like Arabic, tokenization can facil-
itate SMT by reducing lexical sparsity. Figure 1
shows how the morphological tokenization of the
Arabic word Ñêª

	
JÒJ
�ð “and he will prevent them”

simplifies the correspondence between Arabic and
English tokens, which in turn can improve the qual-
ity of word alignment, rule extraction and decoding.
When translating from Arabic into English, the to-
kenization is a form of preprocessing, and the out-
put translation is readable, space-separated English.
However, when translating from English to Arabic,
the output will be in a tokenized form, which cannot
be compared to the original reference without detok-
enization. Simply concatenating the tokenized mor-
phemes cannot fully reverse this process, because of
character transformations that occurred during tok-
enization.

The techniques that have been proposed for the
detokenization task fall into three categories (Badr
et al., 2008). The simplest detokenization approach
concatenates morphemes based on token markers
without any adjustment. Table-based detokenization
maps tokenized words into their surface form with a
look-up table built by observing the tokenizer’s in-
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Figure 1: Alignment between tokenized form of
“wsymnςhm” Ñêª

	
JÒJ
�ð and its English translation.

put and output on large amounts of text. Rule-based
detokenization relies on hand-built rules or regular
expressions to convert the segmented form into the
original surface form. Other techniques use combi-
nations of these approaches. Each approach has its
limitations: rule-based approaches are language spe-
cific and brittle, while table-based approaches fail to
deal with sequences outside of their tables.

We present a new detokenization approach that
applies a discriminative sequence model to predict
the original form of the tokenized word. Like
table-based approaches, our sequence model re-
quires large amounts of tokenizer input-output pairs;
but instead of building a table, we use these pairs
as training data. By using features that consider
large windows of within-word input context, we are
able to intelligently transition between rule-like and
table-like behavior.

Our experimental results on Arabic text demon-
strate an improvement in terms of sentence error
rate1 of 11.9 points over a rule-based approach, and
1.1 points over a table-based approach that backs
off to rules. More importantly, we achieve a slight
improvement over the state-of-the-art approach of
El Kholy and Habash (2012), which combines rules
and tables, using a 5-gram language model to dis-
ambiguate conflicting table entries. In addition, our
detokenization method results in a small BLEU im-
provement over a rule-based approach when applied
to English-to-Arabic SMT.

1Sentence error rate is the percentage of sentences contain-
ing at least one error after detokenization.

2 Arabic Morphology

Compared to English, Arabic has rich and complex
morphology. Arabic base words inflect to eight fea-
tures. Verbs inflect for aspect, mood, person and
voice. Nouns and adjectives inflect for case and
state. Verbs, nouns and adjectives inflect for both
gender and number. Furthermore, inflected base
words can attract various optional clitics. Clitical
prefixes include determiners, particle proclitics, con-
junctions and question particles in strict order. Clit-
ical suffixes include pronominal modifiers. As a re-
sult of clitic attachment, morpho-syntactic interac-
tions sometimes cause changes in spelling or pro-
nunciations.

Several tokenization schemes can be defined for
Arabic, depending on the clitical level that the to-
kenization is applied to. In this paper, we use
Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) tokenization scheme,
which El Kholy and Habash (2012) report as pro-
ducing the best results for Arabic SMT. The PATB
scheme detaches all clitics except for the definite ar-
ticle Al È@. Multiple prefix clitics are treated as one
token.

Some Arabic letters present further ambiguity in
text.2 For example, the different forms of Hamzated
Alif “


@ @


” are usually written without the Hamza “Z”.

Likewise, when the letter Ya ’Y’ ø



is present at the
end of the word, it is sometimes written in the form
of “Alif Maqsura” letter ’ý’ ø. Also, short vow-
els in Arabic are represented using diacritics, which
are usually absent in written text. In order to deal
with these ambiguities in SMT, normalization is of-
ten performed as a preprocessing step, which usu-
ally involves converting different forms of Alif and
Ya to a single form. This decreases Arabic’s lexical
sparsity and improves SMT performance.

3 Related Work

Sadat and Habash (2006) address the issue of lex-
ical sparsity by presenting different preprocessing
schemes for Arabic-to-English SMT. The schemes
include simple tokenization, orthographic normal-
ization, and decliticization. The combination of
these schemes results in improved translation out-

2We use Habash-Soudi-Buckwalter transliteration scheme
(Habash, 2007) for all Arabic examples.
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put. This is one of many studies on normalization
and tokenization for translation from Arabic, which
we will not attempt to review completely here.

Badr et al. (2008) show that tokenizing Arabic
also has a positive influence on English-to-Arabic
SMT. They apply two tokenization schemes on
Arabic text, and introduce detokenization schemes
through a rule-based approach, a table-based ap-
proach, and a combination of both. The combina-
tion approach detokenizes words first using the ta-
ble, falling back on rules for sequences not found in
the table.

El Kholy and Habash (2012) extend Badr’s work
by presenting a larger number of tokenization and
detokenization schemes, and comparing their effects
on SMT. They introduce an additional detokeniza-
tion schemes based on the SRILM disambig util-
ity (Stolcke, 2002), which utilizes a 5-gram untok-
enized language model to decide among different al-
ternatives found in the table. They test their schemes
on naturally occurring Arabic text and SMT output.
Their newly introduced detokenization scheme out-
performs the rule-based and table-based approaches
introduced by Badr et al. (2008), establishing the
current state-of-the-art.

3.1 Detokenization Schemes in Detail

Rule-based detokenization involves manually defin-
ing a set of transformation rules to convert a se-
quence of segmented tokens into their surface form.
For example, the noun “llrŷys” ��



KQÊË “to the pres-

ident” is tokenized as ”l+ Alrŷys” ( l+ “to” Alrŷys
“the president”) in the PATB tokenization scheme.
Note that the definite article “Al” È@ is kept attached
to the noun. In this case, detokenization requires
a character-level transformation after concatenation,
which we can generalize using the rule:

l+Al → ll.

Table 1 shows the rules provided by El Kholy and
Habash (2012), which we employ throughout this
paper.

There are two principal problems with the rule-
based approach. First, rules fail to account for un-
usual cases. For example, the above rule mishandles
cases where “Al” È@ is a basic part of the stem and
not the definite article “the”. Thus, ’l+ AlςAb’ (l+
“to” AlςAb “games”) is erroneously detokenized to

Rule Input Output
l+Al+l? → ll l+ Alrŷys llrŷys
ћ+(pron) → t(pron) Abnћ+hA AbnthA
y+(pron) → A(pron) Alqy+h AlqAh
’+(pron) → ŷ AntmA’+hm AntmAŷhm
y+y → y ςyny+y ςyny
n+n → n mn+nA mnA
mn+m → mm mn+mA mmA
ςn+m → ςm ςn+mA ςmA
An+lA → AlA An+lA AlA

Table 1: Detokenization rules of El Kholy and Habash
(2012), with examples. pron stands for pronominal clitic.

llEAb H. AªÊË instead of the correct form is “lAlςAb”
H. AªËB. Second, rules may fail to handle sequences
produced by tokenization errors. For example, the
word “bslTћ” �

é¢Ê��. “with power” can be erro-
neously tokenized as ”b+slT+h”, while the correct
tokenizations is “b+slTћ”. The erroneous tokeniza-
tion will be incorrectly detokenized as ”bslTh”.

The table-based approach memorizes mappings
between words and their tokenized form. Such a
table is easily constructed by running the tokenizer
on a large amount of Arabic text, and observing the
input and output. The detokenization process con-
sults this table to retrieve surface forms of tokenized
words. In the case where a tokenized word has sev-
eral observed surface forms, the most frequent form
is selected. This approach fails when the sequence
of tokenized words is not in the table. In morpholog-
ically complex languages like Arabic, an inflected
base word can attrract many optional clitics, and ta-
bles may not include all different forms and inflec-
tions of a word.

The SRILM-disambig scheme introduced by
El Kholy and Habash (2012) extends the table-based
approach to use an untokenized Arabic language
model to disambiguate among the different alter-
natives. Hence, this scheme can make context-
dependent detokenization decisions, rather than al-
ways producing the most frequent surface form.
Both the SRILM-disambig scheme and the table-
based scheme have the option to fall back on either
rules or simple concatenation for sequences missing
from the table.
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4 Detokenization as String Transduction

We propose to approach detokenization as a string
transduction task. We train a discriminative trans-
ducer on a set of tokenized-detokenized word pairs.
The set of pairs is initially aligned on the charac-
ter level, and the alignment pairs become the opera-
tions that are applied during transduction. For deto-
kenization, most operations simply copy over char-
acters, but more complex rules such as l+ Al → ll
are learned from the training data as well.

The tool that we use to perform the transduction is
DIRECTL+, a discriminative, character-level string
transducer, which was originally designed for letter-
to-phoneme conversion (Jiampojamarn et al., 2008).
To align the characters in each training example.
DIRECTL+ uses an EM-based M2M-ALIGNER (Ji-
ampojamarn et al., 2007). After alignment is com-
plete, MIRA training repeatedly decodes the train-
ing set to tune the features that determine when each
operation should be applied. The features include
both n-gram source context and HMM-style target
transitions. DIRECTL+ employs a fully discrimina-
tive decoder to learn character transformations and
when they should be applied. The decoder resem-
bles a monotone phrase-based SMT decoder, but is
built to allow for hundreds of thousands of features.

The following example illustrates how string
transduction applies to detokenization. The seg-
mented and surface forms of bbrAςthm Ñî

�
D«@Q�. K.

“with their skill” constitute a training instance:

b+_brAςћ_+hm → bbrAςthm

The instance is aligned during the training phase as:

b+ _b r A ς ћ_ + h m
| | | | | | | | |
b b r A ς t ε h m

The underscore “_” indicates a space, while “ε” de-
notes an empty string. The following operations are
extracted from the alignment:

b+ → b, _b → b, r → r, A → A, E → E, p_ → t,
+ → ε, h → h, m → m

During training, weights are assigned to features that
associate operations with context. In our running ex-
ample, the weight assigned to the b+ → b operation
accounts for the operation itself, for the fact that the
operation appears at the beginning of a word, and for
the fact that it is followed by an underscore; in fact,

we employ a context window of 5 characters to the
left or right of the source substring “b+”, creating a
feature for each n-gram within that window.

Modeling the tokenization problem as string
transduction has several advantages. The approach
is completely language-independent. The context-
sensitive rules are learned automatically from ex-
amples, without human intervention. The rules
and features can be represented in a more com-
pact way than the full mapping table required by
table-based approaches, while still elegantly han-
dling words that were not seen during training.
Also, since the training data is generalized more
efficiently than in simple memorization of com-
plete tokenized-detokenized pairs, less training data
should be needed to achieve good accuracy.

5 Experiments

This section presents two experiments that evaluate
the effect of the detokenization schemes on both nat-
urally occurring Arabic and SMT output.

5.1 Data

To build our data-driven detokenizers, we use the
Arabic part of 4 Arabic-English parallel datasets
from the Linguistic Data Consortium as train-
ing data. The data sets are: Arabic News
(LDC2004T17), eTIRR (LDC2004E72), English
translation of Arabic Treebank (LDC2005E46), and
Ummah (LDC2004T18). The training data has
107K sentences. The Arabic part of the training data
constitutes around 2.8 million words, 3.3 million to-
kens after tokenization, and 122K word types after
filtering punctuation marks, Latin words and num-
bers (refer to Table 2 for detailed counts).

For training the SMT system’s translation and re-
ordering models, we use the same 4 datasets from
LDC. We also use 200 Million words from LDC
Arabic Gigaword corpus (LDC2011T11) to gener-
ate a 5-gram language model using SRILM toolkit
(Stolcke, 2002).

We use NIST MT 2004 evaluation set for tun-
ing (1075 sentences), and NIST MT 2005 evalua-
tions set for testing (1056 sentences). Both MT04
and MT05 have multiple English references in or-
der to evaluate Arabic-to-English translation. As we
are translating into Arabic, we take the first English
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Data set Before After
training set 122,720 61,943
MT04 8,201 2,542
MT05 7,719 2,429

Table 2: Type counts before and after tokenization.

translation to be our source in each case. We also
use the Arabic halves of MT04 and MT05 as devel-
opment and test sets for our experiments on natu-
rally occurring Arabic. The tokenized Arabic is our
input, with the original Arabic as our gold-standard
detokenization.

The Arabic text of the training, development, test-
ing set and language model are all tokenized using
MADA 3.2 (Habash et al., 2009) with the Penn Ara-
bic Treebank tokenization scheme. The English text
in the parallel corpus is lower-cased and tokenized
in the traditional sense to strip punctuation marks.

5.2 Experimental Setup

To train the detokenization systems, we generate a
table of mappings from tokenized forms to surface
forms based on the Arabic part of our 4 parallel
datasets, giving us complete coverage of the out-
put vocabulary of our SMT system. In the table-
based approaches, if a tokenized form is mapped to
more than one surface form, we use the most fre-
quent surface form. For out-of-table words, we fall
back on concatenation (in T) or rules (in T+R). For
SRILM-Disambig detokenization, we maintain am-
biguous table entries along with their frequencies,
and we introduce a 5-gram language model to dis-
ambiguate detokenization choices in context. Like
the table-based approaches, the Disambig approach
can back off to either simple concatenation (T+LM)
or rules (T+R+LM) for missing entries. The latter
is a re-implementation of the state-of-the-art system
presented by El Kholy and Habash (2012).

We train our discriminative string transducer us-
ing word types from the 4 LDC catalogs. We
use M2M-ALIGNER to generate a 2-to-1 charac-
ter alignments between tokenized forms and surface
forms. For the decoder, we set Markov order to one,
joint n-gram features to 5, n-gram size to 11, and
context size to 5. This means the decoder can uti-
lize contexts up to 11 characters long, allowing it to

Detokenization WER SER BLEU
Baseline 1.710 34.3 26.30
Rules (R) 0.590 14.0 28.32
Table (T) 0.192 4.9 28.54
Table + Rules (T+R) 0.122 3.2 28.55
Disambig (T+LM) 0.164 4.1 28.53
Disambig (T+R+LM) 0.094 2.4 28.54
DIRECTL+ 0.087 2.1 28.55

Table 3: Word and sentence error rate of detokenization
schemes on the Arabic reference text of NIST MT05.
BLEU score refers to English-Arabic SMT output.

effectively memorize many words. We found these
settings using grid search on the development set,
NIST MT04.

For the SMT experiment, we use GIZA++ for
the alignment between English and tokenized Ara-
bic, and perform the translation using Moses phrase-
based SMT system (Hoang et al., 2007), with a max-
imum phrase length of 5. We apply each detokeniza-
tion scheme on the SMT tokenized Arabic output
test set, and evaluate using the BLEU score (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002).

5.3 Results

Table 3 shows the performance of several detok-
enization schemes. For evaluation, we use the sen-
tence and word error rates on naturally occurring
Arabic text, and BLEU score on tokenized Arabic
output of the SMT system. The baseline scheme,
which is a simple concatenation of morphemes, in-
troduces errors in over a third of all sentences. The
table-based approach outperforms the rule-based ap-
proach, indicating that there are frequent excep-
tions to the rules in Table 1 that require memoriza-
tion. Their combination (T+R) fares better, lever-
aging the strengths of both approaches. The addi-
tion of SRILM-Disambig produces further improve-
ments as it uses a language model context to disam-
biguate the correct detokenized word form. Our sys-
tem outperforms SRILM-Disambig by a very slight
margin, indicating that the two systems are roughly
equal. This is interesting, as it is able to do so by
using only features derived from the tokenized word
itself; unlike SRILM-Disambig, it has no access to
the surrounding words to inform its decisions. In ad-
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dition, it is able to achieve this level of performance
without any manually constructed rules.

Improvements in detokenization do contribute to
the BLEU score of our SMT system, but only to
a point. Table 3 shows three tiers of performance,
with no detokenization being the worst, the rules be-
ing better, and the various data-driven approaches
performing best. After WER dips below 0.2, further
improvements seem to no longer affect SMT quality.
Note that BLEU scores are much lower overall than
one would expect for the translation in the reverse
direction, because of the morphological complexity
of Arabic, and the use of one (as opposed to four)
references for evaluation.

5.4 Analysis

The sentence error rate of 2.1 represents only 21
errors that our approach makes. Among those 21,
11 errors are caused by changing p to h and vice
versa. This is due to writing p and h interchange-
ably. For example, “AjmAly+h” was detokenized
as ”AjmAlyћ” �

éJ
ËAÔ
g
.
@ instead of ”AjmAlyh” éJ
ËAÔ

g
.
@.

Another 4 errors are caused by the lack of dia-
critization, which affects the choice of the Hamza
form. For example,”bnAŵh” è


ðA

	
JK. , “bnAŷh” é


KA

	
JK.

and ”bnA’h” èZA
	
JK. (”its building”) are 3 different

forms of the same word where the choice of Hamza
Z is dependent on its diacritical mark or the mark
of the character that precedes it. Another 3 errors
are attributed to the case of the nominal which it in-
flects for. The case is affected by the context of the
noun which DIRECTL+ has no access to. For ex-
ample, “mfkry+hm” (”thinkers/Dual-Accusative”)
was detokenized as ”mfkrAhm” Ñë@Qº

	
®Ó (Dual-

Nominative) instead of ”mfkryhm” ÑîE
Qº
	
®Ó. The

last 3 errors are special cases of “An +y” which
can be detokenized correctly as either “Any” ú




	
G @ or

”Anny” ú



	
æ

	
K @.

The table-based detokenization scheme fails in
54 cases. Among these instances, 44 cases are not
in the mapping table, hence resolving back to sim-
ple concatenation ended with an error. Our trans-
duction approach succeeds in detokenizing 42 cases
out of the 54. The majority of these cases involves
changing p to h and vice versa, and changing l+Al
to ll. The only 2 instances where the tokenized
word is in the mapping table but DIRECTL+ incor-

rectly detokenizes it are due to hamza case and p
to h case described above. There are 4 instances
of the same word/case where both the table scheme
and DIRECTL+ fails due to error of tokenization
by MADA, where the proper name qwh èñ

�
¯ is er-

roneously tokenized as qw+p. This shows that DI-
RECTL+ handles the OOV words correctly.

The Disambig(T+R+LM) erroneously detok-
enizes 27 instances, where 21 out of them are cor-
rectly tokenized by DIRECTL+. Most of the er-
rors are due to the Hamza and p to h reasons. It
seems that even with a large size language model,
the SRILM utility needs a large mapping table to
perform well. Only 4 instances were erroneously
detokenized by both Disambig and DIRECTL+ due
to Hamza and the case of the nominal.

The analysis shows that using small size training
data, DIRECTL+ can achieve slightly better accu-
racy than SRILM scheme. The limitations of using
table and rules are handled with DIRECTL+ as it is
able to memorize more rules.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we addressed the detokenization prob-
lem for Arabic using DIRECTL+, a discriminative
training model for string transduction. Our system
performs the best among the available systems. It
manages to solve problems caused by limitations of
table-based and rule-based systems. This allows us
to match the performance of the SRILM-disambig
approach without using a language model or hand-
crafted rules. In the future, we plan to test our ap-
proach on other languages that have morphological
characteristics similar to Arabic.
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Abstract

My thesis will explore ways to improve the
performance of statistical machine translation
(SMT) in low resource conditions. Specif-
ically, it aims to reduce the dependence of
modern SMT systems on expensive parallel
data. We define low resource settings as hav-
ing only small amounts of parallel data avail-
able, which is the case for many language
pairs. All current SMT models use parallel
data during training for extracting translation
rules and estimating translation probabilities.
The theme of our approach is the integration
of information from alternate data sources,
other than parallel corpora, into the statisti-
cal model. In particular, we focus on making
use of large monolingual and comparable cor-
pora. By augmenting components of the SMT
framework, we hope to extend its applicabil-
ity beyond the small handful of language pairs
with large amounts of available parallel text.

1 Introduction

Statistical machine translation (SMT) systems are
heavily dependent on parallel data. SMT doesn’t
work well when fewer than several million lines of
bitext are available (Kolachina et al., 2012). When
the available bitext is small, statistical models per-
form poorly due to the sparse word and phrase
counts that define their parameters. Figure 1 gives a
learning curve that shows this effect. As the amount
of bitext approaches zero, performance drops dras-
tically. In this thesis, we seek to modify the SMT
model to reduce its dependence on parallel data and,
thus, enable it to apply to new language pairs.

Specifically, we plan to address the following
challenges that arise when using SMT systems in
low resource conditions:
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Figure 1: Learning curve that shows how SMT per-
formance on the Spanish to English translation task in-
creases with increasing amounts of parallel data. Perfor-
mance is measured with BLEU and drops drastically as
the amount of bitext approaches zero. These results use
the Europarl corpus and the Moses phrase-based SMT
framework, but the trend shown is typical.

• Translating unknown words. In the context
of SMT, unknown words (or out-of-vocabulary,
OOV) are defined as having never appeared in
the source side of the training parallel corpus.
When the training corpus is small, the percent
of words which are unknown can be high.

• Inducing phrase translations. In high re-
source conditions, a word aligned bitext is used
to extract a list of phrase pairs or translation
rules which are used to translate new sentences.
With more parallel data, this list is increasingly
comprehensive. Using multi-word phrases in-
stead of individual words as the basic transla-
tion unit has been shown to increase translation
performance (Koehn et al., 2003). However,
when the parallel corpus is small, so is the num-
ber of phrase pairs that can be extracted.

• Estimating translation probabilities. In the
standard SMT pipeline, translation probabil-
ities are estimated using relative frequency
counts over the training bitext. However, when
the bitext counts are sparse, probability esti-
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Language #Words Language #Words
Nepali 0.4 Somali 0.5
Uzbek 1.4 Azeri 2.6
Tamil 3.7 Albanian 6.5
Bengali 6.6 Welsh 7.5
Bosnian 12.9 Latvian 40.2
Indonesian 21.8 Romanian 24.1
Serbian 25.8 Turkish 31.2
Ukrainian 37.6 Hindi 47.4
Bulgarian 49.5 Polish 104.5
Slovak 124.3 Urdu 287.2
Farsi 710.3 Spanish 972

Table 1: Millions of monolingual web crawl and
Wikipedia word tokens

mates are likely to be noisy.

My thesis focuses on translating into English. We
assume access to a small amount of parallel data,
which is realistic, especially considering the recent
success of crowdsourcing translations (Zaidan and
Callison-Burch, 2011; Ambati, 2011; Post et al.,
2012). Additionally, we assume access to larger
monolingual corpora. Table 1 lists the 22 languages
for which we plan to perform translation experi-
ments, along with the total amount of monolingual
data that we will use for each. We use web crawled
time-stamped news articles and Wikipedia for each
language. We have extracted the Wikipedia pages
which are inter-lingually linked to English pages.

2 Translating Unknown Words

OOV words are a major challenge in low resource
SMT settings. Here, we describe several approaches
to identifying translations for unknown words.

2.1 Transliteration

For non-roman script languages, in some cases,
OOV words may be transliterated rather than trans-
lated. This is often true for named entities,
where transliterated words are pronounced approxi-
mately the same across languages but have different
spellings in the source and target language alphabets
(e.g. Russian Anna translates as English Anna). In
the case of roman script languages, of course, such
words are often translated correctly without change
(e.g. French Anna translates as English Anna).

In my prior work, Irvine et al. (2010a) and
Irvine et al. (2010b), I have presented a language-
independent approach to gathering pairs of translit-

erated words (specifically, names) in a pair of lan-
guages, built a module to transliterate from one lan-
guage to the other, and integrated the output into an
end-to-end SMT system. In my thesis, I will use
this technique to hypothesize translations for OOV
words. Additionally, I plan to include techniques
that build upon the one described in Hermjakob et
al. (2008) in order to predict when words are likely
to be transliterated rather than translated. That work
uses features based on an Arabic named entity tag-
ger. In our low resource setting, we cannot assume
access to such off-the-shelf tools and must adapt this
existing technique accordingly.

2.2 Bilingual Lexicon Induction

Bilingual lexicon induction is the task of identify-
ing word translation pairs in source and target lan-
guage monolingual or comparable corpora. The task
is well-researched, however, in prior work, Irvine
and Callison-Burch (2013), we were the first to pro-
pose using supervised methods. Because we assume
access to some small amount of parallel data, we can
extract a bilingual dictionary from it to use for posi-
tive supervision. In my prior work and in the thesis,
we use the following signals estimated over com-
parable source and target language corpora: ortho-
graphic, topic, temporal, and contextual similarity.
Here, we give brief descriptions of each.

Orthographic We measure orthographic similar-
ity between a pair of words as the normalized1 edit
distance between the two words. For non-Roman
script languages, we transliterate words into the Ro-
man script before measuring orthographic similarity.

Topic We use monolingual Wikipedia pages to es-
timate topical signatures for each source and target
language word. Signatures contain counts of how
many times a given word appears on each interlin-
gually linked Wikipedia page, and we use cosine
similarity to compare pairs of signatures.

Temporal We use time-stamped web crawl data
to estimate temporal signatures, which, for a given
word, contain counts of how many times that word
appeared in news articles with a certain date. We ex-
pect that source and target language words which are
translations of one another will appear with similar
frequencies over time in monolingual data.

1Normalized by the average of the lengths of the two words
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Contextual We score monolingual contextual
similarity by first collecting context vectors for each
source and target language word. The context vector
for a given word contain counts of how many times
words appear in its context. We use bag of words
contexts in a window of size two. We gather both
source and target language contextual vectors from
our web crawl data and Wikipedia data (separately).

Frequency Words that are translations of one an-
other are likely to have similar relative frequencies
in monolingual corpora. We measure the frequency
similarity of two words as the absolute value of the
difference between the log of their relative monolin-
gual corpus frequencies.

We propose using a supervised approach to learn-
ing how to combine the above signals into a sin-
gle discriminative binary classifier which predicts
whether a source and target language word are trans-
lations of one another or not. Given a classification
score for each source language word paired with all
English candidates, we rerank candidates and evalu-
ate on the top-k. We give some preliminary experi-
mental details and results here.

We have access to bilingual dictionaries for the 22
languages listed in Table 12. For each language, we
choose up to 8, 000 source language words among
those that occur in the monolingual data at least
three times and that have at least one translation in
our dictionary. We randomly divide the source lan-
guage words into three equally sized sets for train-
ing, development, and testing. We use the train-
ing data to train a classifier, the development data
to choose the best classification settings and feature
set, and the test set for evaluation.

For all experiments, we use a linear classifier
trained by stochastic gradient descent to minimize
squared error3 and perform 100 passes over the
training data.4 The binary classifiers predict whether
a pair of words are translations of one another or not.
The translations in our training data serve as posi-
tive supervision, and the source language words in

2Details about the dictionaries in work under review.
3We tried using logistic rather than linear regression, but

performance differences on our development set were very
small and not statistically significant.

4We use http://hunch.net/~vw/ version 6.1.4, and
run it with the following arguments that affect how updates are
made in learning: –exact adaptive norm –power t 0.5
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Figure 2: Performance goes up as features are greedily
added to the feature space. Mean performance is slightly
higher using this subset of six features (second to last bar)
than using all features (last bar). Each plot represents
results over our 22 languages.

the training data paired with random English words5

serve as negative supervision. We used our develop-
ment data to tune the number of negative examples
to three for each positive example. At test time, af-
ter scoring all source language words in the test set
paired with all English words in our candidate set,6

we rank the English candidates by their classifica-
tion scores and evaluate accuracy in the top-k.

We use raw similarity scores based on the signals
enumerated above as features. Additionally, for each
source word, we rank all English candidates with
respect to each signal and include their reciprocal
ranks as another set of features. Finally, we include
a binary feature that indicates if a given source and
target word are identical strings or not.

We train classifiers separately for each of the 22
languages listed in Table 1, and the learned weights
vary based on, for example, corpora size and the re-
latedness of the source language and English (e.g.
edit distance is informative if there are many cog-
nates). When we use the trained classifier to pre-
dict which English words are translations of a given
source word, all English words appearing at least
five times in our monolingual data are candidates,
and we rank them by their classification scores.

Figure 2, from left to right, shows a greedy search

5Among those that appear at least five times in our monolin-
gual data, consistent with our candidate set.

6All English words appearing at least five times in our
monolingual data. In practice, we further limit the set to those
that occur in the top-1000 ranked list according to at least one
of our signals.
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Lang MRR Supv. Lang MRR Supv.
Nepali 11.2 13.6 Somali 16.7 18.1
Uzbek 23.2 29.6 Azeri 16.1 29.4
Tamil 28.4 33.3 Albanian 32.0 45.3
Bengali 19.3 32.8 Welsh 36.1 56.4
Bosnian 32.6 52.8 Latvian 29.6 47.7
Indonesian 41.5 63.5 Romanian 53.3 71.6
Serbian 29.0 33.3 Turkish 31.4 52.1
Ukrainian 29.7 46.0 Hindi 18.2 34.6
Bulgarian 40.2 57.9 Polish 47.4 67.1
Slovak 34.6 53.5 Urdu 13.2 21.2
Farsi 10.5 21.1 Spanish 74.8 85.0

Table 2: Top-10 Accuracy on test set. Performance
increases for all languages moving from the baseline
(MRR) to discriminative training (Supv).

for the best subset of features. The Wikipedia topic
score is the most informative stand-alone feature,
and Wikipedia context is the most informative sec-
ond feature. Adding features to the model beyond
the six shown in the figure does not yield additional
performance gains over our set of languages.

We use a model based on the six features shown in
Figure 2 to score and rank English translation candi-
dates for the test set words in each language.

Our unsupervised baseline method is based on
ranked lists derived from each of the signals listed
above. For each source word, we generate ranked
lists of English candidates using the following six
signals: Crawls Context, Crawls Time, Wikipedia
Context, Wikipedia Topic, Edit distance, and Log
Frequency Difference. Then, for each English can-
didate we compute its mean reciprocal rank7 (MRR)
based on the six ranked lists. The baseline ranks En-
glish candidates according to the MRR scores. For
evaluation, we use the same test sets, accuracy met-
ric, and correct translations.

Table 2 gives results for the baseline and our su-
pervised technique. Across languages, the average
top-10 accuracy using the baseline is 30.4, and us-
ing our technique it is 43.9, about 44% higher.

In Section 3 we use the same features to score all
phrase pairs in a phrase-based MT model and in-
clude them as features in tuning and decoding.

7The MRR of the jth English word, ej , is 1
N

∑N
i=1

1
rankij

,
where N is the number of signals and rankij is ej’s rank ac-
cording to signal i.

2.3 Distributed Representations

Our third method for inducing OOV translations em-
ploys a similar intuition to that of contextual simi-
larity. However, unlike standard contextual vectors
that represent words as large vectors of counts of
nearby words, we propose to use distributed rep-
resentations. These word representations are low-
dimensional and are induced iteratively using the
distributed representations of nearby words, not the
nearby words themselves. Using distributed repre-
sentations helps to alleviate data sparsity problems.

Recently, Klementiev et al. (2012b) induced dis-
tributed representations for the crosslingual setting.
There, the induced embedding is learned jointly over
multiple languages so that the representations of se-
mantically similar words end up “close” to one an-
other irrespective of language. They simultaneously
use large monolingual corpora to induce represen-
tations for words in each language and use parallel
data to bring the representations together across lan-
guages. The intuition for their approach to crosslin-
gual representation induction comes from the multi-
task learning setup of Cavallanti et al. (2010). They
apply this set-up to a variant of a neural probabilistic
language model (Bengio et al., 2003).

In my thesis, I propose to use the distributed rep-
resentations proposed by Klementiev et al. (2012b)
in order to induce translations for OOV words. Ad-
ditionally, I plan to learn how to compose the rep-
resentations of individual words in a phrase into a
single representation, allowing for the induction of
phrase translations in addition to single words.

3 Inducing and Scoring a Phrase Table

Although by extracting OOV word translations we
may increase the coverage of our SMT model,
inducing phrase translations may increase perfor-
mance further. In order to do so, we need to be able
to score pairs of phrases to determine which have
high translation probabilities. Furthermore, using al-
ternate sources of data to score phrase pairs directly
extracted from a small bitext may help distinguish
good translation pairs from bad ones, which could
result from incorrect word alignments, for example.
In moving from words to phrases, we make use of
many of the same techniques described in Section 2.
Here, I present several proposals for addressing the
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major additional challenges that arise for phrases,
and Section 4 presents some experimental results.

3.1 Phrase translation induction

The difficulty in inducing a comprehensive set of
phrase translations is that the number of phrases, on
both the source and target side, is very large. In
moving from the induction of word translations to
phrase translations, the number of comparisons nec-
essary to do an exhaustive search becomes infeasi-
ble. I propose to explore several ways to speed up
that search in my thesis:

• Use distributed phrase representations.
• Use filters to limit the phrase pair search space.

Filters should be fast and could include in-
formation such as word translations, phrase
lengths, and monolingual frequencies.

• Predict when phrases should be translated as a
unit, rather than compositionally. If it is pos-
sible to accurately translate a phrase composi-
tionally from its word translations, then there is
no need to induce a translation for the phrase.

3.2 Phrase translation scoring

In our prior work, Klementiev et al. (2012a), we
have started to explore scoring a phrase table us-
ing comparable corpora. Given a set of phrase pairs,
either induced or extracted from a small bitext, the
idea is to score them using the same signals derived
from comparable corpora described in the context of
bilingual lexicon induction in Section 2.2. No matter
the source of the phrase pairs, the hope is that such
scores will help an SMT model distinguish between
good and bad translations. We estimate both phrasal
and lexical similarity features over phrase pairs. We
estimate the first using contextual, temporal, and
topical signatures over entire phrases. We estimate
the latter by using the lexical contextual, temporal,
topical, and orthographic signatures of each word
in each phrase. We use phrasal word alignments
in order to compute the lexical similarity between
phrases. That is, we compute each similarity met-
ric for each pair of aligned words and then, for each
similarity metric, average over the word pairs. This
approach is analogous to the lexical weighting fea-
ture introduced by Koehn et al. (2003).

Language Train Dev OOV Dev OOV
Words Word Types Word Tokens

Tamil 452k 44% 25%
Bengali 272k 37% 18%
Hindi 708k 34% 11%

Table 3: Information about datasets released by Post et
al. (2012). Training data gives the number of words in the
source language training set. OOV rates give the percent
of development set word types and work tokens that do
not appear in the training data.

4 Preliminary Results

Here we show preliminary results using our methods
for translating OOV words and our methods for scor-
ing a phrase table in end-to-end low resource ma-
chine translation. Post et al. (2012) used Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk to collect a small parallel corpus
for several Indian languages. In our experiments, we
use their Tamil, Bengali, and Hindi datasets. We use
the data splits given by Post et al. (2012) and, fol-
lowing that work, report results on the devtest set.
Table 3 shows statistics about the datasets.

In our experiments, we use the Moses phrase-
based machine translation framework (Koehn et al.,
2007). For each language, we extract a phrase ta-
ble from the training data with a phrase limit of
seven and, like Post et al. (2012), use the English
side of the training data to train a language model.
Throughout our experiments, we use MIRA (Chiang
et al., 2009) for tuning the feature set.

Our experiments compare the following:
• A baseline phrase-based model, using phrase

pairs extracted from the training data and the
standard phrasal and lexical translation proba-
bilities based on the bitext.

• Baseline supplemented with word translations
induced by our baseline unsupervised bilingual
lexicon induction method (Section 2.2)

• Baseline supplemented with word translations
induced by our supervised bilingual lexicon in-
duction methods (Section 2.2).

• Baseline model supplemented with additional
features, estimated over comparable corpora
(Section 3.2).

• Baseline model supplemented with induced
word translations and also additional features.

Table 4 shows our results. Adding additional
phrase table features increased BLEU scores from
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Tamil Bengali Hindi
Experiment K BLEU Diff. BLEU Diff. BLEU Diff.
Baseline 9.16 12.14 14.85
+ Mono. Features 9.70 +0.54 12.54 +0.40 15.16 +0.31
+ Unsupervised Word Translations 1 9.33 +0.17 12.11 -0.03 15.37 +0.52
+ Supervised Word Translations 1 9.76 +0.60 12.38 +0.24 15.64 +0.79
+ Mono. Feats. & Sup. Trans. 1 10.20 +1.04 13.01 +0.87 15.84 +0.99
+ Mono. Feats. & Sup. Trans. 5 10.41 +1.25 12.64 +0.50 16.02 +1.17
+ Mono. Feats. & Sup. Trans. 10 10.12 +0.96 12.57 +0.43 15.86 +1.01

Table 4: BLEU performance gains that target coverage and accuracy separately and together. We add the top-K
ranked translations for each OOV source word.

0.31 BLEU points for Hindi to 0.54 for Tamil.
Next, we monolingually induced translations for

all development and test set source words. We
experimented with adding translations for source
words with low training data frequencies in addition
to OOV words but did not observe BLEU improve-
ments beyond what was gained by translating OOVs
alone. Our BLEU score gains that result from im-
proving OOV coverage, +Supervised Word Transla-
tions, range from 0.24 for Bengali to 0.79 for Hindi
and outperform the unsupervised lexicon induction
baseline for all three languages.

Using comparable corpora to supplement both the
feature space and the coverage of OOVs results in
translations that are better than applying either tech-
nique alone. For all languages, the BLEU improve-
ments are approximately additive. For Tamil, the to-
tal BLEU point gain is 1.25, and it is 1.17 for Hindi
and 0.87 for Bengali. Table 4 shows results as we
add the top-k ranked translation for each OOV word
and vary k. For Tamil and Hindi, we get a slight
boost by adding the top-5 translations instead of the
single best but get no further gains with the top-10.

5 Previous Work

Prior work on bilingual lexicon induction has shown
that a variety of signals derived from monolingual
data, including distributional, temporal, topic, and
string similarity, are informative (Rapp, 1995; Fung
and Yee, 1998; Koehn and Knight, 2002; Schafer
and Yarowsky, 2002; Monz and Dorr, 2005; Huang
et al., 2005; Schafer, 2006; Klementiev and Roth,
2006; Haghighi et al., 2008; Mimno et al., 2009;
Mausam et al., 2010; Daumé and Jagarlamudi,
2011). This thesis builds upon this work and uses
a diverse set of signals for translating full sentences,
not just words. Recently, Ravi and Knight (2011),
Dou and Knight (2012), and Nuhn et al. (2012) have

worked toward learning a phrase-based translation
model from monolingual corpora, relying on deci-
pherment techniques. In contrast to that research
thread, we make the realistic assumption that a small
parallel corpus is available for our low resource lan-
guages. With a small parallel corpus, we are able to
take advantage of supervised techniques, changing
the problem setting dramatically.

Since the early 2000s, the AVENUE (Carbonell
et al., 2002; Probst et al., 2002; Lavie et al., 2003)
project has researched ways to rapidly develop MT
systems for low-resource languages. In contrast
to that work, my thesis will focus on a language-
independent approach as well as integrating tech-
niques into current state-of-the-art SMT frame-
works. In her thesis, Gangadharaiah (2011) tack-
les several data sparsity issues within the example-
based machine translation (EBMT) framework. Her
work attempts to tackle some of the same data spar-
sity issues that we do including, in particular, phrase
table coverage. However, our models for doing so
are quite different and focus much more on the use
of a variety of new non-parallel data resources.

Other approaches to low resource machine trans-
lation include extracting parallel sentences from
comparable corpora (e.g. Smith et al. (2010)) and
translation crowdsourcing. Our efforts are orthogo-
nal and complementary to these.

6 Conclusion

My thesis will explore using alternative data
sources, other than parallel text, to inform statisti-
cal machine translation models. In particular, I will
build upon a long thread of research on bilingual lex-
icon induction from comparable corpora. The result
of my thesis will be broadening the applicability of
current SMT frameworks to language pairs and do-
mains for which parallel data is limited.
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Abstract

We examine the application of data-driven
paraphrasing to natural language understand-
ing. We leverage bilingual parallel corpora
to extract a large collection of syntactic para-
phrase pairs, and introduce an adaptation
scheme that allows us to tackle a variety of
text transformation tasks via paraphrasing. We
evaluate our system on the sentence compres-
sion task. Further, we use distributional sim-
ilarity measures based on context vectors de-
rived from large monolingual corpora to anno-
tate our paraphrases with an orthogonal source
of information. This yields significant im-
provements in our compression system’s out-
put quality, achieving state-of-the-art perfor-
mance. Finally, we propose a refinement of
our paraphrases by classifying them into nat-
ural logic entailment relations. By extend-
ing the synchronous parsing paradigm towards
these entailment relations, we will enable our
system to perform recognition of textual en-
tailment.

1 Introduction

In this work, we propose an extension of current
paraphrasing methods to tackle natural language un-
derstanding problems. We create a large set of para-
phrase pairs in a data-driven fashion, rank them
based on a variety of similarity metrics, and attach
an entailment relation to each pair, facilitating nat-
ural logic inference. The resulting resource has po-
tential applications to a variety of NLP applications,
including summarization, query expansion, question
answering, and recognizing textual entailment.

Specifically, we build on Callison-Burch (2007)’s
pivot-based paraphrase extraction method, which
uses bilingual parallel data to learn English phrase
pairs that share the same meaning. Our approach ex-
tends the pivot method to learn meaning-preserving

syntactic transformations in English. We repre-
sent these using synchronous context-free grammars
(SCFGs). This representation allows us to re-use
a lot of machine translation machinery to perform
monolingual text-to-text generation. We demon-
strate the method on a sentence compression task
(Ganitkevitch et al., 2011).

To improve the system, we then incorporate fea-
tures based on monolingual distributional similar-
ity. This orthogonal source of signal allows us to
re-scores the bilingually-extracted paraphrases us-
ing information drawn from large monolingual cor-
pora. We show that the monolingual distributional
scores yield significant improvements over a base-
line that scores paraphrases only with bilingually-
extracted features (Ganitkevitch et al., 2012).

Further, we propose a semantics for paraphras-
ing by classifying each paraphrase pair with one
of the entailment relation types defined by natural
logic (MacCartney, 2009). Natural logic is used
to perform inference over pairs of natural language
phrases, like our paraphrase pairs. It defines a set of
relations including, equivalence (≡), forward- and
backward-entailments (@, A), antonyms (∧), and
others. We will build a classifier for our paraphrases
that uses features extracted from annotated resources
like WordNet and distributional information gath-
ered over large text corpora to assign one or more
entailment relations to each paraphrase pair. We will
evaluate the entailment assignments by applying this
enhanced paraphrasing system to the task of recog-
nizing textual entailment (RTE).

2 Extraction of Syntactic Paraphrases
from Bitexts

A variety of different types of corpora have been
used to automatically induce paraphrase collections
for English (see Madnani and Dorr (2010) for a sur-
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... fünf Landwirte , weil

... 5 farmers were in Ireland ...

...

oder wurden , gefoltert

or have been , tortured

festgenommen 

thrown into jail

festgenommen

imprisoned

...

... ...

...

Figure 1: An example of pivot-based phrasal paraphrase
extraction – we assume English phrases that translate to
a common German phrase to be paraphrases. Thus we
extract “imprisoned” as a paraphrase of “thrown into jail.”

vey of these methods). Bannard and Callison-Burch
(2005) extracted phrasal paraphrases from bitext by
using foreign language phrases as a pivot: if two
English phrases e1 and e2 both translate to a for-
eign phrase f , they assume that e1 and e2 are para-
phrases of one another. Figure 1 gives an example
of a phrasal paraphrase extracted by Bannard and
Callison-Burch (2005).

Since “thrown into jail” is aligned to multiple
German phrases, and since each of those German
phrases align back to a variety of English phrases,
the method extracts a wide range of possible para-
phrases including good paraphrase like: imprisoned
and thrown into prison. It also produces less good
paraphrases like: in jail and put in prison for, and
bad paraphrases, such as maltreated and protec-
tion, because of noisy/inaccurate word alignments
and other problems. To rank these, Bannard and
Callison-Burch (2005) derive a paraphrase probabil-
ity p(e1|e2):

p(e2|e1) ≈
∑

f

p(e2|f)p(f |e1), (1)

where the p(ei|f) and p(f |ei) are translation proba-
bilities estimated from the bitext (Brown et al., 1990;
Koehn et al., 2003).

We extend this method to extract syntactic para-
phrases (Ganitkevitch et al., 2011). Table 1
shows example paraphrases produced by our sys-
tem. While phrasal systems memorize phrase pairs
without any further generalization, a syntactic para-
phrasing system can learn more generic patterns.
These can be better applied to unseen data. The
paraphrases implementing the possessive rule and

Possessive rule
NP → the NN of the NNP the NNP ’s NN
NP → the NP made by NN the NN ’s NP

Dative shift
VP → give NN to NP give NP the NN
VP → provide NP1 to NP2 give NP2 NP1

Partitive constructions
NP → CD of the NN CD NN
NP → all NN all of the NN

Reduced relative clause
SBAR/S → although PRP VBP that although PRP VBP

ADJP → very JJ that S JJ S

Table 1: A selection of example paraphrase patterns ex-
tracted by our system. These rules demonstrate that, us-
ing the pivot approach from Figure 1, our system is capa-
ble of learning meaning-preserving syntactic transforma-
tions in English.

the dative shift shown in Table 1 are good examples
of this: the two noun-phrase arguments to the ex-
pressions are abstracted to nonterminals while each
rule’s lexicalization provides an appropriate frame
of evidence for the transform.

2.1 Formal Representation

In this proposal we focus on a paraphrase
model based on synchronous context-free gram-
mar (SCFG). The SCFG formalism (Aho and Ull-
man, 1972) was repopularized for statistical ma-
chine translation by (Chiang, 2005). An probabilis-
tic SCFG G contains rules r of the form r = C →
〈γ, α,∼, w〉. A rule r’s left-hand side C is a nonter-
minal, while its right-hands sides γ and α can be
mixed strings of words and nonterminal symbols.
There is a one-to-one correspondency between the
nonterminals in γ and α. Each rule is assigned a
cost wr ≥ 0, reflecting its likelihood.

To compute the cost wr of the application of a
rule r, we define a set of feature functions ~ϕ =
{ϕ1...ϕN} that are combined in a log-linear model.
The model weights are set to maximize a task-
dependent objective function.

2.2 Syntactic Paraphrase Rules via Bilingual
Pivoting

Our paraphrase acquisition method is based on the
extraction of syntactic translation rules in statistical
machine translation (SMT). In SMT, SCFG rules are
extracted from English-foreign sentence pairs that
are automatically parsed and word-aligned. For a
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CR Meaning Grammar
Reference 0.80 4.80 4.54

ILP 0.74 3.44 3.41
PP 0.78 3.53 2.98

PP + n-gram 0.80 3.65 3.16
PP + syntax 0.79 3.70 3.26

Random Deletions 0.78 2.91 2.53

Table 2: Results of the human evaluation on longer com-
pressions: pairwise compression ratios (CR), meaning
and grammaticality scores. Bold indicates a statistically
significant best result at p < 0.05. The scores range from
1 to 5, 5 being perfect.

foreign phrase the corresponding English phrase is
found via the word alignments. This phrase pair
is turned into an SCFG rule by assigning a left-
hand side nonterminal symbol, corresponding to
the syntactic constituent that dominates the English
phrase. To introduce nonterminals into the right-
hand sides of the rule, we can replace correspond-
ing sub-phrases in the English and foreign phrases
with nonterminal symbols. Doing this for all sen-
tence pairs in a bilingual parallel corpus results in a
translation grammar that serves as the basis for syn-
tactic machine translation.

To create a paraphrase grammar from a transla-
tion grammar, we extend the syntactically informed
pivot approach of (Callison-Burch, 2008) to the
SCFG model: for each pair of translation rules r1

and r2 with matching left-hand side nonterminal C
and foreign language right-hand side γ: r1 = C →
〈γ, α1,∼1, ~ϕ1〉 and r2 = C → 〈γ, α2,∼2, ~ϕ2〉,
we pivot over γ and create a paraphrase rule rp:
rp = C → 〈α1, α2,∼, ~ϕ〉. We estimate the cost
for rp following Equation 1.

2.3 Task-Based Evaluation

Sharing its SCFG formalism permits us to re-use
much of SMT’s machinery for paraphrasing appli-
cations, including decoding and minimum error rate
training. This allows us to easily tackle a variety of
monolingual text-to-text generation tasks, which can
be cast as sentential paraphrasing with task-specific
constraints or goals.

For our evaluation, we apply our paraphrase sys-
tem to sentence compression. However, to success-
fully use paraphrases for sentence compression, we
need to adapt the system to suit the task. We intro-
duce a four-point adaptation scheme for text-to-text

twelve

cartoons insulting the prophet mohammad
CD NNS JJ DT NNP

NP

NP VP NP
DT+NNP

12

the prophet mohammad

CD NNS JJ DT NNP
NP

NP VP
NP

DT+NNP

cartoons offensiveof the that are to

Figure 2: An example of a synchronous paraphrastic
derivation in sentence compression.

generation via paraphrases, suggesting:

• The use task-targeted features that capture in-
formation pertinent to the text transformation.
For sentence compression the features include
word count and length-difference features.

• An objective function that takes into account
the contraints imposed by the task. We use
PRÉCIS, an augmentation of the BLEU metric,
which introduces a verbosity penalty.

• Development data that represents the precise
transformations we seek to model. We use a set
of human-made example compressions mined
from translation references.

• Optionally, grammar augmentations that allow
for the incorporation of effects that the learned
paraphrase grammar cannot capture. We exper-
imented with automatically generated deletion
rules.

Applying the above adaptations to our generic para-
phraser (PP), quickly yields a sentence compression
system that performs on par with a state-of-the-art
integer linear programming-based (ILP) compres-
sion system (Clarke and Lapata, 2008). As Table 2
shows, human evaluation results suggest that our
system outperforms the contrast system in meaning
retention. However, it suffers losses in grammatical-
ity. Figure 2 shows an example derivation produced
as a result of applying our paraphrase rules in the
decoding process.

3 Integrating Monolingual Distributional
Similarity into Bilingually Extracted
Paraphrases

Distributional similarity-based methods (Lin and
Pantel, 2001; Bhagat and Ravichandran, 2008) rely
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on the assumption that similar expressions appear
in similar contexts – a signal that is orthogonal to
bilingual pivot information we have considered thus
far. However, the monolingual distributional signal
is noisy: it suffers from problems such as mistaking
cousin expressions or antonyms (such as 〈rise, fall〉
or 〈boy , girl〉) for paraphrases. We circumvent this
issue by starting with a paraphrase grammar ex-
tracted from bilingual data and reranking it with in-
formation based on distributional similarity (Gan-
itkevitch et al., 2012).

3.1 Distributional Similarity

In order to compute the similarity of two expressions
e1 and e2, their respective occurrences across a cor-
pus are aggregated in context vectors ~c1 and ~c2. The
~ci are typically vectors in a high-dimensional fea-
ture space with features like counts for words seen
within a window of an ei. For parsed data more so-
phisticated features based on syntax and dependency
structure around an occurrence are possible. The
comparison of e1 and e2 is then made by comput-
ing the cosine similarity between ~c1 and ~c2.

Over large corpora the context vectors for even
moderately frequent ei can grow unmanageably
large. Locality sensitive hashing provides a way of
dealing with this problem: instead of retaining the
explicit sparse high-dimensional ~ci, we use a ran-
dom projection h(·) to convert them into compact bit
signatures in a dense b-dimensional boolean space
in which approximate similarity calculation is pos-
sible.

3.2 Integrating Similarity with Syntactic
Paraphrases

In order to incorporate distributional similarity in-
formation into the paraphrasing system, we need
to calculate similarity scores for the paraphrastic
SCFG rules in our grammar. For rules with purely
lexical right-hand sides e1 and e2 this is a simple
task, and the similarity score sim(e1, e2) can be di-
rectly included in the rule’s feature vector ~ϕ. How-
ever, if e1 and e2 are long, their occurrences be-
come sparse and their similarity can no longer be
reliably estimated. In our case, the right-hand sides
of our rules also contain non-terminal symbols and
re-ordered phrases, so computing a similarity score
is not straightforward.

the long-term

achieve25

goals 23

plans 97

investment 10

confirmed64

revise43 the long-term

the long-term
the long-term

the long-term
the long-term

..
..

L-achieve = 25

L-confirmed = 64

L-revise = 43

⇣
R-goals = 23

R-plans  = 97

R-investment = 10

⇣
the long-term

⌘
=~sig

⇣

Figure 3: An example of the n-gram feature extraction
on an n-gram corpus. Here, “the long-term” is seen pre-
ceded by “revise” (43 times) and followed by “plans” (97
times).

Our solution is to decompose the discontinuous
patterns that make up the right-hand sides of a rule r
into pairs of contiguous phrases, for which we then
look up distributional signatures and compute sim-
ilarity scores. To avoid comparing unrelated pairs,
we require the phrase pairs to be consistent with a to-
ken alignment a, defined and computed analogously
to word alignments in machine translation.

3.3 Data Sets and Types of Distributional
Signatures

We investigate the impact of the data and feature set
used to construct distributional signatures. In partic-
ular we contrast two approaches: a large collection
of distributional signatures with a relatively simple
feature set, and a much smaller set of signatures with
a rich, syntactically informed feature set.

The larger n-gram model is drawn from a web-
scale n-gram corpus (Brants and Franz, 2006; Lin et
al., 2010). Figure 3 illustrates this feature extraction
approach. The resulting collection comprises distri-
butional signatures for the 200 million most frequent
1-to-4-grams in the n-gram corpus.

For the syntactically informed model, we use
the constituency and dependency parses provided
in the Annotated Gigaword corpus (Napoles et al.,
2012). Figure 4 illustrates this model’s feature ex-
traction for an example phrase occurrence. Using
this method we extract distributional signatures for
over 12 million 1-to-4-gram phrases.

3.4 Evaluation

For evaluation, we follow the task-based approach
taken in Section 2 and apply the similarity-scored
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Figure 4: An example of the syntactic feature-set. The
phrase “the long-term” is annotated with position-aware
lexical and part-of-speech n-gram features, labeled de-
pendency links, and features derived from the phrase’s
CCG label (NP/NN ).

paraphrases to sentence compression. The distri-
butional similarity scores are incorporated into the
paraphrasing system as additional rule features into
the log-linear model. The task-targeted parameter
tuning thus results in a reranking of the rules that
takes into consideration, the distributional informa-
tion, bilingual alignment-based paraphrase probabil-
ities, and compression-centric features.

Table 2 shows comparison of the bilingual base-
line paraphrase grammar (PP), the reranked gram-
mars based on signatures extracted from the Google
n-grams (n-gram), the richer signatures drawn from
Annotated Gigaword (Syntax), and Clarke and La-
pata (2008)’s compression system (ILP). In both
cases, the inclusion of distributional similarity in-
formation results in significantly better output gram-
maticality and meaning retention. Despite its lower
coverage (12 versus 200 million phrases), the syn-
tactic distributional similarity outperforms the sim-
pler Google n-gram signatures.

3.5 PPDB

To facilitate a more widespread use of paraphrases,
we release a collection of ranked paraphrases ob-
tained by the methods outlined in Sections 2 and 3
to the public (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013).

4 Paraphrasing with Natural Logic

In the previously derived paraphrase grammar it is
assumed that all rules imply the semantic equiva-
lence of two textual expressions. The varying de-
grees of confidence our system has in this relation-

ship are evidenced by the paraphrase probabilities
and similarity scores. However, the grammar can
also contain rules that in fact represent a range of se-
mantic relationships, including hypernym- hyponym
relationships, such as India – this country.

To better model such cases we propose an anno-
tation of each paraphrase rule with explicit relation
labels based on natural logic. Natural logic (Mac-
Cartney, 2009) defines a set of pairwise relations be-
tween textual expressions, such as equivalence (≡),
forward (@) and backward (A) entailment, negation
∧) and others. These relations can be used to not
only detect semantic equivalence, but also infer en-
tailment. Our resulting system will be able to tackle
tasks like RTE, where the more a fine-grained reso-
lution of semantic relationships is crucial to perfor-
mance.

We favor a classification-based approach to this
problem: for each pair of paraphrases in the gram-
mar, we extract a feature vector that aims to capture
information about the semantic relationship in the
rule. Using a manually annotated development set
of paraphrases with relation labels, we train a clas-
sifier to discriminate between the different natural
logic relations.

We propose to leverage both labeled and unla-
beled data resources to extract useful features for
the classification. Annotated resources like Word-
Net can be used to derive a catalog of word and
phrase pairs with known entailment relationships,
for instance 〈India, country ,@〉. Using word align-
ments between our paraphrase pairs, we can estab-
lish what portions of a pair have labels in WordNet
and retain corresponding features.

To leverage unlabeled data, we propose extending
our notion of distributional similarity. Previously,
we used cosine similarity to compare the signatures
of two phrases. However, cosine similarity is a sym-
metric measure, and it is unlikely to prove helpful
for determining the (asymmetric) entailment direc-
tionality of a paraphrase pair (i.e. whether it is a
hypo- or hypernym relation). We therefore propose
to extract a variety of asymmetric similarity fea-
tures from distributional contexts. Specifically, we
seek a measure that compares both the similarity and
the “breadth” of two vectors. Assuming that wider
breadth implies a hypernym, i.e. a @-entailment, the
scores produced by such a measure can be highly
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Paraphrase rules Entailment classification
CD → twelve | 12 twelve ≡ 12
JJ → ε | editorial ε A editorial
NNS → illustrations | cartoons illustrations A cartoons
JJ → insulting | offensive insulting ≡ / @ offensive
NP → the prophet | muhammad the prophet ≡ muhammad
VB → caused | sparked caused A sparked
NP → unrest | riots unrest A riots
PP → ε | in Denmark ε A in Denmark
NP → CD(≡) NNS(A) | CD(≡) of the NNS(A) twelve illustrations A 12 of the cartoons

Figure 5: Our system will use synchronous parsing and paraphrase grammars to perform natural language inference.
Each paraphrase transformation will be classified with a natural logic entailment relation. These will be joined bottom-
up, as illustrated by the last rule, where the join of the smaller constituents ≡ ./ A results in A for the larger phrase
pairs. This process will be propagated up the trees to determine if the hypothesis can be inferred from the premise.

informative for our classification problem. Asym-
metric measures like Tversky indices (Tolias et al.,
2001) appear well-suited to the problem. We will
investigate application of Tversky indices to our dis-
tributional signatures and their usefulness for entail-
ment relation classification.

4.1 Task-Based Evaluation
We propose evaluating the resulting system on tex-
tual entailment recognition. To do this, we cast the
RTE task as a synchronous parsing problem, as illus-
trated in Figure 5. We will extend the notion of syn-
chronous parsing towards resolving entailments, and
define and implement a compositional join operator
./ to compute entailment relations over synchronous
derivations from the individual rule entailments.

While the assumption of a synchronous parse
structure is likely to be valid for translations and
paraphrases, we do not expect it to straightforwardly
hold for entailment recognition. We will thus in-
vestigate the limits of the synchronous assumption
over RTE data. Furthermore, to expand the sys-
tem’s coverage in a first step, we propose a simple
relaxation of the synchronousness requirement via
entailment-less “glue rules.” These rules, similar to
out-of-vocabulary rules in translation, will allow us

to include potentially unrelated or unrecognized por-
tions of the input into the synchronous parse.

5 Conclusion

We have described an extension of the state of the art
in paraphrasing in a number of important ways: we
leverage large bilingual data sets to extract linguis-
tically expressive high-coverage paraphrases based
on an SCFG formalism. On an example text-to-
text generation task, sentence compression, we show
that an easily adapted paraphrase system achieves
state of the art meaning retention. Further, we in-
clude a complementary data source, monolingual
corpora, to augment the quality of the previously
obtained paraphrase grammar. The resulting sys-
tem is shown to perform significantly better than
the purely bilingual paraphrases, in both meaning
retention and grammaticality, achieving results on
par with the state of the art. Finally, we propose
an extension of SCFG-based paraphrasing towards
a more fine grained semantic representation using a
classification-based approach. In extending the syn-
chronous parsing methodology, we outline the ex-
pansion of the paraphraser towards a system capable
of tackling entailment recognition tasks.
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Abstract

Automatically describing visual content is an
extremely difficult task, with hard AI prob-
lems in Computer Vision (CV) and Natural
Language Processing (NLP) at its core. Pre-
vious work relies on supervised visual recog-
nition systems to determine the content of im-
ages. These systems require massive amounts
of hand-labeled data for training, so the num-
ber of visual classes that can be recognized is
typically very small. We argue that these ap-
proaches place unrealistic limits on the kinds
of images that can be captioned, and are un-
likely to produce captions which reflect hu-
man interpretations.

We present a framework for image caption
generation that does not rely on visual recog-
nition systems, which we have implemented
on a dataset of online shopping images and
product descriptions. We propose future work
to improve this method, and extensions for
other domains of images and natural text.

1 Introduction

As the number of images on the web continues to in-
crease, the task of automatically describing images
becomes especially important. Image captions can
provide background information about what is seen
in the image, can improve accessibility of websites
for visually-impaired users, and can improve im-
age retrieval by providing text to search user queries
against. Typically, online search engines rely on col-
located textual information to resolve queries, rather
than analyzing visual content directly. Likewise,
earlier image captioning research from the Natural

Language Processing (NLP) community use collo-
cated information such as news articles or GPS co-
ordinates, to decide what information to include in
the generated caption (Deschacht and Moens, 2007;
Aker and Gaizauskas, 2010; Fan et al., 2010; Feng
and Lapata, 2010a).

However, in some instances visual recognition is
necessary because collocated information is miss-
ing, irrelevant, or unreliable. Recognition is a clas-
sic Computer Vision (CV) problem including tasks
such as recognizing instances of object classes in
images (such as car, cat, or sofa); classifying
images by scene (such as beach or forest); or
detecting attributes in an image (such as wooden
or feathered). Recent works in image caption
generation represent visual content via the output
of trained recognition systems for a pre-defined set
of visual classes. They then use linguistic models
to correct noisy initial detections (Kulkarni et al.,
2011; Yang et al., 2011), and generate more natural-
sounding text (Li et al., 2011; Mitchell et al., 2012;
Kuznetsova et al., 2012).

A key problem with this approach is that it as-
sumes that image captioning is a grounding prob-
lem, with language acting only as labels for visual
meaning. One good reason to challenge this assump-
tion is that it imposes unrealistic constraints on the
kinds of images that can be automatically described.
Previous work only recognizes a limited number of
visual classes – typically no more than a few dozen
in total – because training CV systems requires a
huge amount of hand-annotated data. For example,
the PASCAL VOC dataset1 has 11,530 training im-

1http://pascallin.ecs.soton.ac.uk/
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ages with 27,450 labeled objects, in order to learn
only 20 object classes. Since training visual recog-
nition systems is such a burden, “general-domain”
image captioning datasets are limited by the current
technology. For example, the SBU-Flickr dataset
(Ordonez et al., 2011), which contains 1 million im-
ages and captions, is built by first querying Flickr
using a pre-defined set of queries, then further filter-
ing to remove instances where the caption does not
contain at least two words belonging to their term
list. Furthermore, detections are too noisy to gener-
ate a good caption for the majority of images. For
example, Kuznetsova et al. (2012) select their test
set according to which images receive the most con-
fident visual object detection scores.

We instead direct our attention to the domain-
specific image captioning task, assuming that we
know a general object or scene category for the
query image, and that we have access to a dataset of
images and captions from the same domain. While
some techniques may be unrealistic in assuming that
high-quality collocated text is always available, as-
suming that there is no collocated information at
all is equally unrealistic. Data sources such as
file names, website text, Facebook likes, and web
searches all provide clues to the content of an im-
age. Even an image file by itself carries metadata
on where and when it was taken, and the camera
settings used to take it. Since visual recognition is
much easier for domain-specific tasks, there is more
potential for natural language researchers to do re-
search that will impact the greater community.

Finally, labeling visual content is often not
enough to provide an adequate caption. The mean-
ing of an image to a user is more than just listing the
objects in the image, and can even change for dif-
ferent users. This problem is commonly known as
“bridging the semantic gap”:

“The semantic gap is the lack of coinci-
dence between the information that one
can extract from the visual data and the
interpretation that the same data have for
a user in a given situation. A linguis-
tic description is almost always contex-
tual, whereas an image may live by itself.”
(Smeulders et al., 2000)

challenges/VOC/

General-domain models of caption generation fail to
capture context because they assume that all the rel-
evant information has been provided in the image.
However, training models on data from the same do-
main gives implicit context about what information
should be provided in the generated text.

This thesis proposes a framework for image cap-
tioning that does not require supervision in the form
of hand-labeled examples. We train a topic model on
a corpus of images and captions in the same domain,
in order to jointly learn image features and natural
language descriptions. The trained topic model is
used to estimate the likelihood of words appearing
in a caption, given an unseen query image. We then
use these likelihoods to rewrite an extracted human-
written caption to accurately describe the query im-
age. We have implemented our framework using a
dataset of online shopping images and captions, and
propose to extend this model to other domains, in-
cluding natural images.

2 Framework

In this section, we provide an overview of our im-
age captioning framework, as it is currently imple-
mented. As shown in Figure 1, the data that we use
are a set of images and captions in a specific do-
main, and a query image that is from the same do-
main, but is not included in the training data. The
training data is used in two ways: for sentence ex-
traction from the captions of training images that
are visually similar to the query image overall; and
for training a topic model of individual words and
local image features, in order to capture fine-grained
details. Finally, a sentence compression algorithm
is used to remove details from the extracted captions
that do not fit the query image.

The work that we have done so far has been imple-
mented using the Attribute Discovery Dataset (Berg
et al., 2010), a publicly available dataset of shop-
ping images and product descriptions.2 Here, we
run our framework on the women’s shoes section,
which has over 14000 images and captions, rep-
resenting a wide variety of attributes for texture,
shapes, materials, colors, and other visual quali-
ties. The women’s shoes section is formally split

2http://tamaraberg.com/
attributesDataset/index.html
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Figure 1: Overview of our framework for image caption generation.

into ten subcategories, such as wedding shoes,
sneakers, and rainboots. However, many of
the subcategories contain multiple visually distinct
kinds of shoes. We do not make use of the sub-
categories, instead we group all of the categories of
shoe images together. The shoes in the images are
mostly posed against solid color backgrounds, while
the captions have much more variability in length
and linguistic quality.

For our thesis work, we intend to extend our cur-
rent framework to different domains of data, includ-
ing natural images. However, it is important to point
out that no part of the framework as it is currently
implemented is specific to describing shoes or shop-
ping images. This will be described in Section 4.

2.1 Sentence Extraction

GIST (Oliva and Torralba, 2001) is a global image
descriptor which describes how gradients are ori-
ented in different regions of an image. It is com-
monly used for classifying background scenes in
images, however images in the Attribute Discovery
Dataset do not have “backgrounds” per se. Instead,
we treat the overall shape of the object as the “scene”
and extract a caption sentence using GIST nearest
neighbors between the query image and the images
in the training set. Because similar objects and at-
tributes tend to appear in similar scenes, we expect
that at least some of the extracted caption will de-
scribe local attributes that are also in the query im-
age. The rest of our framework finds and removes
the parts of the extracted caption that are not accu-
rate to the query image.

2.2 Topic Model
Image captions often act as more than labels of vi-
sual content. Some visual ideas can be described
using several different words, while others are typ-
ically not described at all. Likewise, some words
describe background information that is not shown
visually, or contextual information that is interpreted
by the user. Rather than modeling images and text
such that one generates the other, we a topic model
based on LDA (Blei et al., 2003) where both an im-
age and its caption are generated by a shared latent
distribution of topics.

Previous work by (Feng and Lapata, 2010b)
shows that topic models where image features or re-
gions generate text features (such as Blei and Jor-
dan (2003)) are not appropriate for modeling images
with captions or other collocated text. We use a topic
model designed for multi-lingual data, specifically
the Polylingual Topic Model (Mimno et al., 2009).
This model was developed for correlated documents
in different languages that are topically similar, but
are not direct translations, such as Wikipedia or
news articles in different languages. We train the
topic model with images and text as two languages.
For query images, we estimate the topic distribu-
tion that generated just the image, and then In the
model, images and their captions are represented us-
ing bag-of-words, a commonly-used technique for
document representation in both CV and NLP re-
search. The textual features are non-function words
in the model, including words that describe specific
objects or attributes (such as boot, snake-skin,
buckle, and metallic) in addition to words that
describe more abstract attributes and affordances
(such as professional, flirty, support,
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Original: Go all-out glam in the shimmer-
ing Dyeables Roxie sandals. Metallic faux
leather upper in a dress thong sandal style
with a round open toe. ...

Original: Find the softness of shearling combined with sup-
port in this clog slipper. The cork footbed mimics the foot’s
natural shape, offering arch support, while a flexible outsole
flexes with your steps and resists slips. ...

Original: Perforated leather with cap toe and
bow detail.

Extracted: Shimmering snake-
embossed leather upper in a slingback
evening dress sandal style with a round
open toe .

Extracted: This sporty sneaker clog
keeps foot cool and comfortable and
fully supported.

Extracted: Italian patent leather peep-
toe ballet flat with a signature tailored
grosgrain bow .

System: Shimmering upper in a sling-
back evening dress sandal style with a
round open toe .

System: This clog keeps foot comfort-
able and supported.

System: leather ballet flat with a signa-
ture tailored grosgrain bow .

Table 1: Some examples of shoes images from the Attribute Discovery Dataset and performance with our image
captioning model. Left: Correctly removes explicitly visual feature “snake-embossed leather” from extraction; leaves
in correct visual attributes “shimmering”, “slingback”, and “round open toe”. Center: Extracted sentence with some
contextually visual attributes; the model correctly infers that “sporty” and “cool” are not likely given an image of a
wool bedroom slipper, but “comfortable” and “supported” are likely because of the visible cork soles. Right: Extracted
sentence with some non-visual attributes; model removes “Italian” but keeps “signature tailored”.

and waterproof). For “image words”, we com-
pute features at several points in the image such as
the color values of pixels, the angles of edges or
corners, and response to various filters, and cluster
them into discrete image words. However, the in-
formation that an image word conveys is very dif-
ferent than the information conveyed in a text word,
so models which require direct correspondence be-
tween features in the two modalities would not be
appropriate here.

We train the topic model with images and text as
two languages. We estimate the probabilities of tex-
tual words given a query image by first estimating
the topic distribution that generated the image, and
then using the same distribution to find the probabil-
ities of textual words given the query image. How-
ever, we also perform an annotation task similarly
to Feng and Lapata (2010b), in order to evaluate
the topic model on its own. Our method has a 30-
35% improvement in finding words from the held-
out image caption, compared to previous methods
and baselines.

2.3 Sentence Compression via Caption
Generation

We describe an ILP for caption generation, draw-
ing inspiration from sentence compression work by
Clarke and Lapata (2008). The ILP has three in-
puts: the extracted caption; the prior probabilities
words appearing in captions, p(w); and their pos-
terior probabilities of words appearing in captions
given the query image, p(w|query). The latter is
estimated using the topic model we have just de-
scribed. The output of the ILP is a compressed im-
age caption where the inaccurate words have been
deleted.
Objective: The formal ILP objective3 is to max-
imize a weighted linear combination of two mea-
sures. The first we define as

∑n
i=1 δi · I(wi), where

wi, ..., wn are words in the extracted caption, δi is a
binary decision variable which is true if we include
wi in the compressed output, and I(wi) is a score for
the accuracy of each word. For non-function words,

3To formulate this problem as a linear program, the proba-
bilities are actually log probabilities, but we omit the logs in this
paper to save space.
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I(wi) = p(w|query)−p(w), which can have a pos-
itive or negative value. We do not use p(wi|query)
directly in order to distinguish between cases where
p(wi|query) is low because wi is inaccurate, and
cases where p(wi|query) is low because p(wi) is
low generally. Function words do not affect the ac-
curacy of the generated caption, so I(wi) = 0.

The second measure in the objective is a tri-
gram language model, described in detail in Clarke
(2008). In the original sentence compression task,
the language model is a component as it naturally
prefers shorter output sentences. However, our ob-
jective is not to generate a shorter caption, but to
generate a more accurate caption. However, we still
include the language model in the objective, with a
weighting factor ε, as it helps remove unnecessary
function words and help reduce the search space of
possible sentence compressions.
Constraints: The ILP constraints include sequen-
tial constraints to ensure the mathematical validity
of the model, and syntactic constraints that ensure
the grammatical correctness of the compressed sen-
tence. We do not have space here to describe all
of the constraints, but basically, using the “semantic
head” version of the headfinder from Collins (1999),
we constrain that the head word of the sentence and
the head word of the sentence’s object cannot be
deleted, and for any word that we include in the out-
put sentence, we must include its head word as well.
We also have constraints that define valid use of co-
ordinating conjunctions and punctuation.

We evaluate generated captions using automatic
metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
ROUGE (Lin, 2004). These metrics are commonly
used in summarization and translation research and
have been previously used in image captioning re-
search to compare automatically generated captions
to human-written captions for each image (Ordonez
et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011; Kuznetsova et al.,
2012). Although human-written captions may use
synonyms to describe a visual object or attribute, or
even describe entirely different attributes than what
is described in the generated captions, computing
the automatic metrics over a large test set finds sta-
tistically significant improvements in the accuracy
of the extracted and compressed captions over ex-
traction alone.

For our proposed work (Section 4), we also plan

to perform manual evaluations of our captions based
on their content and language quality. However,
cross-system comparisons would be more difficult
because our method uses an entirely different kind
of data. In order to compare our work to related
methods (Section 3), we would have to train for vi-
sual recognition systems for hundreds of visual at-
tributes, which would mean having to hand-label the
entire dataset.

3 Related Work in Image Captioning

In addition to visual recognition, caption genera-
tion is a very challenging problem. In some ap-
proaches, sentences are constructed using templates
or grammar rules, where content words are selected
according to the output of visual recognition systems
(Kulkarni et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011; Mitchell et
al., 2012). Function words, as well as words like
verbs and prepositions which are difficult to rec-
ognize visually, may be selected using a language
model trained on non-visual text. There is also simi-
lar work that uses large-scale ngram models to make
the generated output sound more natural (Li et al.,
2011).

In other approaches, captions are extracted in
whole or in part from similar images in a database.
For example, Farhadi et al. (2010) and Ordonez et
al. (2011) build semantic representations for visual
content of query images, and extract captions from
database images with similar content. Kuznetsova et
al. (2012) extract phrases corresponding to classes of
objects and scenes detected in the query image, and
combine extracted phrases into a single sentence.
Our work is different than these approaches, because
we directly measure how visually relevant individual
words are, rather than only using visual similarity to
extract sentences or phrases.

Our method is most similar to that of Feng and
Lapata (2010a), who generate captions for news im-
ages. Like them, we train an LDA-like model on
both images and text to find latent topics that gener-
ate both. However, their model requires both an im-
age and collocated text (a news article) to estimate
the topic distribution for an unseen image, while our
topic model only needs related text for the training
data. They also use the news article to help gen-
erate captions, which means that optimizing their
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generated output for content and grammaticality is
a much easier problem. Although their model com-
bines phrases and n-grams from different sentences
to form an image caption, they only consider the text
from a single news article for extraction, and they
can assume that the text is mostly accurate and rele-
vant to the content of the image.

In this sense, our method is more like Kuznetsova
et al. (2012), which also uses an Integer Linear Pro-
gram (ILP) to rapidly optimize how well their gen-
erated caption fits the content of the image model.
However, it is easier to get coherent image captions
from our model since we are not combining parts
of sentences from multiple sources. Since we build
our output from extracted sentences, not phrases, our
ILP requires fewer grammaticality and coherence
constraints than it would for building new sentences
from scratch. We also model how relevant each in-
dividual word is to the query image, while they ex-
tract phrases based on visual similarity of detected
objects in the images.

4 Proposed Work

One clear direction for future work is to extend our
image captioning framework to natural images. By
“natural images” we refer to images of everyday
scenes seen by people, unlike the shopping images,
where objects tend to be posed in similar positions
against plain backgrounds. Instead of domains such
as handbags and shoes, we propose to cluster the
training data based on visual scene domains such as
mountains, beaches, and living rooms. We are par-
ticularly interested in the scene attributes and clas-
sifiers by Patterson and Hays (2012) which builds
an attribute-based taxonomy of scene types using
crowd-sourcing, rather than categorical scene types
which are typically used.

Visual recognition is generally much more diffi-
cult in natural scenes than in posed images, since
lighting and viewpoints are not consistent, and ob-
jects may be occluded by other objects or truncated
by the edge of the image. However, we are opti-
mistic because we do not need to solve the general
visual recognition task, since our model only learns
how visual objects and attributes appear in specific
domains of scenes, a much easier problem. Addi-
tionally, the space of likely objects and attributes to

detect is limited by what typically appears in that
type of scene. Finally, we can use the fact that our
image captioning method is not grounded in our fa-
vor, and assume that if an object is partially occluded
or truncated in an image, than it is less likely that
the photographer considered that object to be inter-
esting, so it is not as important whether that object
is described in the caption or not.

Finally, there is also much that could be done to
improve the text generation component on its own.
Our framework currently extracts only a single cap-
tion sentence to compress, while recent work in
summarization has focused on the problem of learn-
ing how to jointly extract and compress (Martins and
Smith, 2009; Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011). Since
a poor extraction choice can make finding an accu-
rate compression impossible, we should also study
different methods of extraction to learn about what
kinds of features are most likely to help us find good
sentences. As mentioned in Section 2.1, we have
already found that global feature descriptors are bet-
ter than bag of image word descriptors for extract-
ing sentences to use in image caption compressions
in the shopping dataset. As we extend our frame-
work to other domains of images, we are interested
in finding whether scene-based descriptors and clas-
sifiers in general are better at finding good sentences
than local descriptors, and whether there is a con-
nection between region and phrase-based detectors
correlating better with sentence and phrase-length
text, while local image descriptors are more related
to single words. Finding patterns like this in visual
text in general would be helpful for many other tasks
besides image captioning.
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Abstract

Review mining and summarization has been
a hot topic for the past decade. A lot of ef-
fort has been devoted to aspect detection and
sentiment analysis under the assumption that
every review has the same utility for related
tasks. However, reviews are not equally help-
ful as indicated by user-provided helpfulness
assessment associated with the reviews. In
this thesis, we propose a novel review sum-
marization framework which summarizes re-
view content under the supervision of auto-
mated assessment of review helpfulness. This
helpfulness-guided framework can be easily
adapted to traditional review summarization
tasks, for a wide range of domains.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, as reviews thrive on the web, more and
more people wade through these online resources
to inform their own decision making. Due to the
rapid growth of the review volume, the ability of
automatically summarizing online reviews becomes
critical to allowing people to make use of them.
This makes review mining and summarization an
increasingly hot topic over the past decade. Gen-
erally speaking, there are two main paradigms in
review summarization. One is aspect-based opin-
ion summarization, which aims to differentiate and
summarize opinions regarding specific subject as-
pects. It usually involves fine-grained analysis of
both review topics and review sentiment. The other
is more summarization-oriented, prior work under
this category either assumes a shared topic or aims to

produce general summaries. In this case, the focus
is the summarization, extracting salient information
from reviews and organizing them properly. Com-
pared with traditional text summarizers, sentiment-
informed summarizers generally perform better as
shown by human evaluation results (Carenini et al.,
2006; Lerman et al., 2009).

However, one implicit assumption shared by most
prior work is that all reviews are of the same util-
ity in review summarization tasks, while reviews
that comment on the same aspect and are associ-
ated with the same rating may have difference in-
fluence to users, as indicated by user-provided help-
fulness assessment (e.g. “helpful” votes on Ama-
zon.com). We believe that user-generated helpful-
ness votes/ratings suggest people’s point of interest
in review exploration. Intuitively, when users re-
fer to online reviews for guidance, reviews that are
considered helpful by more people naturally receive
more attention and credit, and thus should be given
more weight in review summarization. Following
this intuition, we hypothesize that introducing re-
view helpfulness information into review summa-
rization can yield more useful review summaries.

In addition, we are also motivated by the chal-
lenges that we faced when summarizing educational
peer reviews in which the review entity is also text.
In the peer-review domain, traditional algorithms
of identifying review aspects may suffer as reviews
contain both reviewers’ evaluations of a paper and
reviewers’ references to the paper. Such heteroge-
neous sources of review content bring challenges to
aspect identification, and the educational perspective
of peer review directly affects the characteristics of
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desired summaries, which has not ye been taken into
consideration in any of the current summarization
techniques. We expect the helpfulness assessment
of peer reviews can identify important information
that should be captured in peer-review summaries.

2 Related work

The proposed work is grounded in the following
areas: review-helpfulness analysis, review summa-
rization and supervised topic modeling. In this sec-
tion, we will discuss existing work in the literature
and explain how the proposed work relates to them.

2.1 Review-helpfulness analysis

In the literature, most researchers take a supervised
approach in modeling review helpfulness. They ei-
ther aggregate binary helpfulness votes for each re-
view into a numerical score, or directly use numer-
ical helpfulness ratings. Kim et. al (2006) took the
first attempt, using regression to model review help-
fulness based on various linguistic features. They
reported that the combination of review length, re-
view unigrams and product rating statistics per-
formed best. Along this line, other studies showed
the perceived review helpfulness depends not only
on the review content, but also on some other fac-
tors. Ghose et. al (2008) found that the reviewer’s
reviewing history also matters. However, they ob-
served that review-subjectivity, review-readability
and other reviewer-related features are interchange-
able for predicting review helpfulness. In addition,
the empirical study on Amazon reviews conducted
by Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et. al (2009) revealed
that the perceived helpfulness is also affected by
how a review relates to the other reviews of the same
product. However, given our goal of using review
helpfulness assessment to guide summarization to-
wards generating more useful summaries rather than
to explain each individual helpfulness rating, we
will ignore the interaction of helpfulness assessment
among reviews of the same target.

Furthermore, the utility of features in modeling
review helpfulness may vary with the review do-
main. Mudambi et. al (2010) showed that for
product reviews, the product type moderates both
the product ratings and review length on the per-
ceived review helpfulness. For educational peer re-

views, in X (2011) we showed that cognitive con-
structs which predict feedback implementation can
further improve our helpfulness model upon general
linguistic features. These findings seem to suggest
that the review helpfulness model should be domain-
dependent, due to the specific semantics of “helpful-
ness” defined in context of the domain.

2.2 Review summarization

One major paradigm of review summarization is
aspect-based summarization, which is based on
identifying aspects and associating opinion senti-
ment with them. (Although this line of work is
closely related to sentiment analysis, it is not the
focus of this proposed work.) While initially peo-
ple use information retrieval techniques to recog-
nize aspect terms and opinion expressions (Hu and
Liu, 2004; Popescu and Etzioni, 2005), recent work
seems to favor generative statistical models more
(Mei et al., 2007; Lu and Zhai, 2008; Titov and Mc-
Donald, 2008b; Titov and McDonald, 2008a; Blei
and McAuliffe, 2010; Brody and Elhadad, 2010;
Mukherjee and Liu, 2012; Sauper and Barzilay,
2013). One typical problem with these models is
that many discovered aspects are not meaningful to
end-users. Some of these studies focus on distin-
guishing aspects in terms of sentiment variation by
modeling aspects together with sentiment (Titov and
McDonald, 2008a; Lu and Zhai, 2008; Mukherjee
and Liu, 2012; Sauper and Barzilay, 2013). How-
ever, little attention is given to differentiating review
content directly regarding their utilities in review
exploration. Mukherjee and Liu (2012) attempted
to address this issue by introducing user-provided
aspect terms as seeds for learning review aspects,
though this approach might not be easily generalized
to other domains, as users’ point of interest could
vary with the review domain.

Another paradigm of review summarization is
more summarization-oriented. In contrast, such ap-
proaches do not require the step of identifying as-
pects, instead, they either assume the input text share
the same aspect or aim to produce general sum-
maries. These studies are closely related to the tra-
ditional NLP task of text summarization. Generally
speaking, the goal of text summarization is to retain
the most important points of the input text within a
shorter length. Either extractively or abstractively,
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one important task is to determine the informative-
ness of a text element. In addition to reducing in-
formation redundancy, different heuristics were pro-
posed within the context of opinion summarization.
Stoyanov and Cardie (2008) focused on identifying
opinion entities (opinion, source, target) and pre-
senting them in a structured way (templates or di-
agrams). Lerman et. al (2009) reported that users
preferred sentiment informed summaries based on
their analysis of human evaluation of various sum-
marization models, while Kim and Zhai (2009) fur-
ther considered an effective review summary as rep-
resentative contrastive opinion pairs. Different from
all above, Ganesan et. al (2010) represented text
input as token-based graphs based on the token or-
der in the string. They rank summary candidates by
scoring paths after removing redundant information
from the graph. For any summarization framework
discussed above, the helpfulness of the review ele-
ments (e.g. sentences, opinion entities, or words),
which can be derived from the review overall help-
fulness, captures informativeness from another di-
mension that has not been taken into account yet.

2.3 Supervised content modeling

As review summarization is meant to help users ac-
quire useful information effectively, what and how
to summarize may vary with user needs. To discover
user preferences, Ando and Ishizaki (2012) man-
ually analyzed travel reviews to identify the most
influential review sentences objectively and subjec-
tively, while Mukherjee and Liu (2012) extract and
categorize review aspects through semi-supervised
modeling using user-provided seeds (categories of
terms). In contrast, we are interested in using user-
provided helpfulness ratings for guidance. As these
helpfulness ratings are existing meta data of reviews,
we will need no additional input from users. Specif-
ically, we propose to use supervised LDA (Blei and
McAuliffe, 2010) to model review content under the
supervision of review helpfulness ratings. Similar
approach is widely adopted in sentiment analysis,
where review aspects are learned in the presence
of sentiment predictions (Blei and McAuliffe, 2010;
Titov and McDonald, 2008a). Furthermore, Brana-
van et. al (2009) showed that joint modeling of text
and user annotations benefits extractive summariza-
tion. Therefore, we hypothesize modeling review

content together with review helpfulness is benefi-
cial to review summarization as well.

3 Data

We plan to experiment on three representative re-
view domains: product reviews, book reviews and
peer reviews. The first one is mostly studied, while
the later two types are more complex, as the review
content consists of both reviewer’s evaluations of the
target and reviewer’s references to the target, which
is also text. This property makes review summariza-
tion more challenging.

For product reviews and book reviews, we plan
to use Amazon reviews provided by Jindal and Liu
(2008), which is a widely used data set in review
mining and sentiment analysis. We consider the
helpfulness assessment of an Amazon review as the
ratio of “helpful” votes over all votes (Kim et al.,
2006). For educational peer reviews, we plan to use
an annotated corpus (Nelson and Schunn, 2009) col-
lected from an online peer-review reciprocal system,
which we used in our prior work (Xiong and Litman,
2011). Two experts (a writing instructor and a con-
tent instructor) were asked to rate the helpfulness of
each peer review on a scale from one to five (Pearson
correlation r = 0.425, p ≤ 0.01). For our study, we
consider the average ratings given by the two experts
(which roughly follow a normal distribution) as the
gold standard of review helpfulness ratings. To be
consistent with the other review domains, we nor-
malize peer-review helpfulness ratings in the range
between 0 and 1.

4 Proposed work

The proposed thesis work consists of three parts:
1) review content analysis using user-provided help-
fulness ratings, 2) automatically predicting review
helpfulness and 3) a helpfulness-guided review sum-
marization framework.

4.1 Review content analysis

Before advocating the proposed idea, we would test
our two hypothesis: 1) user-provided review help-
fulness assessment reflects review content differ-
ence. 2) Considering review content in terms of in-
ternal content (e.g. reviewers’ opinions) vs. exter-
nal content (e.g. book content), the internal content
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influences the perceived review helpfulness more
than the external content.

We propose to use two kind of instruments, one is
Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC)1, which is
a manually created dictionary of words; the other is
the set of review topics learned by Latent Dirich-
let Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003; Blei and
McAuliffe, 2010). LIWC analyzes text input based
on language usages both syntactically and semanti-
cally, which reveals review content patterns at a high
level; LDA can be used to model sentence-level re-
view topics which are domain specific.

For the LIWC-based analysis, we test whether
each category count has a significant effect on the
numerical helpfulness ratings using paired T-test.
For LDA-based analysis, we demonstrate the dif-
ference by show how the learned topics vary when
helpfulness information is introduced as supervi-
sion. Specifically, by comparing the topics learned
from the unsupervised LDA and those learned from
the supervised LDA (with helpfulness ratings), we
expect to show that the supervision of helpfulness
ratings can yield more meaningful aspect clusters.

It is important to note that in both approaches
a review is considered as a bag of words, which
might be problematic if the review has both internal
and external content. Considering this, we hypoth-
esize that the content difference captured by user-
provided helpfulness ratings is mainly in the review-
ers’ evaluation rather than in the content of external
sources (hypothesis 2). We plan to test this hypoth-
esis on both book reviews and peer reviews by ana-
lyzing review content in two conditions: in the first
condition (the control condition), all content is pre-
served; in the second condition, the external content
is excluded. If we observe more content variance
in the second condition than the first one, the sec-
ond hypothesis is true. Thus we will separate review
internal and external content in the later summariza-
tion step. For simplification, in the second condi-
tion, we only consider the topic words of the exter-
nal content; we plan to use a corpus-based approach
to identify these topic terms and filter them out to
reduce the impact of external content.

1Url: http://www.liwc.net. We are using LIWC2007.

4.2 Automated review helpfulness assessment

Considering how review usefulness would be inte-
grated in the proposed summarization framework,
we propose two models for predicting review help-
fulness at different levels of granularity.

A discriminative model to learn review global
helpfulness. Previously we (2011) built a discrim-
inative model for predicting the helpfulness of ed-
ucational peer reviews based on prior work of au-
tomatically predicting review helpfulness of prod-
uct reviews (Kim et al., 2006). We considered both
domain-general features and domain-specific fea-
tures. The domain-general features include structure
features (e.g. review length), semantic features, and
descriptive statistics of the product ratings (Kim et
al., 2006); the domain-specific features include the
percentage of external content in reviews and cog-
nitive and social science features that are specific
to the peer-review domain. To extend this idea to
other types of reviews: for product reviews, we con-
sider product aspect-related terms as the topic words
of the external content; for book reviews, we take
into account author’s profile information (number
of books, the mean average book ratings). As we
showed that replacing review unigrams with manu-
ally crafted keyword categories can further improve
the helpfulness model of peer reviews, we plan to
investigate whether review unigrams are generally
replaceable by review LIWC features for modeling
review helpfulness.

A generative model to learn review local help-
fulness. In order to utilize user-provided helpfulness
information in a decomposable fashion, we propose
to use sLDA (Blei and McAuliffe, 2010) to model
review content with review helpfulness information
at the review level, so that the learned latent topics
will be predictive of review helpfulness. In addition
to evaluating the model’s predictive power and the
quality of the learned topics, we will also investi-
gate the extent to which the model’s performance is
affected by the size of the training set, as we may
need to use automatically predicted review helpful-
ness instead, if user-provided helpfulness informa-
tion is not available.
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4.3 Helpfulness-guided review summarization

In the proposed work, we plan to investigate various
methods of supervising an extractive review summa-
rizer using the proposed helpfulness models. The
simplest method (M1) is to control review helpful-
ness of the summarization input by removing re-
views that are predicted of low helpfulness. A sim-
ilar method (M2) is to use post-processing rather
than pre-processing – reorder the selected summary
candidates (e.g. sentences) based on their predicted
helpfulness. The helpfulness of a summary sentence
can be either inferred from the local-helpfulness
model (sLDA), or aggregated from review-level
helpfulness ratings of the review(s) from which the
sentence is extracted. The third one (M3) works
together with a specific summarization algorithm,
interpolating traditional informativeness assessment
with novel helpfulness metrics based on the pro-
posed helpfulness models.

For demonstration, we plan to prototype the pro-
posed framework based on MEAD* (Carenini et al.,
2006), which is an extension of MEAD (an open-
source framework for multi-document summariza-
tion (Radev et al., 2004)) for summarizing evalu-
ative text. MEAD* defines sentence informative-
ness based on features extracted through standard
aspect-based review mining (Hu and Liu, 2004). As
a human-centric design, we plan to evaluate the pro-
posed framework in a user study in terms of pair-
wise comparison of the reviews generated by differ-
ent summarizers (M1, M2, M3 and MEAD*). Al-
though fully automated summarization metrics are
available (e.g. Jensen-Shannon Divergence (Louis
and Nenkova, 2009)), they favor summaries that
have a similar word distribution to the input and thus
do not suit our task of review summarization.

To show the generality of the proposed ideas, we
plan to evaluate the utility of introducing review
helpfulness in aspect ranking as well, which is an
important sub-task of review opinion analysis. If
our hypothesis (1) is true, we would expect aspect
ranking based on helpfulness-involved metrics out-
performing the baseline which does not use review
helpfulness (Yu et al., 2011). This evaluation will
be done on product reviews and peer reviews, as the
previous work was based on product reviews, while
peer reviews tend to have an objective aspect rank-

ing (provided by domain experts).

5 Contributions

The proposed thesis mainly contributes to review
mining and summarization.

1. Investigate the impact of the source of review
content on review helpfulness. While a lot of
studies focus on product reviews, we based our
analysis on a wider range of domains, including
peer reviews, which have not been well studied
before.

2. Propose two models to automatically assess re-
view helpfulness at different levels of granu-
larity. While the review-level global helpful-
ness model takes into account domain-specific
semantics of helpfulness of reviews, the lo-
cal helpfulness model learns review helpfulness
jointly with review topics. This local helpful-
ness model allows us to decompose overall re-
view helpfulness into small elements, so that
review helpfulness can be easily combined with
metrics of other dimensions in assessing the
importance of summarization candidates.

3. Propose a user-centric review summarization
framework that utilizes user-provided helpful-
ness assessment as supervision. Compared
with previous work, we take a data driven ap-
proach in modeling review helpfulness as well
as helpfulness-related topics, which requires
no extra human input of user-preference and
can be adapted to typical review summarization
tasks such as aspect selection/ranking, sum-
mary sentence ordering, etc.
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Abstract

Entrainment is the phenomenon of the speech
of conversational partners becoming more
similar to each other. This thesis proposal
presents a comprehensive look at entrainment
in human conversations and how entrainment
may be incorporated into the design of spo-
ken dialogue systems in order to improve sys-
tem performance and user satisfaction. We
compare different kinds of entrainment in both
classic and novel dimensions, provide exper-
imental results on the utility of entrainment,
and show that entrainment can be used to im-
prove a system’s ASR performance and turn-
taking decisions.

1 Introduction
Entrainment is the phenomenon of interlocutors be-
coming more similar to each other in their speech
in the course of a conversation. Entrainment has
been observed in numerous domains and for mul-
tiple levels of communication. In addition, many
studies have shown associations between entrain-
ment and desirable dialogue characteristics. The
proposed work aims to improve spoken dialogue
system performance both qualitatively and quanti-
tatively by exploiting this prevalent and significant
phenomenon. Spoken dialogue systems can signifi-
cantly improve the quality of their user interactions
by incorporating entrainment into their design:

• A spoken dialogue system can entrain to its
users, adjusting its own output to align with
theirs. This should improve the dialogue qual-
ity as perceived by the user.

• It can exploit the concept of entrainment by
changing the parameters of its own output
when it wants the user to speak differently. For
example, when the user is speaking too quickly,
the system can slow down its own output, caus-
ing the user to do the same.

• It can use an entrainment model along with in-
formation about its own behavior to more accu-
rately predict how the user will behave.

Our proposed work explores the role of entrain-
ment in human conversations and looks at how it
can improve interactions with spoken dialogue sys-
tems. In addition to presenting an in-depth study
of the characteristics of human entrainment, we
will demonstrate that spoken dialogue systems can
use this information to predict characteristics of the
user’s speech, improve the user’s impression of the
dialogue quality and system persona by adopting the
user’s speech characteristics, and improve recogni-
tion accuracy by influencing the user to abandon
prosodic characteristics associated with ASR error.

This thesis proposal is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 discusses the literature related to the proposed
work. Section 3 describes the corpus used in these
studies. Section 4 addresses the question of how hu-
mans entrain and how this information can be used
to more accurately predict a user’s behavior. Sec-
tion 5 discusses how entrainment affects the per-
ceived quality of human and human-computer con-
versations, and Section 6 explores how entrainment
can be used to influence user behavior. Section 7
describes the main contributions of this work.
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2 Related work

Entrainment has been shown to occur at almost ev-
ery level of human communication: lexical (Bren-
nan and Clark, 1992), syntactic (Reitter and Moore,
2007; Ward and Litman, 2007), stylistic (Niederhof-
fer and Pennebaker, 2002; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil
et al., 2011), acoustic-prosodic (Natale, 1975; Coul-
ston et al., 2002; Ward and Litman, 2007) and pho-
netic (Pardo, 2006).

Entrainment in many of these dimensions has
also been associated with measures of dialogue suc-
cess. Chartrand and Bargh (1999), for example,
demonstrated that subjects who interacted with con-
federates who mimicked their posture and behav-
ior reported greater liking for the confederate and a
smoother interaction. Lee et al. (2010) found that
entrainment measures derived from pitch features
were significantly higher in positive interactions be-
tween married couples in therapy than in negative
interactions. Looking at more objective measures,
Nenkova et al. (2008) found that the degree of en-
trainment on high-frequency words was correlated
with task score and turn-taking features.

These studies have been motivated by theoreti-
cal models such as Giles’ Communication Accom-
modation Theory (Giles et al., 1987), which pro-
poses that speakers promote social approval or ef-
ficient communication by adapting to their inter-
locutors’ communicative behavior. Another theory
informing the association of entrainment and dia-
logue success is the coordination-rapport hypoth-
esis (Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal, 1990), which
posits that the degree of liking between conversa-
tional partners should be correlated with the degree
of nonverbal coordination between them. In con-
trast, Chartrand and Bargh (1999) posit that entrain-
ment is a purely automatic process, a product of the
perception-behavior link, which predicts that the act
of observing a behavior makes the observer more
likely to engage in that behavior as well.

3 Columbia Games Corpus

Many of the studies in this work were conducted on
the Columbia Games Corpus (Gravano, 2009), a col-
lection of twelve dyadic conversations elicited from
native speakers of Standard American English. Dur-
ing the collection of the corpus, each pair of partic-

ipants played a set of computer games that required
them to verbally cooperate to achieve a mutual goal.
In the Cards games, one speaker described the cards
she saw on her screen, and her partner attempted to
match them to the cards on his own screen. In the
Objects games, one speaker described the location
of an object on her screen, and her partner attempted
to place the corresponding object in exactly the same
location on his own screen. For both games, the par-
ticipants received points based on how exact a match
was; they later were paid for each point.

The corpus consists of approximately nine hours
of recorded dialogue. It has been orthographically
transcribed and annotated with prosodic and turn-
taking labels. Thirteen subjects participated in the
collection of the corpus, and nine returned on an-
other day for a second session with a different part-
ner. This is useful for our study of entrainment, since
we can compare a single speaker’s behavior with
two different interlocutors. In addition, the corpus
is representative of the kind of speech we are inter-
ested in: task-oriented dialogue between strangers.

4 Entrainment in human conversations

We begin our study of entrainment by looking at en-
trainment in human conversations. Aside from the
interest inherent in advancing our understanding of
this human behavior, research in this area can inform
the design of spoken dialogue systems. A system
that entrains the way a human does will seem more
natural, and a system that knows how humans en-
train can use this information to better predict how a
user will behave, improving its own performance.

4.1 Acoustic-prosodic entrainment

This study, previously presented in (Levitan and
Hirschberg, 2011), creates a cohesive view of en-
trainment by directly comparing entrainment on a
set of acoustic-prosodic features, measured in five
different ways. By comparing these different mea-
sures of entrainment, we bring clarity to three as-
pects of entrainment:

• Is it global or local? Two speakers may fluc-
tuate around similar means, while diverging
widely at any specific point. Conversely, they
may be globally dissimilar, but locally they
may be relatively similar.

• Is it by value or by direction? If a speaker en-
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trains to her partner’s actual value, if he low-
ers his voice, she may raise her own in order to
match his new intensity. If she matches the di-
rection of the change rather than the new value,
she will lower her voice as well, even if this
results in a value less similar to his.

• Is the degree of entrainment static, or does
it improve? Do speakers converge—become
more similar—as the conversation progresses?

The features we examine are intensity mean and
max, pitch mean and max, jitter, shimmer, noise-
to-harmonics ratio (NHR), and syllables per sec-
ond1. We look for evidence of global entrainment by
comparing the similarities in feature means between
partners with the similarities between speakers who
are not conversational partners.

We see an effect of entrainment for almost all the
features. In addition, the difference between part-
ners for several of the features is smaller in the sec-
ond half of the conversation, constituting evidence
of convergence. We also find a strong effect of lo-
cal entrainment: for every feature, adjacent turns are
significantly (p < 0.001) more similar to each other
than non-adjacent turns. We conclude that entrain-
ment is by value rather than by direction; that global
entrainment exists in addition to local matching for
several features, most notably intensity; and that en-
trainment is dynamic for some features, improving
as the conversation progresses.

4.2 Entrainment on outliers

Since entrainment is generally considered an uncon-
scious phenomenon, it is interesting to consider en-
trainment when a feature is particularly salient. The
theory that the perception-behavior link is the mech-
anism behind entrainment (Chartrand and Bargh,
1999) would predict that the effect of entrainment
would be stronger in this case, since such features
are more likely to be observed and therefore imi-
tated. We test this hypothesis by looking at cases
in which one speaker in a pair has a feature value in
the 90th or 10th percentile. This study was previ-
ously described in (Levitan et al., 2012).

1Intensity mean is an acoustic measure perceived as loud-
ness, and intensity max represents the range of loudness. Jitter,
shimmer and NHR are three measures of voice quality; jitter
and shimmer are perceived as harshness, and NHR as hoarse-
ness. Syllables per second measure speaking rate.

As in our tests for global entrainment (Section
4.1), we compute a partner and non-partner similar-
ity for each speaker. The partner similarity should be
lower for outlier pairs (pairs in which one speaker
has an outlier feature value), and the non-partner
similarity should be lower as well, since the outlier
speaker diverges from the norm. We therefore can
expect the difference between these two values to be
the same for outlier and typical pairs. If this dif-
ference is lower for outlier pairs, we can conclude
that the effect of entrainment is weaker in outlier
cases. We find, in fact, that this difference is greater
for outlier pairs for several features, indicating that
speakers entrain more to outlier values of these fea-
tures. This finding supports the perception-behavior
link. In addition, it has implications for cases in
which it is an objective to induce one’s interlocutor
to entrain, as we will discuss in Section 6.

4.3 Entrainment and backchannel-inviting cues

Backchannels are short, nondisruptive segments of
speech that a speaker utters to let his interlocutor
know that he is keeping up. They are extremely
prevalent in task-oriented conversation. Gravano
and Hirschberg (2009) identified six acoustic and
prosodic features that tend to be different be-
fore backchannels, hypothesizing that these features
serve as cues to one’s interlocutor that a backchan-
nel would be welcome. Individual speakers use dif-
ferent sets of cues, and can differ in their realiza-
tion of a cue. We look for evidence of entrainment
on backchannel-inviting cues. This work, previously
discussed in (Levitan et al., 2011), represents a first
look at entrainment in a pragmatic dimension.

We measure backchannel-inviting cues in three
ways. Firstly, we measure the similarity of the
speaker pairs’ cue sets by counting the number of
cues they have in common, and find that partners
have more cues in common than non-partners. Sec-
ondly, we measure the similarity of cue realization,
and show that feature values before backchannels
for pitch, intensity and voice quality are more sim-
ilar between partners. In addition, this measure
shows evidence of convergence for pitch and inten-
sity, which are more similar before backchannels in
the second half of a conversation. Finally, we mea-
sure the local effect of this entrainment by correlat-
ing feature values before consecutive backchannels
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and find that pitch and intensity before backchannels
are moderately correlated.

4.4 Future work

We have shown that a speaker’s conversational be-
havior is influenced by that of her interlocutor. We
therefore propose to develop a framework for us-
ing entrainment information to label or predict a
speaker’s behavior. An example of such a task is
predicting backchannels. Based on the work of
Gravano and Hirschberg (2009), a system deciding
whether to produce a backchannel or take the floor
should compare the user’s most recent utterance to
a backchannel-preceding model and a turn-yielding
model. Since each speaker uses a different count
of backchannel-preceding cues, a model trained on
other speakers may not be useful. However, data
from the user may not be available and is likely to
be sparse at best.

Since interlocutors use similar backchannel-
inviting cues, we can use information from the in-
terlouctor – the system – to build the model. The
influence of this interlocutor information can be
weighted according to the probable strength of the
entrainment effect, which can depend, as we have
shown, on the feature being predicted, the respec-
tive genders of the participants, whether a feature
value is an outlier, and where in the conversation the
speech segment occurs.

5 Entrainment and dialogue quality

This section addresses two main research questions:
1. What kinds of entrainment are most important

to conversational quality?
2. Will the passive benefits of entrainment apply

when it is a computer that is entraining?
To answer the first question, we look at the entrain-
ment correlates of social and objective variables in
the Games Corpus (previously reported in Levitan
et al., 2012). We address the second question with a
Wizard of Oz study that looks at subjects’ reactions
to an entraining spoken dialogue system.

5.1 Entrainment correlates of dialogue charac-
teristics

Lexical entrainment has been associated with mea-
sures of smooth turn-taking and task success
(Nenkova et al., 2008). Here, we correlate en-

trainment on intensity mean and max, pitch mean
and max, jitter, shimmer, noise-to-harmonics ratio
(NHR), and syllables per second with four objective
measures of dialogue coordination: number of turns,
mean turn latency, percentage of overlaps, and per-
centage of interruptions. We interpret a high num-
ber of turns and percentage of overlaps (cases in
which one person begins speaking as her interlocu-
tor finishes his turn) as signs of a smoothly flowing,
well-coordinated conversation. We therefore expect
them to be positively associated with entrainment, in
line with previous work and the theory that entrain-
ment facilitates communication. In contrast, high
turn latency (the lag time between turns) and per-
centage of interruptions (cases in which one person
begins speaking before her interlocutor has finished
his turn) are signs of poor turn-taking behavior and
an awkward conversation. We therefore expect them
to be negatively correlated with entrainment mea-
sures.

To look at more perceptual measures of dialogue
quality, we used Amazon Mechanical Turk2 to an-
notate each task (the sub-units of each game) in the
Games Corpus for what we term social variables,
the perceived social characteristics of an interaction
and ints participants. Details on the annotation pro-
cess can be found in (Gravano et al., 2011). In this
study, we focus on four social variables: trying to
be liked, giving encouragement, trying to dominate,
and conversation awkward. Based on Communica-
tion Accommodation Theory (Giles et al., 1987), we
expect the first two social variables, which represent
the desire to minimize social distance, to be posi-
tively correlated with entrainment. Someone who is
trying to dominate, on the other hand, will try to in-
crease social distance, and we therefore expect this
variable to correlate negatively with entrainment, as
should conversation awkward.

We report separate results for female, male and
mixed-gender pairs. In general, we see correlations
in the expected directions: the number of turns, per-
centage of overlaps, and giving encouragement are
positively correlated with entrainment for all gen-
der groups, latency is negatively correlated with en-
trainment for male and female pairs, and trying to
be liked is positively correlated with entrainment for

2http://www.mturk.com
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male and mixed-gender pairs. We see no correla-
tions for trying to dominate, possibly because an-
notators were confused between the socially weak
position of trying to dominate, and the socially pow-
erful position of actually dominating.

For objective variables, we see the strongest and
most numerous correlations for male pairs, while
for objective variables, this is true for mixed-gender
pairs, leading us to conclude that entrainment is
most important to the coordination of a conversa-
tion for male pairs and to the perceived quality of a
conversation for mixed-gender pairs. We identify in-
tensity as an important entrainment feature, as well
as shimmer for dialogue coordination for female or
mixed-gender pairs. In future work, we plan to cor-
relate these social and objective variables with mea-
sures of local entrainment and convergence (Section
4.1).

5.2 Entrainment and dialogue quality in spoken
dialogue systems

In this study (currently ongoing), we look at whether
subjects will attribute more positive qualities to an
interaction with a system whose voice is more simi-
lar to their own. To answer this question, we create
a Wizard of Oz setup in which a subject interacts
with an entrained voice and a disentrained voice.
We chose to employ a wizard instead of a fully func-
tional dialogue system in order to neutralize possible
intrusions from other components of a dialogue sys-
tem and isolate the entrainment effect.

The subjects are given three tasks modeled on rea-
sons for which someone might call 311, New York
City’s phone number for government information.
In the taxi scenario, for example, the subject is given
a description of an incident in which a taxi drove
unsafely, and is told to report the incident to the sys-
tem, using the given date, time and location. Using
this paradigm, we can collect spontaneous speech
while still being able to use prerecorded prompts:
the content is predetermined, but the sentence form
and word choice is up to the subject.

For the first task, alternate side parking, the ex-
perimenter prints prompts to the subject’s screen us-
ing a chat program, and the subject responds by
speaking into a headset that plays into the experi-
menter’s computer. The purpose of this first task is
to get a sample of the subject’s speech. The sub-

ject then fills out some demographic forms and the
NEO-FFI personality test, while the experimenter
calculates the vocal intensity and speaking rate of
the subject’s speech. A set of prerecorded prompts
is then scaled to match the subject’s vocal parame-
ters, forming an entrained set, and then scaled away
from the subject’s parameters, forming the disen-
trained set. The parameters for the disentrained set
were chosen empirically to result in a voice percepti-
bly different from the entrained set while remaining
undistorted and natural-sounding.

The subject then completes two more tasks, one
with the entrained voice and one with the disen-
trained voice. We vary the order and combination
of tasks and voices so we can test for effects of or-
der and task. After each task, the subject fills out
a survey containing questions like “I liked the sys-
tem’s personality” or “I found talking with the sys-
tem annoying.” We hypothesize that they will agree
more with positive statements about the entraining
version of the system.

We also crudely measure each subject’s percep-
tual sensitivity to vocal characteristics by asking
them to describe each voice by choosing from a list
of adjectives like “high-pitched,” ”fast,” or ”loud.”
We will look at how this sensitivity, as well as gen-
der and personality, interact with the subjects’ reac-
tions to the system’s entrainment.

6 Influencing user behavior
In human conversations, it is common for a speaker
to attempt to affect his interlocutor’s behavior by
modeling a desired change. For example, a speaker
may raise his own voice if he is having trouble hear-
ing and wishes his interlocutor to speak more loudly.
Since humans have been shown to entrain to com-
puters (Coulston et al., 2002; Stoyanchev and Stent,
2009; Bell et al., 2003), it is reasonable for a spoken
dialogue system to use this strategy to influence its
user to speak in a way that will optimize the perfor-
mance of its automatic speech recognition (ASR). A
previous study (Lopes et al., 2011) successfully in-
duced users to abandon words prone to ASR error
simply by removing those words from the system’s
prompts. In this work, we attempt to influence users
to abandon prosodic characteristics associated with
ASR failure by modeling the desired change in the
system’s prompts.
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Hirschberg et al. (2004) found that utterances that
followed longer pauses or were louder, longer, or
pitched higher were less likely to be recognized
correctly. Our method looks for these undesirable
prosodic features in utterances with low ASR con-
fidence and attempts to induce the user to abandon
them. We hypothesize that abandoning prosody as-
sociated with ASR failure will result in improved
ASR performance.

Our approach is as follows. When the system’s
ASR returns a hypothesis with low confidence for
an utterance, it finds the utterance’s intensity, pitch
and duration. If any of these features fall within the
range of utterances that tend to be misrecognized,
the system employs one of four strategies. The ex-
plicit strategy is to ask the user to make the desired
change, e.g. “Please speak more quietly.” The en-
trainment strategy is to model the desired change,
e.g. lowering the intensity of the system’s out-
put. The explicit+entrainment strategy combines
the two, e.g. by saying “Please speak more quietly”
in a quieter system voice. We hypothesize that one
strategy may increase the efficacy of the other. We
will also try a no strategy condition as a baseline
for how often the user independently abandons the
undesirable prosody.

Each strategy will be embodied in a simple re-
quest for repetition. For each strategy, we will look
at how often the subsequent turn displays the desired
change in prosody. In addition, we will see how
often the ASR performance improves on the subse-
quent turn. A third measure of a strategy’s success
will be the durability of its effect—that is, how likely
the undesirable prosody is to recur later in the con-
versation.

Within the entrainment condition, we will test
how pronounced a change must be in order to in-
duce a corresponding change on the part of the user.
Our research on outlier entrainment suggests that a
more extreme change is more likely to be entrained
to. However, the most attractive feature of the en-
trainment condition is its nondisruptiveness, and this
quality will be lost if the change in the system’s
voice is too extreme. We will therefore begin with
a slight change, and test how much the degree of
change must be increased before the user will imi-
tate it.

Fandrianto and Eskenazi (2012) implemented a

similar approach, lowering the system’s vocal in-
tensity or increasing its speaking rate when its
classifiers detected the speaking styles of shouting
or hyperarticulation. By responding to individual
prosodic features instead of higher-level speaking
styles, we avoid the layer of error introduced by clas-
sifiers. Furthermore, our approach can account for
cases in which ASR error is caused by prosodic fea-
tures that do not comprise an identifiable speaking
style. Finally, our detailed analysis will give more
information about the advantages and limitations of
each strategy.

7 Contributions
The studies of human-human conversations in this
thesis will advance current understanding of how
people entrain. We provide a cohesive picture of en-
trainment by directly comparing different measures
on a single corpus, establishing that entrainment is
both a global and a local phenomenon, that people
entrain by value rather than by direction, and that it
is a dynamic process, improving with the course of
a dialogue. We show that speaker pairs entrain in
a novel dimension, backchannel-inviting cues, and
that this entrainment is associated with task success
and dialogue coordination. We also show that the ef-
fect of entrainment is stronger in outlier cases, lend-
ing experimental support to the perception-behavior
link.

This work provides experimental results on the
utility of entrainment in conversations with both hu-
mans and spoken dialogue systems. In human con-
versations, we show that entrainment is correlated
with positive social characteristics and turn-taking
features. In our Wizard of Oz experiments, we will
show how entrainment affects a user’s perception of
the quality of a spoken dialogue system.

Finally, this work shows how the principles of en-
trainment can be used to actively improve spoken
dialogue systems. We will build a framework for
implementing the results of our studies of entrain-
ment in human conversations into prediction mod-
els, which we hypothesize will improve their accu-
racy and can be used to improve a system’s perfor-
mance. In our influencing experiments, we will at-
tempt to influence a user to speak in a way that will
optimize ASR performance simply by changing the
system’s own voice.
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Abstract

In this paper, a Maximum Entropy Markov
Model (MEMM) for dialog state tracking
is proposed to efficiently handle user goal
evolvement in two steps. The system first
predicts the occurrence of a user goal change
based on linguistic features and dialog context
for each dialog turn, and then the proposed
model could utilize this user goal change in-
formation to infer the most probable dialog
state sequence which underlies the evolve-
ment of user goal during the dialog. It is
believed that with the suggested various do-
main independent feature functions, the pro-
posed model could better exploit not only the
intra-dependencies within long ASR N-best
lists but also the inter-dependencies of the ob-
servations across dialog turns, which leads to
more efficient and accurate dialog state infer-
ence.

1 Introduction

The ability to converse with humans is usually con-
sidered the most important characteristic which de-
fines the intelligent nature of a machine. In recent
years, advanced approaches for handling different
components within a spoken dialogue system have
been proposed and studied. Both statistical infer-
ence methods for dialog state tracking and machine
learning techniques (such as reinforcement learning)
for automatic policy optimization are active domains
of research, which implies that there are still many
open challenges in this field that are worth being ex-
plored. One of such challenges is how to better ex-
ploit the ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) N-

best list when the top ASR hypothesis is incorrect.
Furthermore, reasoning over different ASR N-best
lists is also difficult since it is hard to decide when
to detect commonality (when user repeats) and when
to look for differences (when user changes her or his
mind) among multiple ASR N-best lists. Another
challenge is how to handle more complex user ac-
tions such as negotiating alternative choices or seek-
ing out other potential solutions when interacting
with the system.

This proposal presents a probabilistic framework
for modeling the evolvement of user goal during the
dialog (focusing on the shaded component Dialog
State Tracking in Figure 1 that shows a typical di-
agram for a spoken dialog system), which aims to
endow the system with the ability to model natural
negotiation strategies, in the hope of leading to more
accurate and efficient dialog state tracking perfor-
mance.

Figure 1: a typical spoken dialogue system

2 Unanswered Challenges for Spoken
Dialog Systems

Due to the inevitable erroneous hypotheses made by
the speech recognizer as well as the ubiquitous am-
biguity existing in the natural language understand-
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ing process, it is impossible for a spoken dialog sys-
tem to observe the true user goal directly. Therefore,
methods to efficiently infer the true hidden dialog
states from noisy observations over multiple dialog
turns become crucial for building a robust spoken
dialog system.

The POMDP (Partially Observable Markov De-
cision Process) framework has been proposed to
maintain multiple dialog state hypotheses under
uncertainty with automated dialog policy learn-
ing (Williams and Young, 2007; Henderson et
al., 2008; Thomson and Young, 2010; Young et
al., 2010). Although the original POMDP frame-
work suffers difficulties of scaling up the model to
handle real-world domains in practice, it provides
a unified statistical framework for existing tech-
niques with global optimization. Partition-based ap-
proaches (Gašić and Young, 2011; Williams, 2010;
Young et al., 2010) attempt to group user goals into
a number of partitions and won’t split a partition un-
less when a distinction is required by observations.
Due to this property, partition-based methods could
have high scalability for more complex practical do-
mains.

Bayesian network based approximate methods
also emerged to tackle the complexity of represent-
ing and tracking multiple dialog states within proba-
bilistic frameworks (Raux and Ma, 2011; Thomson
and Young, 2010). In previous work, we presented
a new probabilistic model – DPOT (Dynamic Prob-
abilistic Ontology Trees) – to track dialog state in a
spoken dialog system (Raux and Ma, 2011). DPOT
captures both the user goal and the history of user di-
alog acts (user actions) using a unified Bayesian net-
work. Efficient inference (a form of blocked Gibbs
sampling) is performed to exploit the structure of
the model. Evaluation on a corpus of dialogs from
the CMU Let’s Go system shows that DPOT signif-
icantly outperforms a deterministic baseline by ex-
ploiting long ASR N-best lists without loss of ac-
curacy. At any point in the dialog, the joint distri-
bution over the goal network represents the inferred
dialog state about the user goal.1 The goal network
of DPOT does not expand per time slice for each
turn but the evidence accumulates as the dialog pro-

1In the Let’s Go bus information system, a user goal is de-
composed into three concepts: Bus (the bus number), Orig
(the origin stop) and Dest (the destination stop).

gresses. Therefore the model becomes inefficient
when users change their mind – user has to repeat
multiple times in order to possibly trigger a goal
change in the inferred dialog state.

Figure 2: Example of user goal change: at the end of the
dialog the user would like to explore alternative flights at
a different time, but the dialog system did not expect such
a user action, leading to a system failure

Current approaches often assume that user would
have a fixed goal in his or her mind before convers-
ing with the system and this single goal remains un-
changed throughout the dialog. However, the key
question we would like to raise here is that whether
the assumption that a user would not change her or
his mind during the dialog is reasonable or not in
the first place.2 Figure 2 shows an example where
user goal evolves as the dialog moves on. In this ex-
ample, the system did not catch the partial change
of user goal and failed to return alternative answers
given a new request from the user – now the fixed
goal assumption has been challenged. Moreover,
sometimes people do not even have a clear goal in
their minds before they start speaking to the system
(e.g., a user might want a flight from Columbus to
San Francisco during the coming weekend, but the
exact departure date depends on user’s schedule as
well as the price of the ticket.). From the example
dialog shown in Figure 2, clearly it can be noticed
that there are some useful hints or linguistic patterns
– such as How about ...? and ... instead? – which
could be extracted from the user’s spoken language

2It is true that for some simple domains such as luggage re-
trieval or call routing, users are less likely to change their mind.
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as predictors for potential user goal change. We can
then further use this predicted information (user goal
changed or not) to better infer the true user goal and
prevent a system failure or start over. In fact, it is
this intuition that forms the basis of the proposed
methods.

However, existing methods heavily rely on the as-
sumption that user won’t change her or his mind
throughout the dialog. In order to keep the compu-
tations tractable in practice, POMDP-based methods
often assume that user goal does not change during
the dialog (Young et al., 2010). Moreover, within
the POMDP framework there is a user action model
which would suppress the weights of conflict ob-
servations for those slots which have already been
filled – the intuition is that if a value for a certain
slot has already been provided or observed, it is
less likely that a new value will be provided again
(based on the assumption of fixed user goal) and it
is more likely to be a speech recognition error in-
stead (Williams and Young, 2007). Furthermore,
one of the claimed benefit for existing statistical di-
alog state inference methods is the ability to exploit
the information lower down from ASR N-best lists
by aggregating weak information across multiple di-
alog turns – the intuition is that overlapped consis-
tent weak evidence is sometimes a useful hint for
predicting the underlying true user goal (as illus-
trated in Figure 3) – again it implies that the user
would repeatedly refine the same goal until the ma-
chine gets it.

Figure 3: Given the fact that user action BOSTON has
been repeatedly observed as DEPARTURE CITY across
the first two turns – although not at the top position of the
ASR N-best list – existing statistical dialog state tracking
algorithms would capture this pattern and put a strong
bias on BOSTON as the inferred user goal.

It is true that putting such a constraint – assum-
ing a fixed user goal during the dialog – simplifies
the computational complexity, it also sacrifices the
flexibility and usability of a spoken dialog system.
Although one could think of some hand-crafted and

ad-hoc rules such as explicit or implicit confirma-
tion/disconfirmation to deal with sudden user goal
changes during a dialog, it increases the number of
dialog turns and makes the dialog system less natu-
ral and user friendly.

3 Spoken Dialog State Tracking with
Explicit Model of User Goal Change

3.1 BuildByVoice Domain

In fact, there are many situations where frequent
user goal changes would be highly expected (i.e. the
user might try to negotiate with the system). These
domains might include but not limited to finding
nearby restaurants or hotels, searching for movies
to watch, ordering food or online shopping, etc., in
which users are very likely to explore different alter-
natives and their goals would probably change fre-
quently as the dialog progresses.

Figure 4: An experimental web interface prototype for
BuildByVoice – a spoken dialog system aimed to assist
potential car buyers to customize a car by voice

Considering one typical example among those do-
mains – a spoken interactive system which could al-
low a user to configure a new car by speech (a pro-
totype web interface of the BuildByVoice system is
shown in Figure 43) – one could imagine the user
would tend to experiment many possible combina-
tions of different configurations for a car. Indeed
that is the purpose of having such a system so that
users could preview the resulting effect before a real
car is made. A BuildByVoice domain may consist of

3A baseline BuildByVoice system by using DPOT for dialog
state tracking (without user goal change detection) is under im-
plementation. The baseline system will be deployed to Amazon
Mechanical Turk for initial data collection.
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the following five independent concepts with their
possible values listed as follows:4

Model: Accord Coupe, Accord Sedan,
Accord Plug-In, Civic Coupe,
Civic Sedan, . . . 5

Engine: V4, V4 Turbo, V4 Sport, V6, V6
Turbo, V6 Sport, . . .

Exterior Color: Toffee Brown, Coffee
Brown, Candy Brown, Night Blue,
Moonlight Blue, Midnight Blue, . . .

Interior Color: Black Leather, Black
Vinyl, Gray Leather, Gray Vinyl,
Brown Leather, Brown Vinyl, . . .

Wheels: 17 inches Steel, 17 inches
Alloy, 18 inches Steel, 18 inches
Alloy, 18 inches Polished Alloy,
. . .

In (Ammicht et al., 2007), the semantic represen-
tation of a spoken dialog system is augmented with
a dynamic parameter that determines the evolution
of a concept-value pair over time, which could be
considered as early attempts for coping with user
goal changes. However, the determined dynamic
confidence score is used to make a hard choice
for the candidate semantic values, i.e., determin-
ing the birth and death of the observed concept-
value pairs. Thomson and Young (2010) intro-
duced a new POMDP-based framework for building
spoken dialog systems by using Bayesian updates
of dialog state (BUDS). It accommodates for user
goal changes by using a dynamic Bayesian network,
but BUDS is generative rather than a discriminative
model. Therefore it lacks the flexibility of incor-
porating all kinds of overlapping features – one of
the advantages discriminative models have. Further-
more, BUDS assumes limited changes in the user
goal in order to gain further efficiency. More re-
cently, Gašić and Young (2011) introduces the ex-
plicit representation of complements in partitions
which enables negotiation-type dialogs when user

4More concepts could also be included such as Accessories
or MPG Level, but only these five concepts are picked for
demonstration purpose.

5Here Honda car models are used as an example.

goal evolves during the dialog. However, the explicit
representation of complements is used to provide ex-
istential and universal quantifiers in the system’s re-
sponse.6 Also a special pruning technique is needed
in their approach to ensure the number of partitions
doesn’t grow exponentially.

Therefore, new approaches for recognizing the
event of user goal change and utilizing the goal
change information to better infer dialog states have
been proposed in the following two subsections 3.2
and 3.3.

3.2 Dialog State Tracking with Detected User
Goal Change

Dialog state tracking is usually considered as the
core component of a spoken dialog system where di-
alog manager uses the inferred dialog states to gen-
erate system responses (normally through a learned
or hand-crafted policy mapping from dialog states to
system actions). A specialized version of Maximum
Entropy Markov Model with user goal change vari-
able is proposed for dialog state tracking.7 The most
probable dialog state sequence as well as the most
likely dialog state value for the latest turn can be in-
ferred given the model. Figure 5 illustrates how the
proposed model could infer dialog states of a sin-
gle concept Exterior Color for a dialog of four user
turns where the user changes her or his mind at the
third dialog turn.8

For traditional dialog state tracking methods with-
out user goal change model, the system would be
quite confused by completely conflicting observed
user actions starting from the third dialog turn. How-
ever, the proposed MEMM with user goal change
detection could notice that the user has already
changed her or his mind. Therefore the proposed
model would not only trust more on the observed
user actions for the current dialog turn, but also fa-
vor those transitions which lead to a different state
value by increasing corresponding transition proba-
bilities.

6E.g., “Charlie Chan is the only Chinese restaurant in the
center.” or “All Chinese restaurants are in the center.”

7Methods for detecting user goal change are described in
Section 3.3.

8We assume every concept in the domain is mutually inde-
pendent with each other and we model the user goal change
separately for each concept.
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Figure 5: MEMM for dialog state tracking with explicit user goal change variable. A single concept Exterior Color
from BuildByVoice domain is tracked by the model. The shaded nodes are observed user actions and the white nodes
are hidden dialog states. The bold text in the observed nodes indicates the true user actions whereas the bold text in
the hidden states shows the true dialog state sequence (in this case it is also the most probable decoded dialog state
path inferred by the model).

A more formal description of the proposed
MEMM is given as follows. The observations ot

(shaded nodes) consist of N-best lists of semantic
speech hypotheses (or dialog acts) with confidence
scores (scale from 0 to 100) for the current dialog
turn hypt and previous turn hypt−1 as well as the
binary goal change variable gct for the current turn
– essentially a context window of speech hypotheses
including history:

ot = {hypt−1, hypt, gct}

Typically the semantic speech hypotheses hypt are
extracted concept-value pairs out of ASR results by
using a semantic tagger (such as an FST (Finite State
Transducer) parser or a segment-based semi-Markov
CRF semantic labeler (Liu et al., 2012)). The hid-
den dialog state qt (white nodes) represents the user
goal for dialog turn t (such as a particular color
Moonlight Blue for Exterior Color at time t).
The individual probability of a transition from a state
qt−1 to a state qt producing an observation ot is in a
form of the following:

P (qt|qt−1, ot) =
exp(

∑n
k=1 wkfk(qt−1, qt, ot))

Z(ot, qt−1)

Given labeled sequences of true dialog states (true
user goal) for each turn, the corresponding obser-
vations and designed feature functions, we want to

learn a set of weights wk to optimize the discrimina-
tion among competing state values given the train-
ing data. In other words, the learning procedure in-
volves searching in parameter space to maximize the
following conditional likelihood:

P (Q|O) =

N∑
i=1

T∏
t=1

exp(
∑n

k=1 wkfk(qi,t−1, qit, oit))

Z(oit, qi,t−1)

where N is the number of training dialogs. MEMM
can be trained with methods from the field of convex
optimization and Viterbi decoding algorithm could
be applied to MEMMs for inference (McCallum et
al., 2000).

The proposed feature functions are as follows.
The first feature function (1a) implies that if the user
goal is not changed, the system should look for the
common evidence across dialog turns.

f(qt = v, ot) =


1 if gct=0 &

v∈common(hypt−1, hypt)
0 otherwise

(1a)
where common(hypt−1, hypt) will return the over-
lapped values from the two N-best lists of dialog
acts hypt−1 and hypt. The second and third feature
functions ((1b) and (1c)) are basically saying that if a
user goal change has been detected, then we should
expect a different state value, otherwise we should
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remain the same value from previous dialog turn.

f(qt−1 = u, qt = v, ot) =

{
1 if gct=0 & u=v
0 otherwise

(1b)

f(qt−1 = u, qt = v, ot) =

{
1 if gct=1 & u6=v
0 otherwise

(1c)
The intuition behind the following four feature func-
tions (feature function (1d) to (1g)) is that if the user
changes her or his mind then the model should trust
more on the current observed user actions than those
from previous turn; but if the user does not change
her or his mind, we could then consider the observa-
tions from the past.

f(qt = v, ot) =

{
1 if gct=0 & v∈hypt−1

0 otherwise
(1d)

f(qt = v, ot) =

{
1 if gct=1 & v∈hypt−1

0 otherwise
(1e)

f(qt = v, ot) =

{
1 if gct=0 & v∈hypt

0 otherwise
(1f)

f(qt = v, ot) =

{
1 if gct=1 & v∈hypt

0 otherwise
(1g)

The last two feature functions ((1h) and (1i)) try
to incorporate information from confidence scores
– the higher the confidence score is, the more likely
the hypothesis is to be correct.

f(qt = v, ot) =


1 if v∈hypt &

confidencehypt
(v)>C

0 otherwise
(1h)

f(qt = v, ot) =


1 if gct=0 &

v∈hypt−1 &
confidencehypt−1

(v)>C

0 otherwise
(1i)

where confidencehypt
(v) returns the confidence

score for value v in the speech hypotheses N-best
list hypt and C is an empirical constant threshold
range between 0 to 100 obtained from the training
corpus.

3.3 User Goal Change Detection with
Linguistic Features and Dialog Context

In previous subsection 3.2, we assume we already
know whether or not user changes her or his mind

at each dialog turn, whereas this subsection we dis-
cuss the possible approaches on how to detect a user
goal change. Detecting user goal changes during a
dialog could be cast as a binary classification prob-
lem where class 0 means no goal change and class 1
indicates user changes her or his mind during a dia-
log turn. Candidate machine learning algorithms in-
cluding MLP (Multi-layer Perceptron), SVM (Sup-
port Vector Machine) or Logistic Regression could
be applied to this binary classification problem in
a supervised manner. The input features might be
extracted from user utterance transcription9 and the
corresponding ASR N-best list for each dialog turn.
As mentioned in Section 2, the language patterns
found in the user utterances as presented in the ex-
ample dialog (shown in Figure 2) forms the intuition
for linguistic features to identify user goal change.
The dialog context such as last system action could
also be included as useful hint for predicting a po-
tential user goal change – user is likely to change
her or his goal if system returns empty results for a
request. Also other helpful features could include
bag of words model, n-grams, prosodic features
(e.g., a pitch change or initial pause) and parsed fea-
tures (e.g., WH questions). Baseline system such
as key word spotting based approach (i.e. look for
How/What about in a sentence) could also be imple-
mented for performance comparison.10

4 Conclusion

By modeling the user goal change in a probabilistic
framework, the proposed approach should better ex-
ploit the mutual information buried deep in the ASR
N-best lists across dialog turns, which leads to more
robust and accurate dialog state estimation. With
the ability to predict and handle user goal change,
proposed techniques provide a bottom-up solution
for managing negotiation style dialogs and not only
should produce more efficient and natural conver-
sations but also open up new possibilities for auto-
mated negotiation dialog policy learning.

9At test time, this could be approximated by the top hypoth-
esis in the ASR N-best list.

10A detailed list of proposed features is omitted due to space
limit.
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